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To Our Readers
his issue of Communities is a celebration of the tenth anniversary of
the Fedel ation of Egalitarian Communities. You may wonder, what is
the Federation of Egalitarian
Communities? I'll let the constitution
speak for itself.
"We, the Federation , are a union
of egalitarian comm unities which
have joined together in our common
struggle to create a lifestyle based on
equality. cooperation. and harmony
with the earth . We belicvc that
is
a fundamentally different approach
than that offered
most cultures
throu gho ut the world. and one that
the
of realizing the
human potential lost through the
unequal distribution of wealth. power . and opportunity. Our communities affirm th e right of all people to
equal
to knowledge, reso urces
ing.
and
It
the Federation's goal to reach
the point where egaJitanan communities are a well-known and accepted
lifestyle, and readily available to all
who seek i! . The Feder atioH
to do this through forming, supporting, developing and promoting egalitarian communities to the greatest
extent
The Federation also has seven basic
principles that describe it well. Each
of the Federation Communities:
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Evan Hurrle
Anthony and Cathy Feinman
Christopher and Sarah Betterton
The Advocate Press

Letters
1) holds it s land. labor, and other
in common;
2)
responsibilit y for the
needs of it s members, receiving the
products of their labor and distributing these and all other goods equally,
or according to need;
3) pra ctices nonviolence;
4) uses a participatory form of
government in which the members
have either direct vote or the right of
impeachment or overrule;
5) docs not deny membership nor
promote inequality among its member s thro ugh di sc rimination on
of race, creed, class . age,
sex, or sex ual preference;
6) assumes responsihility for maintaining the availability of natural
resources for present and future
generations through ecologicallysound product ion a nd co nsumption;
7) has a strong commi tment to
group process and to developing and
maintaining healthy interpersonal relations among it s members."
I have to admit it so und , good to
me . Ilive in :I Federation co mmunity,
as do all the
represented in
this issue .
We start off with a brief descripti0n ()f ca,:I-, of rhr "ommuni ties, and
then explore some of th e iss ues in our
lives.

After finishing the articles in this
latest Communities, my first impulse
was to start packing my bags. On
sober reflection, I forced myself to
remember that the theme of this
inspiring issue is future intentional
communities-no destination yet for
me and the luggage. Yes, I know,
there 's Stelle, as well as many others
listed in your directory. But the piece
by Charles Mauch reflects perfectly
t he feelings of many of us who may
not be ready to buy our tickets yet. I
agree co mpietely with his skillful
summary of what is needed, and
particularly would emphasize the
educational aspects of such a
community, with a real learning
center, including research on better
methods of teaching.
Let this be my letter of intent, then,
as suggested by Ed Olson. The sticker
on my trunk will say EPCOT OR
BUST. (I've thought a lot about
going to see Disney's "EPCOT," but
the conclusion is always the same:
what's the point? It's only an
amusement park. What a shame its
original promise was aborted.)
Sincerely,

Continued on page 59

Continued on page 59

Glen Brennan, Ph.D.
Psychologist/Futurist
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jAppletree
Appletree is a small intentional
community established in 1974 as a
cooperative household in Colorado.
In 1981 we moved to Oregon and
began sharing income. The next year
we joined the Federation of
Egalitarian Communities. We now
live on twenty-three acres of land near
Cottage Grove, Oregon which we
bought in December, 1984.
We are a home, a family, and a
social change experiment. Our values
concern, among other things,
non violent behavior a nd ecology.
Also, we are creating an alternative to
the nuclear family that, we hope, will
better meet the needs of individual s,
and will serve as a building block of
societ y.
We are improving our organic
gardens and orchards, which we
expect will eventually produce most
of the vegetables, fruit s, and nuts we
co nsu me. We intend to raise chickens
for eggs and goats for milk . Half ou r
land is in fo rest and wi ll remai n so .
We expect to cut som e timber in a
1'0 ay that mai ntain s eco logical balance
and di \ ersity .
We are membe rs of the
Agricult ur al a nd Co mmunit y Tru st
and part icip ate in th e Oregon Count y
Fair. We are beco min g increasingly
a.:ti\e in loca l poli tics and net wor king
I'o lth the many coll ec tives a nd
like·m inded peo ple of the area .
Appletree currentl y does a va riety
of things to earn mo ney. Fo r so me
time our ma in inco me source has been
a co mputer pr ogram ming co nt ract.
However. the a mount of wo rk
avai la ble on thi s co ntract has become

less. We are now shifting our
emphasis to the development of
specialized software. Although we
would like computer programmers to
join us we are equally open to people
with other interests .
In addition to the computer work,
we operate two small, craft
industries; designing note cards and
tie dying t-shirts. Two of us have
part-time jobs outside the
community. Another source is rental
income from buildings on the
property which are not now needed
by the community.
We enco urage members to find
work they are interested in and avoid
dull, repetitive jobs. Most community
jobs are divided by preference, a few
by rotatio n. We have a work credit
sys tem and give oursel ves a small
amount of spending money for each
hour of work . We do not have a work
quota .
When jo ining. members are not
required to turn asset s over to the
communit y. Yet full members (a
status achievable after living with us
for a year) are expected to gradually
donate their assets . Assets owned by
indi vidu al s are frozen during
members hip . th o ugh returnable if
member shi p is dropped .
We make major decisions by
consensus and hold weekly meetings.
When we reach a size of ten people we
ma y incorpo rate planners and
managers in our decision-making
system .
We en courage open
co mmuni cat io n, nonaggressive
ex press ion of feel ings, and mutual
emoti o nal support . We are free to
pursue indi vidual recreational,
spiritual . and other interests, and may
use o ur personal allowances for these .
We ea t organic food , mostly
vegetaria n, and li ve a simple lifestyle
with no television .

We like to have visitors and want to
increase our membership to between
ten and twenty-five people. We want
to raise more children at Appletree
and are open to considering adults
with children for new membership.
Since we would like to be part of a
cluster of communities, we may help
the establishment of other
communities in our area after we have
grown to the maximum size we wish
to be.
Communal living is full of the same
challenges that all people face in their
lives. Although not easier, we find it
exciting, colorful, supportive, and
satisfying.

[ChrYSaliS
Chrysalis wishes to group gentle,
cooperative, mature people together
in an egalitarian community. We
hope people living here will be willing
to work hard and enjoy play,
demonstrating a good sense of humor
and joy in life and celebration .
Chrysalis exists on 20 acres of
heavily wooded ridgeland in a
beautiful, hilly part of southern
Indiana. The edge of the property
fronts a six-acre private lake. The
land was originally a part of the
4OO-acre Kneadmore community, an
association of homesteaders with
whom Chrysalis continues to be
affiliated. Though the setting is
completely rural, we are located only
30 minutes from Bloomington, a city
of 50,000, which includes the main
campus of Indiana University.
Chyrsalis has a geodesic dome and
a one and one-half story house with
kitchen facilities. We use wood and
passive solar heating . We have built a
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dairy-goat ba rn, have a chicken coop
and rabbit shed. Several dormitory
cabins and domes are planned with
two presently in use.
Our government is fully
participatory. Managers are assigned
to each area of community
responsibility and are subject to an
override vote. Most decisions will be
made by consensus .
We believe in living simply, paying
attention to moderation and balance
in our lives . All necessities are
provided for full members . Small
amounts of pocket change are
available , plus a small vacation fund.

IDandelion
Dandel io n is a community of people
working together, sharing our
resources, caring for each ot her, and
working to create a cooperative,
non violent, egalitarian and joyful
way of life.
We want to create a culture that
benefits all of it s members, where we
cooperate for the co mmon good and
where the happiness of one member is
not incompatible with that of the
others. We have found that
emphasizing the things we like in our
daily lives. rather than those we don 't
like. helps us to build an environment
where we can work joyfull y for
ourselves and something in which we
believe. We are committed to dealing
with our problem s open ly a nd
directl y: to looki ng for co nstru ctive
solutions rather th an finding so meone
to blame.
We are a group of ad ult s and
children on a 50-acre farm in
southeastern Ontario, about 30 miles
from Kingston and just outside the
village of Enterpri se. We range in age
from 16 to 65. Some of our members
are Fre nch-speaking, and we are
eager to increase our bilingualism.
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Though we value comfort and are
open to using labor-saving
technology, we are rural and
backwoods , so it takes a certain
pioneering spirit to live here happily.
We welcome children to our
community. We expect the same traits
that we do in adult members. It is
especially important that children be
flexible and able to adjust to
community life. They should be
self-directed and not easily bored. We
believe that childcare is a community
responsibility.
Membership is a process that
begins with a minimum two-week

visitor period, continues with a
six-month provisional membership
period, and culminates in full
membership. There is a clearness
meeting with the whole community
before entering each stage.
Provisional members are expected to
loan their assets to the community
and during the provisional or trial
period people are expected to spend
time studying and/ or visiting another
egalitarian community. An associate
membership is possible for those
unwilling or unable to consider full
membership.

Our land is rolling, on both sides of
a quiet road, about half woods and
half clear. There is a small stand of
sugar maples, a cedar grove, and a
stream with swampy banks . The soil
is somewhat stony, but mostly
tillable, and the gardens produce
abundantly. The rest of the fields are
sow n to hay , pasture and grains.
We grow and raise a large
percentage of our own food,
including vegetables, grains, eggs and
dairy products. We live in three
buildings: a 14-room residence, a
children's house with facilities for
infants and toddlers, and an old
frame farmhouse to which we have
added a large office and porch. Our
shop building houses our industries
and woodworking, plus a small
greenhouse. There are also dairy and
storage barns. a chicken coop,
variou s sheds and a swimming pool.
Our community came together at
the 1974 Community Conference at
Twin Oak s. Some of us had lived
together in an urban cooperative in
Ottawa, and were ready for a more
long- term, intentional experiment in
communal li ving. We spent the winter
sav ing money, visiting established
groups, planning our social and
governmental structures, and writing
our charter and by-laws . In February,
1975 we publi shed the first issue of a
bimonthly newsletter. That May we

incorporated as an Ontario
cooperative, bought our farm and
moved onto the land. For the first ten
months the community was largely
supported by "outside work ," with
some members working for wages in
nearby towns .
We now support the community
essentially through our own
industries, primarily our handwoven
rope hammocks and chairs, which we
sell across Canada . Another large
part of our labor goes into the
farming operation which provides
fresh, organically-produced food for
our diet. We build our own buildings
and heat them with wood from our
own land . We handle our own
accounting and management for the
wholesale and retail hammock
business . There are also possibilities
for occasional outside work, and
increasing interest in traditional crafts
such as blacksmithing and
woodworking .
Another important part of our life
is working for social change, through
peace and anti-nuclear groups, the
women's movement, and our own
network of communities and friends.
We are available to speak to groups
on various aspect s of communal
living, and occasionall y hold
conferences or workshops .
Sharing the work of the
community, and doing work we enjoy
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and find meaningful, are important
sources of satisfaction for us. We try
to employ the talents of all our
members and give everyone
opportunities to learn new skills. We
have agreed to explain our work to
any member who wants to learn it.
We share our work through a
flexible labor credit system designed
to distribute it as equally as possible
and to maximize the enjoyable work
of each member. The way we work
does not reflect traditional gender
work-roles. Our system encompasses
everything from construction and
childcare to housekeeping, hammock
weaving and farm work. It helps us to
organize our work and provides us
with records that help in evaluating
our efforts and planning for the
future. Most of all, it lets us translate
our belief in equality into practice,
and leaves us secure in the knowledge
that we are all doing our share.
Members who regularly work their
quota, which ranges from 42 to 50
hours a week, earn about a month of
vacation per year (more if they work
over quota) plus a small weekly
allowance .
We hold weekly community
meetings to share ideas and feelings
and to discuss community business.
We usually reach decisions by
consensus, with the full participation
of all members. On those rare
, occasions when we cannot reach
1 consensus, decisions are made by a
i majority of the full members.
I
Most day-to-day decisions are
I made by managers who have been
I give n responsibility for various areas
, of community life such as health,
garden, kitchen, hammocks, etc.
Those of us who want to get involved
can get as much of this kind of
responsibility as we can handle; most
members are managers of one or
I more areas.
! Managers operate within money
I and labor budgets set by the
I co mmunit y on a six- month basis.
I Managers receive no privileges for
their work other than the satisfaction
of doing the job and serving the

community. Any managerial decision
may be appealed to the community by
any member.
As we live and work closely with
each other, how we get along affects
both what we can accomplish and
how much we can enjoy our lives
together. Living in a communal
group can be hard in the sense that
people always have to be aware of the
effect their behavior has on others.
These are some of the agreements
we feel are important to the style and
quality of life at Dandelion:
- We try to maintain a positive
environment by talking about things
we like and by pcsitive behaviors like
smiling, li steni ng, and being
affectionate. We try not to publicly
grumble or gripe about things we
don ' t like in the community, but
in stead take our complaints to the
appropriate person.
- We try to clean up after
ourselves and to return articles to
their proper places.
- We try to be open and direct in
our comm unication with each other
and to be open to feedback.
- We try to avoid speaking
negativel y about other people in their
absence or in the presence of a third
party.

- We also try to be patient with
the progress we are making, realizing
that behaviors change in small steps
and that we are creating an
interpersonal environment we
like-one step at a time.
We value our relationships with
people outside the community, and
cooperate extensively with our
neighbors and with other communal
groups. Our common values of
equality, cooperation and
nonviolence are basic to our beliefs
and to our daily lives. We do not
accept sexist or racist attitudes,
prejudice against gays and lesbians or
against people from other cultures,
disrespect for" animals, or abuse of the
environment. Spiritual or religious
practice is a personal matter so long
as it does not conflict with the
community'S basic agreements.
Living and working together is
recreation for us. We laugh, sing,
dance, make music together and have
special celebrations on the solstices
and equinoxes. Our books, records
and tapes entertain us, as well as the
woods, fields and changing seasons.
In summer we swim, hike and play
volleyball; in winter we ski, snowshoe
and skate on the pond. And we play
basketball at the local school with

I
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more hilarity than competition.
Dandelion survives happily without
television. We feel its overall impact
is detrimental to the development of a
culture based on cooperation and
equality. We listen to the radio, read
aloud to each other and occasionally
go to movies, concerts, plays, and
benefits for social change groups in
our area.
At Dandelion we raise our children
communally, sharing the joys and
responsibilities involved in their care
and education .
The principle decision-makers and
caretakers in our child program are
the metas (from the Hebrew word
"metapelet"), a group of committed
childcare workers made up of both
parents and non-parents .
Evenings are set aside for parents
and other primary figures to spend
time with individual children and
maintain their close relationships ,
and there is ample room in the
program for both parents and
non-parents to interact with the
children.
We are interested in expanding our
children's program , but our ability to
take in new children is limited by
facilities and labor available . People
with children who are considering
living in community should contact us
to find out what our current situation
is .
There is more to the comm unit y
than just creating a good life for
ourselves. We want to see Dandelion
and the communal movement grow,
so that this life is available to all those
who desire to live it. We want to have
a di versity of friends, ideas and skills,
and to be more effective by having
more of us li vi ng and working
together.
We are open to new members who
are willing to abide by the agreements
of the community . We welcome
inquiries from anyone . Potential
members mu st have visited for at least
three weeks. Then they may be asked
to join the community for a
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provisional period. At this point we
have a meeting to talk about our
shared agreements, an individual's
commitment and whether to accept
them as members. If they are
accepted, they sign an agreement with
the community to abide by our
bylaws, property code and other
agreements.
Although there is no membership
fee, the communal holding of
property and income is essential to
our belief in equality. All major
property such as land, housing and
vehicles is held in common, but small
personal items kept in a person's
room may remain private. When
members join they may donate or
lend their money or other assets to the
community, or they may arrange to
put them "in trust" where neither
they nor the community have access
to them . Most members choose to
make their assets an "open loan" to
the community, which is returned to
the member if they leave.
During a member's provisional
period, there is little distinction
between full and provisional
members, except that the latter have
only a partial vote in community
decisions, and may be asked to leave
if the group feels their membership is
detrimental. It is possible for a
provisional member to become a full
member after six months, providing
that both the indi vidual and the
comm un ity are ready to make the
fuller commitment to each other that
such a change implies.
Associate membership is an option
for someone who is not planning to
live at the community full-time, but
wishes to ha ve an on-going
involvement in and commitment to
the community. Associate members
are not obliged to loan or put in trust
their assets, nor do they receive the
material and economic benefits of
provisional or full membership. To
retain associate status, a person must
be living at Dandelion for at least two
month s a year .

lEast Wind
o

ur community is located on 160
acres in the beautiful Ozark hills. We
have about an acre and a half under
cultivation for garden, as well as land
for pastures and field crops. In
addition, we lease 190 acres of
government land. Bordered by Lick
Creek, our land and the entire area
around us is good for quiet walks and
all manner of outdoor recreation:
canoeing, caving, backpacking and
swimming.
When we first moved to this land in
May, 1974, all that greeted us was the
original farmhouse , a drafty old
barn, and a few outbuildings. We
now use the house for food
processing, laundry, medical rooms,
and one of our living rooms . Since
1974, we have built a kitchen/ dining
building and four residences as well as
industrial buildings. Other small
structures provide space for such
things as a T . V . room, music
practice, community clothes storage,
exercising, and a showerhouse. Our
next building (now under
construction) will be a children 's
house which will provide room for
sixteen children .
We are presently about fifty-five
people . Our oldest adult members are
in their fifties, and we have eight
children ranging in age from infant to
eight years old. The care of our
children is done by "metas" who
choose child care as one of their main
areas of work . There are usually three
primary people (besides the met as) in
the life of each child-the parents and
one or two others chosen by the
parents . In this way, similar to an
extended family, we broaoen the
relationships available to the children
and share the joys and burdens of
parenting . We operate a small
Montessori pre-school which children
start at approximately two and a half

t
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IMettanokit
Mettanokit Community is a group
of people living together
intentionally, creating a society which
mirrors our true human nature as
loving, cooperative, zestful,
intelligent, creative human beings.
We live on fifteen acres of land in
southern New Hampshire. While we
have no organized religious creed or
affiliation, we hold a strong vision of
peace, and work towards ending
oppression of human beings by.
human beings. Presently there are
fourteen members. In addition, about
as many former members create an
"extended family" for us.

years of age. We also work with local
families to run the Ozark Learning
Center, a small self-paced alternative
school for our older children.
Work is a very important part of
our lives and one of our basic values
is that everyone does a fair share.
Members can choose work that' s
inside or out, done alone or with
others, scheduled or not, mostly
physical or mostly mental. Our labor
quota is 48 hours a week and we
guarantee ourselves three weeks
vacation per year, with additional
vacation available b y work ing "over
quota" .
As a community, we do not dictate
the religiou s, political, or social
beliefs of our members as lon g as they
don't violate the rights of others.
Within that context, we are accepting
of adults forming sex ual and
interpersonal relationships in an y
manner they choose.
Much of our recreation consists of
simply being together and enjoying
each other 's company. We take
walk s. play music , and spend a lot of

time talking to one another. We have
occasional coffeehouses where we
share individual talent s. We read and
play cards, show videos and watch
T. V., have parties and dances. We
also take time off from work to
celebrate Thanksgiving, "Land Day"
(the anniversary of our moving to the
land), and solstices and equinoxt!s .
Our foundation is our
which set forth our
and
ideals, and define the right s and
obligations of members hip . The
bylaws allow for experimentation in
our government, and after four years
of having a Board of Planners, we
switched to a form of democracy in
which each full member has one vote .
In its
form, the Board
coordinates information,
an
active part in short and long-term
planning, and makes emergency
decisions . All members of the Board.
bu siness managers, most commincc
positions, and other
managerships are elected through
community balloting .

We support ourselves with various
community owned businesses. All
members are expected to work about
fi fty hours a week, with a flexible
guideline of thirty hours on income
producing projects and twenty hours
of domestic work, including
childcare, cooking, cleaning, and
family meetings .
Our community businesses include:
- Another Place Conference
Center. This is our educational arm .
We use our facilIty to host our own
conkrences. and to rent to other
organi/ations whose philo sophies are
similar to ours . A whole food catering
serVllT \\ orb to provide quality \
vegetarian for all conferences.
- Fantasy Futons. We
manufactllre and sell JO007o cotton
m'l tt res<;es and al<;o market related
bedroom furniturl·.
- Mettanokit Outreach. This is a
lecture, workshop and storytelling
se rvi ce whi ch travel s worldwide .
- - Story Stone . Within the past
year \\(' bega n puhlishir.g a quarterly
magazine of children's

- Bell Studio. This is a
; <;ophistiC'ateJ reco rding studio
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available to local musicians and
storytellers.
- New Edge. This is a desktop
publishing company which does
typesetting, layout and design.
Major decisions are made by
consensus. Regular family meetings
happen weekly, and occasionally
special meetings are called. Minor
decisions are made by individuals,
with responsibility for various aspects
of community life delegated at family
meetings. We are currently studying
the use of consensus process among
large groups and hope to continue to
adapt our policy to fit our needs as we
grow.
Parenting of our four children is
shared by all community members.
We work with local school authorities
to homeschool our children, and'
consider carefully the quality of
attention they get. We believe all
"isms" in our culture (sexism,
racism, classism) are built on ageism,
and we work constantly to uplevel the
quality of our time with our young
people .
The children are welcome at all
meetings and are included in
decision-making processes when they
wish. The resources that ten adults
are able to pro vide our four young
people ensure them a varied
educational and cultural opportunity .
Although we are not in a hurry to
grow, we welcome meeting new folks
and are open to the possibility of new
members. Interested persons are
encouraged to sched ule an initial visit
of no more than a week to get a sense
of the communit y. I f they continue to
be interested, a longer visit is planned
when they are expected to participate
fully in the work, meetings. and fun .
At the end of this visit they are
assisted by a member of the
com munity to call a meeting and
propose the length of their next stay .
Each person is treated in a unique
way in keeping with the ir
circumstances . The proposal is
modified until it is satisfactory to
everyo ne, or else it is refused .
Comm unity consensus is required.
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The most important requirement is
that a potential member understand
and be in agreement with our
covenant, especially around what we
call "working things out". Conflicts,
problems, and disagreements are
expected to be turned to with good
will for a "no-lose" solution that all

parties are willing to live with . This
assumes a certain level of
communication skill and
self-empowerment. In addition, all
members must agree to share
cooking, childcare, house cleaning,
and take responsibility for the
ongoing wei are of the community.

Sandhill Farm
o
ur 63 rolling acres are located in
the northeast corner of Missouri,
about 35 miles east of Kirksville.
Most of our land is woods, with
about 25 cleared acres providing
space for gardens, orchard, barnyard,
cropland, hay ground, pasture and
ponds.
We have three main buildings, all
of which include both private living
space and public space for work and
recreation . One of the most
appreciated features of our property

is a one-acre pond a short walk from
the buildings. This secluded,
spring-fed pond is great for cooling in
the summer, a lively skate in the
winter, or a quiet moment any time .
We spend most of our time and
energy on the farm. No one has a
regular off-farm job. though we
occasionally work for neighbors .
Most of our farm income is from
selling sorghum syrup, honey, and a
new herb business. We do not use a
labor credit system, nor do we keep
track of our labor. There is always
work to be done and it is expected
that everyone contribute. but it is up
to the individual to select cos own
work and set cos own pace.
We live closely with each other
every day and what one person does
often affect s us all. We try to live in
cooperation and with sensitivity .
Major decisions are made by
consensus. with others left to
individual discretion . How we reach
decisions is often as important as
what we decide . With our small size
we have no need for governing
structures. except that some work
areas have focalizers or managers to
watch over them and see that things
happen, or at least get worried about.
Managers are selected by the group
on the basis of interest and trust.
We spend a lot of time maintaining
ourselves and enjoying the present.
For example, we heat with wood
which means both hard work and a
warm cozy fire. We put a lot of
energy into food, and communal

....

meals are often a high point of the
day. We also enjoy studying, going to
conferences and gatherings, traveling,
and trying new things . We are
experimenting in such areas as solar
energy, earth-sheltered housing,
organic soil building, blacksmithing,
and self-healing techniques.
We often have high times together
making sorghum syrup, ice skating,
picking up hay, extracting honey,
shelling peas, or taking a solstice
walk. We all share in childcare,
tending our animals, (cows, chickens,
turkeys, ducks, and geese), cooking,
laundry, and cleaning. Other things
we do, such as construction, reading,
cutting firewood, gardening, playing
music, running a mail order book
service, and networking, are based on
a combination of individual interest
and group need.
Children entered our lives in 1981.

Since our group is small, everyone
has been involved. We are excited
about Sandhill as a place for children
to grow up, to be loved and nurtured,
naturally stimulated and challenged.
We school our children at home and
try to include them in the flow of the
adults ' lives as much as we can.
We have recently put a lot of
community effort into building a new
residence that makes it possible for
Sandhill to accept new members. We
are particularly looking forward to
having more children here.
We are unsure of how large we wish
to grow, because we value the
intimacy of family and expect to
remain relatively small. Yet we are
actively a part of the larger
community movement, and are
learning to share more of what we
have and are with the local
community .

! Twin Oaks
, Weare approximately 70 adults and
I 12 children ranging in age from
newborn to sixty years. We are an
eclecti c group that follows a wide
arra y of beliefs and behaviors, all
functi o nin g within a communal
\ct tin g of coo peration and tolerance.
Ou r 400 ac res o f land borders the
South Ann a Ri ver and includes
creek s. woods. hill y pastures and
farm la nd . O ver the years we have
bui lt five large residences. a children's
bu ilding. a kitchen-dining complex.
three indu strial buildings and various
other structures .
Twin Oaks is an economically
se lf-s ufficient community. We
support ourselves primarily through
the manu facture of handcrafted
ha mm ock s and chairs . We also have
an in dexin g busines s. and a few other
small indu stries. We hope to develop
, ot her businesses which will diversify
our eco nomi c base, produce more
basic goods and services, and provide

more professional work
opportunities . We strive for
self-sufficiency within our industries
as well; we buy raw wood and dry and
cut it for our chair industry . We buy
fiber that we make into rope for our
hammocks and chairs .
We produce much of our own food
(vegetables. dairy products. meat,
fruit, and some grains) . Although our
meals are often vegetarian. both
meat eaters and vegetarians agree that
our food is excellent. We also provide
for ourselves such services as auto
maintenance, construction. and
sewage treatment. Most of our
buildings are solar and/ or wood
heated .
All members can have several
different jobs here. We particularly
seek to break down the limitations of
stereotypical gender roles, by opening
work areas to men and women that
are not easily accessible to them
outside of community . Each member

is required to work 45-49 hours a
week, which includes domestic as well
as income-producing labor.
We operate on an honor based
labor system in which all work is
valued at one credit an hour. ·Its
purpose is to organize work and share
it equitably, giving each member as
much flexibility and choice as
possible. work is not seen as just a
means to an end. We try to make it an
enjoyable part of our lives. The
integration of work and play is a key
to community life, and lines between
the two are sometimes hard to
discern. However, we don't define
ourselves solely by the work we do.
Twin Oaks uses a planner-manager
system of government adapted from
the Utopian novel Walden Two by
B.F. Skinner. We have three planners
with 18-month staggered terms . They
focus the community's attention on
issues and their long range effects.
Members normally make their will
felt through personal conversations,
polls, the community bulletin board,
and open community meetings held
every Friday afternoon. Although the
planners have overall executive
power, the input they receive through
these means is essential to their
decision making.
Our bylaws provide for the
overrule of the planners' decisions by
a simple majority of the member
population, but this is an unusual
occurence .
Manager's are responsible for all
areas of community life that need
supervision . There are dozens of such
positions covering large and small
areas. Sometimes areas are managed
by a team or crew.
The entire community is
encouraged to participate in annual
economic planning each fall. This
process is coordinated by the
planners. Planners and managers get
no privileges through their positions,
only the satisfaction of getting things
done and effectively serving the
community .
Similar to the Israeli kibbutz,
childcare is provided by a group of
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caring and committed members called
"rnetas" who are
but not
always parents. The younger children
live together in their own residence.
We have found that communal
childcare offers many advantages to
our lives and the lives of our children.
Parent s who do not wish to wo rk full
time in childcare are fn:e to pursue
other work and thereby enable others
to share the pl easures and
responsibilities of raising children.
Children in t urn are surrounclt:J by
adults who find lulfillment in
childcarc, alld tli eir emutiull cd dnd
economic
a broadn b",t"
than just th e reiatiumhip 'Witli twu
adults . Childl ell stal t
i.lw und
the age of three. Both Muntessori and
open classroom methods s hape the
existing curriculum. The integration
of school and life is an important
value and is n:fleCled III thl"
educational pro!(ralii. We abo
participat e in alld help run a parl"nt
co-op school a few mile--. away.
Twin Oaks members find lIlany
ways to amuse
trom
weaving hamllluck\ tu gether to
si ngi ng in the choir . Our
are
social high r o int s of the year . We

ce lebrate the change of season and the
anniversary of the founding of the
com munit y. The South Anna River
provides swimming, fishing, and
boating possibilities. Our woods are
beautifui and marked trails provide
hours of enjoyment.
We often go to Washington D.C.,
Richmond, and other cities for
cultural and political events, or just
for fun . Sometimes we travel to the
mountain s or to the beach . Our
puttery studio, and
woodshop die available lor ·individual
m e . \\ e Ii..tl": a large collection of
bouk ), record s, and tapes, and show
vidt'v,\ dnd movies every week. We are
Wllllectcu to the world at large via
radio,
and magazines .
We don ' t have a television because
that would be too big a pipeline for
ju';(
v,titles dnd products we are
tl)'lIl)'. tl) J\'Old .
Althollgh \\e are a commun ity , we
arc aware 01 t ill'
\ of
(ll'c::- ion;ti \ o litud e and intimacy.
Mud) pi 11m" plovided by our rural
but we
have a retreat
cabin. a teepee. a sw eat hut, and
many livin g rooms available for
intiivluualll\e.

Krutsio
(Editor's note: The author is a
founding member of Krutsio, an
egalitarian community on the Pacific
coast of Baja California, Mexico.
Krutsio has been in existence since
1976, and is a community in dialogue
with the Federation .
Although il is situated in a very
isolated, rural area, Krutsio was
founded on the dream of the
community growing into a cellular
viI/age that could serve as a healthy,
cooperative model for future
development throughout the world.
Networking with other communities
is an important value, and all of the
members speak Esperanto as a second
language. The community also
operates and daily monitors a ham
radio .
lhe name Krutsio is Esperanto for
"place of crossing" and it is the
community's vision that it will be a
place where the existing, dominant
culture crosses into a new, healthier
one. That is, a place where all aspects
of modern culture are carefully
studied, the beneficial ones being
selected out and integrated into a new
way of life. In turn, the community
I{rlve\' to dl!>seminatt> informatIOn
about this new way of life to al/.

F or several reasons, Krutsio

,
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represents an extreme within the
Federation, both because of its
remoteness and its size. At Krutsio we
sometimes joke, saying that we are a
family with a community complex.
Although the complex is very
strong, our base adult population has
never gone far beyond the couple of
founders. The population pattern
until now has been a succession of
waves where new provisional
members join, but then experience
loneliness and leave before other
people come. Our two children, a 4V2

.,,.

year old girl and a 2 V2 year old boy,
have been the happy, unavoidable
exception.
Krutsio is also an extreme because
of its location. It is situated in the
middle of a desert with a very low
population density. Our closest
neighbors, a family, are nine miles
away.
In contrast to the other Federation

communities which are lo.c ated in the
U.S. and Canada, Krutsio is in
Mexico, a third world country.
The isolation, the desert and the
poverty of the country enforce a
measure of frugality on the
community that is also an extreme
within the Federation.
Yet despite its smallness and
geographical isolation, Krutsio

embraces a global commitment. We
practice Esperanto as an international
neutral language, and we try to
develop a world-wide perspective on
social and political issues.
Although Krutsio is in some ways
an extreme within the Federation it is
still part of the family. It shares the
same blood of cooperation, equality,
peacefulness, and respect for nature.
Being part of a big family gives us a
delicious feeling of strength and
solidarity.
At the same time, I feel that
Krutsio can be a stimulus for the
other communities to develop a more
international community movement.
To us, the community movement is
very important. We are concerned
about the coming failure of modern
industrial society, and are trying to
prepare for the transition to a new
way. I see the new communities of
today as the cautious mammals just
before the dinosaurs collapsed.

I Foundation for Feedback Learning
A bout 30 Of us live in three adjacent
houses, and many of us work in two
commercial buildings nearby, in a
lower middle income integrated
neighborhood in Staten Island, New
York, Because of our commitment to
open communication, our work with
behavior feedback, and our proximity
to Manhattan, we may be the only
community of our kind .
We seem to offer new, stimulating,
and sometimes extraordinary
c:xperien ces to everyone that gets
imohed , although as far as we know,
we break none of the commonly
acc epted moral, social or economic
norm s. Still, what we do and the way
we do it really is uncommon. We talk
to each o ther alilhe time about
what's happening, and hold back as
little as we can of either fact or
em otion . Our commitment is to get as
close as possible to full disclosure and

full response to everything
disclosed. Getting as close as possible
to each other has even higher priority.
So far we have succeeded in
creating a very comfortable,
attractive, stimulating. and yet secure
setting for our experiment. Our five
buildings, gardens, businesses,
projects, and day to day living events,
work very well despite inexperience,
and lots of mistakes . Our businesses
include a store that sells new and
recycled everything, at as Iowa cost
as possible. Things are marketed on
consignment for over J()() people in
the neighborhood. Plans are to
produce clothing and to wholesale
several items in the future. Furniture
is produced, refinished and sold in
another building. An adjacent lot is
being used as a flea market. These
enterprises generate about VJ of our
income. They are expected to expand

to cover all of our needs eventually.
Three distinct populations live
together in our community.
J. The core group consists of five
men and five women with a wide
range of ages, backgrounds and
skills. We consider ourselves more a
family than a community, love each
other deeply, and plan to spend the
rest of our lives together. All of our
resources are pooled, and we have
committed ourselves to doing
whatever has to be done to achieve
our purposes.
About half the core group works
outside the community and supplies
about VJ of our total income. Our
dependence on this financial source
has been decreasing and we expect
that trend to continue. Our agreement
is to try to support whatever career or
non-income producing activity
individuals choose to pursue.
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At present our projects include
developing new feedback methods for
learnin g Engli sh as a second
language; health education programs
that are also based on feedback
learning princi ples; and a
neighborhood clean-up and
beautification program , that has just
won the 1986 Molly Parnis "Dress Up
Your Neighborhood" contest. We
have plans for the use of
video- ta ping, computers, and
bio-feedback, in innovative
approaches to lear ning .
2. The secon d group consists of up
to ten people who live and work with
us. Besides th e basics, the y are
entitled to wh atever training they
have interest in and any other help we
are able to provide . Som e of these
people will eventuall y join the core
group.
3. A third group of from eight to
twel ve peo ple just live with us because
they are int erest ed in some form of
training, or because they like it here.
The y each contribute a bout $500.00 a
mon th, to cover their costs . Another
Ij) of our income is generated by these
training fees.
Thi s flow of non-core group
resident s keeps us in touch with the

world's realities. Living intimately
with people who have a range of
backgrounds, opinions, and
prejudices has created a world in
microcosm. We are succeeding in
getting along well , in spite of our
differences, while enriching our lives
because of them. Residents are not
required, or w'e hope pressured, to
engage in any of our conversations or
act ivit ies, but they are welcome to
join them if they want to .
Our major occupation is learning
what we can about the learning
process itself. This follows from our
conviction that learning is the
machinery of behavior of change, and
our interest in self-change as a
lifestyle. We start with the belief that
good receptivity Tor accurate,
on-the-spot behavior feedback will
unlock unused potential for better
functioning . An indi spensable first
step in this process, is becoming able
to talk to each other truthfully,
without pain , particularly when plans
or problems surface. There seems no
other way that feedback can be made
available, and ideas exchanged.
Unfortunately, that can't happen
until each of us becomes much more
aware of our own thoughts and

feelings, so that it is possible to share
them. Such awareness, however, is
usually blocked by assumptions of
vulnerability and threat. We put a lot
of time and effort into learning how
to let go of these feelings, because
there seems no other way to really
welcome new information. These are
not easy tasks. When faced with
criticism or opposition, however
constructive, it is common to feel
endangered. At such times it is
difficult to move beyond the
unintelligent, unloving, unfruitful,
instantaneous "fight-or-f1ight"
response that is so engrained in all of
us.
Involving ourselves with these
things to the extent that we do, has
paid off in a slow but steady
improvement i.n capacity to think,
individually and collectively, to care,
and to cooperate in the management
of difficult situations. We are
convinced that our species is capable
of more love, pleasure , creativity,
cooperative and yet autonomous
problem-solving, than anyone has yet
seen. Actualizing these qualities is not
a luxury. It seems the only workable
alternative to aggression; an
alternative that all of us crave. World
survival may depend on it. Our
premise is that if each of us learns
how to better think and love as
individuals; it will become possible to
ccoperate as responsible,
self-governing units . Based on these
expectations, we are attempting to
produce a small model of an
economically viable, sane society,
shaped by the people it shapes.
Perhaps it will even be a happy one.
These are our goals, and we are
nowhere near them yet. Each of us is
still more caught up with the need for
approval and the fear of disapproval,
than with a search for truth, love, or
even happiuness . Our progress is
impeded by motivation that is often
based more on competitive urges,
than on loving desire for a better
quality of life. The fate of the world is
rarely given high priority in
anybody's consciousness .
Continued on page 63.
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A Caring Society

I

This was passed
as a resolution at
an East Wind
Community
meeting by a
majority vote.
To be a caring society, we will develop and maintain an
approach to life in which :
1. We treat each other with respect. Instead of
classifying anyone on the basis of some "ism"
(racism, sexism, ageism, classism, etc.) we look for
the individual worth in each human being we interact
with.

2. We're sensitive to each other's feelings. We pay
attention to where our fellow communitarians are at,
take their needs into account, and give them
supportive attention when they' re down . We make a
special effort to get to know new people and make
them feel at home .
3. We give each other a good supply of "warm fuzzies".
We express appreciation and give plenty of positive
feedback. We desexualize affection in our minds so
we can freely hug, hold hands , and otherwise
physically express warmth and caring .
4. We handle conflicts with respect and regard for each
other. When in conflict with someone, we try to work
it through with that person (with the help of a
mediator, if necessary) instead of letting it fester. We
avoid both public yelling at our "adversary" and
private downers on co . We give negative feedback
gent ly and wi th respect; we receive it openly and with
ho nest cons ideration .
5. We're thoughtful of each other. We try to avoid
doing things that would make extra work for
someone , and instead to do our best to lighten the
work load of others . We each take responsibility for
our own possessions, and clean up our own messes .

6. We each take full responsibility for our share of the
work load. We're careful not to cop out on a
responsibility and leave our fellow communitarians to
suffer because it isn't done . We're willing to help
without reward, because we know that helping each
other makes it easier for all of us .
7. We're careful to conserve our common resources.
We're alert for ways we can save energy; we take
good care of tools, we drive as if we had to pay for
our own repairs. We guide our actions by the
knowledge that wasting causes us all more work.
8. We take pride in our community and in what we do
for it. We strive for quality in our work and in our
li ves . We keep our agreements clear and strong.
Instead of complaining about community 's
shortcomings we put our energy into actualizing it's
best potential.
We realize that the only way we can have a caring
society such as this is for each of us, individually, to do
our best to live up to these ideals . We know that none of
us is perfect, but we believe a society of mutual caring is
worth striving for in spite of our failings, and that we
0
can forgive and help each other.
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have had most of my needs met in
community the last seven years. As
my feelings evolved about wanting to
bear and raise a child , I realized that I
needed the support of community in
this process. I also grew to belie\ e
that community could be a very
nurturing cnvironment for a (hiIJ .
Sandhill Farm, a small, rural intentio nal community, has been that pla(e
and that promise for me . And this is
where Ceilee "Bean" Sa ndhill began.
Most of us were in on the birth
from conception . We celebrated .... ith
a popcorn party after Laird' and I
made love one May evening during
my fertile phase. It
fun to hope
and spe(ulatc when I noticed little
signs that a baby was indeed growing
inside me . Even aftcr it was officially
confirmed that I was pregnant, some
of us were amazed that it had
happened so quickly and happily .
There wasn't much to watch at first,
but people were getting into sympathetic food cravings and afternoon
naps. Claud ia took pictures of my
little bulge that was beginning to look
big to us. Everyone made cos guess

I

before I went to the doctor to be
weighed. One day I brought home a
watermelon to celebrate hearing the
fetal heartbeat.
None of us had previously been
much involved with pregnancy. I felt
good sharing the experience with my
"family . ,. What was new and exciting
to me \\as just as new to them.
E \er yone took turns feeling the fetus
(nicknamed "Beanus") kick. I didn't
bore anyone person too much
because I had so many people to turn
to. Eventually most everyone heard
Beanus's heartbeat and felt cos
position in my uterus. At times,
though, I feli incredibly lonely . Even
though my Sandhill family was
supportive of my condition,
cou ldn't help but feel quite different
from everyone I was living with. Only
I had this baby growing inside me .
Only I had made the kind of
com mitment I had made by becoming
pregnant. I couldn't forget these
things for more than a couple
minutes. I was changing dramatically
and fundamentally. How would my
relationships with others change in

against us all the time.

Coldness to newcomers. It is the
bigger communities that struggle with
this one. Both community thinkers
and prospective members should
realize that this is a situation that
nobOdy wants and nobody intends. It
just happens, and it is devastating to
community recruitment goals. It is a
selector that works in two ways: It
selects for those people who have the
social skills to get past it and find
their way into the hearts of the
members. But it selects, also, for
those who are accustomed to being
ignored, who are accustomed to
rejection, or who don't really like
people. Such people only occasionally
make happy members. The real
problem is that coldness selects
against really good people who
would, if they found friendliness, be
inclined to join. but who are appalled
by what they consider bad manners,
or hurt by what they interpret as
rejec tio n. and frequentl y lea ve within
th e first 24 hours without even
looking any further.
The presence of people with emotional problems. This is a sti cky one.
The co mmun ity accept s a per so n o f
horderline emotional stabilit y. feeling
that it can in many ways be a
non-threatening therapeutic environmen t. Whi ch of us would not. if we
(ould , ext end a hand to help those
Ie" fortuna te than o urselves? If we
with o ne such shak y
'ol1UI. \\ e grOl1 con fident and accept
Jnot he r, a nd perhap s a third. Then
rro, rc(t jl e mem ber s co me along and
Ifbtead of
us as a commun ity
,tro ng eno ugh to be able to allow
these fo lb to functi o n happily. they
'cc U> a place where . if they joined.
thel lIQuId h ale to " live with a bunch
(1 1
people". Thi s problem is
[lartkularly ac ut e if the visitor program j, Ilca k and the newcomers
'oce mo re o f the con spicuou s emotll)nal ll tro ubl ed than the y d o of the
\l ronge r co re membe rs.
Long·term members are affected
b! ,e lector,. too , but for them the
,electors are more subtle. The longterm members look not at what the
,11 uation is ri ght now. but at what
the! bel ieve it is becoming . They look

at trends; they feed on hope. It is
typically these members who favor
child facilities. larger private spaces,
better vacations. and other items of a
high material standard . It is not that
the y are unwilling to pioneer ; it is that
the y have already pioneered and have
struggled in the hope for a better life.
Unless they see some of the fruit of
their labor. unless they see reasonable
progress toward their dreams. they
will become discouraged and leave.
Since the communities do not have
unlimited resources. it is worthwhile
for them to keep the idea of selectors
in mind while they make choices with
the reso urces they d o hale . What
does the community need most thi s
year? Is it in danger of lo sing several
long-term people wh o co uld be kept
happy if they saw clear progress in
meaningful issues? Or is the population so dangerously low that it is
urgent to take in promising new
people as fast as they can be found?
Or. if both condition s prevail at the
same time. which is more important?
The effectiveness of the decision the
community makes at such cnsls
point s may well be a matter of which
selectors are most in evidence .
What the prospecti ve member or
visitor needs to remember about
selectors is that some of the most
striking features of a community may
well be superficial, accidental. temporary, or even ·false . I heard of a
visitor whose fir st meal in the

community consisted in its entirety of
jello with Cheerios in it. Who knows
what factors caused that dish to be
served, but it probably wasn't a
community decision, or even a norm .
Bad food, crying children, loud
music, lack of safety consciousness,
dirty bathrooms, poorly maintained
buildings, and the like are discouraging. but they probably do not
represent community goal s and beliefs. and they may not even be a fair
basis on which to judge the quality of
the members. Most likely they are
caused by having too many tasks for
too few members to co ver. It is a
good idea to talk to people who have
been in the community for more than
a year. es pecially to those who are
deeply involved in the community's
central directions . How do your ideas
fit with their s? How welcome would
your energy be toward the correction
of conditions you find offensive?
These are likely to be better indicators
of your chances of happiness than the
superficial things that strike the eye
the first day.
So the moral of all this is twofold.
To the communities : we must watch
our selectors. Are we putting out the
message we mean? Are we selecting
for the people we need. or accidentally selecting against them? and to
the visitors: Look past the superficial.
Communities are complex organisms,
and simple messages are almost
always wrong.
0
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A fter some tough

times, the East
Wind Children's program is rolling
again. It seems like we hit bottom in
1984 when we added 3 infants and 2
older children to our program, had
inadequate space, and lost a number
of metas (child care workers). We
have also struggled with defining
roles of metas, parents and the Child
Board (an advisory group) .
Since then, we have changed the
structure of the program to include a
general manager. We've only had one
short -term manager, so it hasn't had
much impact yet, but another one is
about to start . The idea is to ha ve one
person in charge of picking up all the
loose ends left by group decisionmaking.
In the last year, we've also had a
number of meetings with metas,
helpers and parents to discus s the
program . This is a positive step in
acknowledging that we all share
responsibility for the kid s rather than
have it be up to a few metas to make
the program work . This larger group
asked Taylor from Twin Oaks to
come and do facilitation for us, and
after that we created the meta-training process, a new family-orientation
process, and started to work on
redefining metas and other chi ldcare
workers.
The most exciting news, though, is
that we're growing again. We have

finally started clearing the site for
our new 2800-square-foot Child
House . It will provide space for about
16 kids and 2 nursing mother's
rooms. It will have lots of fresh air,
natural light and 40% solar heating.
We've been dreaming about it for
yea rs!
We are also looking for 2 more
children between ages 4 and 8. The
Swanson-Chris mans (Susan who will
teach next year, Edgar who will work
on the building, and Neil, Raina and
Ben who will play) just joined and
we've had several other families visit.
Terry Carrol-Beyak made his appearance via an underwater birth in
May, and Brenda Faye and Joshua
will become parents when Sage is
born in March .
In many ways, our Children's
Program seems representative of
many programs in community. We
have a group of creative, committed
people, and we have some personality
clashes; we have people leave the
program, but we have other join ; we
have some chaos, but we always have
new ideas for improvements; we have
a very imperfect system, but we keep
working at it because we care about
one another and the kids and we
believe the communal way is a very
desirable way to live and raise
children .
0

An overview oj East Wind's child program
by Kathy Bennett, the current program
general manager.
BY KATHY BENNETT
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the meantime? What would happen
after the baby was born? My energy
levels fluctuated. I couldn't always
explain my emotional moods. I
seemed to turn more inside myself. I
lived with these other people, but so
much of what I was concerned with
was inside of me. No one here had
ever had a baby so even if I explained
things, I felt that no one quite
understood.
My stomach grew and grew. One
person would say that I looked
beautiful and then I would glow .
Another person called me "fatso"
one day and I felt angry and ugly.
Hugging was becoming more comical
than soothing. In December people
made plans to travel. I had mixed
feelings: I was looking forwal d to
quieter times and yet my support
group was diminishing.
We regrouped several weeks before
the birth . Anticipation heightened
and preparation became more se·
rious. Laird and I took La Maze
classes together and one night we all
wertt to see a birthing movie . Claudia
began massaging to stretch and
condition my perineum and vaginal
opening to prevent tearing . Everyone
read the birthing chapter in Special
Delivery by Rahima Baldwin We
talked about what the labor might be
like. Grady figured that if I could do
it he ought to be able to watch .
Then one day I noticed a mucu s
discharge. Wilh gleat eXlIlt:nI<:'111 I
told everyone induJing dll 111l" Vdln
yard animals . The mood was expecIant and high for we assumed that
labor would start within 24 hours .
Nothing happened . Three days and
nothing happened . Life had returned
to normal for everyone ebe, but I
feeling more and more unconlfort able . Then I awoke with ,some mild
cramps. I was a little more hesitant to
show my excitement this time , By
mid-morning we knew that the contractions were real. Everyone stayed
within earshot of the house , Most
people continued their routine except
Claudia and me, We took a walk
around Sandhill after breakfast.
When we returned, I began to time
the contractions and busy myself with
last-minute details. I couldn't begin a

I t was a celebration
of life and also a
reaffirmation of the
strength of our
belief in community.
PlllJl'CI t !Ial Ill·C·Jt:d
,ort of real
,UIll'l'ldratiul\
C l.llldi ...
wa, fCt'llIl g II " . " .. ,·ment .. IIU aillici
., lit:
that we
patiull tou,
shcll
Wc all ate supper
togethe r alld thcll gathered for a
01 Ill t' Jlohhit . A., Laird
Il'aJ, ( 1'llIJI.I .llId :--1..l,1 tUII(lj into my
gdling ill
Clllllidliillih "hid l
CI c;"ill )'. l)
I he-)
my
tUlllmy a \ I
my deep breathing, Int" th e ni ght \\C went. At least
two pl'opk wei C with me throughout
th e lahar. My "farnily" seemed to
seme my nl'l'lh and at thc sa me- time
do \\hat felt con lfortabk to them.
Laird did the two intcmal examinations and kept in tekphone contact
with the midwife . Several people
breat hed through the contractions
with me while doing gentle massage.
Laird and Claudia checked the fetal

"I

heartbeat. My pillows were rearranged and juice was offered. The
mood for me seemed to be one of
gentle care and strong togetherness.
For a couple of hours it was just
Claudia, Sand.y and me in the
candlelit room. The mood was intense
and magical as we seemed to be
sharing our strength as women. We
were doing more than coping: we
were giving to the experience, and I
was extremely aware of the power in
and around us.
Laird came back in and seemed
excited at the progress I was making.
I had switched to shallow breathing
for the more intense contractions.
Finally around 4:30 a.m. the water
bag broke. Laird, Sandy, Claudia and
Stan were all in or around the bed
with me when it happened, There was
a mixture of relief and excitement.
The energies accelerated . Occasionally I could step outside myself and
realize that my family was breathing
just as hard as I was. I did not feel
alone as I had at other times in my
pregnancy. Everyone was with me in
cos own way . Grady was in the
background making preparations and
anticipating physical needs. His sense
of responsibility or "kceping things
together" oftcn
mine . When
the milk
danged I knew it
was he doing chores . With Stan I
shared unspoken care and sensitivity.
A new trust and appreciation develhen I gllt up
UI"d ill lilt' tor .Sal,lI\·
tl' " .. n. al Llund t he 11 II. n dllJ push
with the contractions J reached for
Claudia . She had been giving me such
incredible emotional support. I listened for Laird's verbal encouragement. Here we \\('It: dgaill embarkillg
011 something ne"" and ullknown with
our old positivisJll and faith. He was
ready to begin by catching Ceilee and
cutting the curd.
I went back to the bedroom with
the morning light and my Sandhill
family around me. We shared the
physical experience. the awe and the
joy as Ceilee was born in ways that we
were born . It was a celebration of life
and also a reaffirmation of the
strength of our belief in community.
A new being was born into our own
caring environment.
0
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BY KAT KINKADE

ELECTORS:

Decisive Factors in Recruitment and Turnover

W hat makes people join a community, and what makes them stay? In
this general form this question has a
simple but useless answer : everything.
People join for a wide variety of
reasons, and their reasons for staying
or leaving are equally varied. Just the
same, so mewhere in there is an urgent
question , and as the communities face
problems in attracting and holding
members, they have to ask it in
meaningful ways and search for
productive answers. The question
becomes : "What things about this
community attract the attention of
desirable potential members, and
what things sustain or discourage the
continued commitment.of old members?" The answer is still "everything", but the word "desirable"
narrows the field and gives a clue .
Everything we are and do, every
person we live with operates as a
selector for other members . One
person ma y join because there are
other young people in cos age group,
and another may decide not to join
because there are too many young
people. A well-equipped electronics
lab will attract one person , and
another will find the same lab a
deterent. The presence of a garden
will appeal to people who love fresh
vegetab les and discourage others who
dislike agricultural labor . Does the
kitchen serve sweet lemonade in
summe r? One person finds it a
blessed refreshment, another a sign of
impure food habits. Is there a
cash-income industry? To some it
represents security, to others a drift
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away from self-sufficiency.
There are a lot of selectors to
consider. Communities need to take a
close look at their active selectors and
observe whether they work for or
against what the community thinks it
wants . Potential members should
take an equally close look and
examine whether they are being led
astray by trivial and accidental clues
that do not really represent the
community's goals. It is an unfortunate thing for someone to join a
community in which co cannot be
happy. It is even worse for someone
to decide against a community in
which co could have been happy but
doesn't know it. Either of these things
can happen by accident, because of
our active selectors.
In these days of diet-consciousness,
food is a major selector. A vegetarian
community will not get meat-eating
members, nor will vegetarians join a
community that pays no attention to
their preferences . Before lightly
choosing either of these paths, a
community should ask itself" Is food
preference really a basis on which we
want to exclude potential members?"
I f not, flexibility may be in order.
Community size is another major
selector. A special problem is the
group that starts small but wants to
grow large. Its current size attracts
members who like small communities. They, if they stick around long
enough to influence the group's
decision making, are likely to vote for
policy that tends to keep the group
small. This contradiction between

what the group is and what it means
to be automatically creates internal
conflict. The group must face this and
take a look at its related selectors. If it
has too many members who like it the
size it is, it will not be able to keep on
growing; if it gets too many futuretrippers, it may lack hands-on workers who get joy out of the status quo .
Over the years I have lived in
community, I have seen the following
things act as serious detractors for
people who might otherwise want to
join:
Dirt and disorder. When members
of a community allow their buildings
to become messy, when tools get lost
and are not replaced, when members
leave their towels forgotten by the
swimming hole and nobody picks
them up, that community gives off an
aura of general chaos that seems to
make success unlikely . These conditions discourage long-term people.
The problem compounds itself, because the presence of disorder not
only selects against people who refuse
to live with it; it also selects FOR
those who don't notice it. Thus, over
time the group has a larger and larger
component of people who don't see
dirt as a problem . Worse, the mess
selects more against women than
against men and contributes heavily
to the perennial community problem
of sex ratio imbalance . Is this
seriously a basis on which we want to
discriminate? Of course not. It is just
a matter of carelessness, shortage of
labor, other priorities. Just the same,
the selector is out there working
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\I'S PROGRAM
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The East Wind "Child Process"
Editor's note: Taylor is a long-term
member of Twin Oaks. Over the years
she has developed her facilitation
skills, which she has mostly put to use
at her home community. Because this
is an important aspect of her life,
Taylor is interested in opportunities
to further develop her ability and
conduct group processes outside of
Twin Oaks.

Being aware of her situation and an
interest at East Wind in getting help
drawing together their child program,
the Federation created an Outside
Facilitation Subsidy program in 1986,
which helped pay the costs of getting
Tay lor to East Wind. Following is a
report by Taylor on what occurred
while she was there.
BY TAYLOR FROME

W hen I was first asked to come to
East Wind, it was to help work out
direction for the children's program.
When I got there, however, it seemed
that many clear choices about direction had already been made. There
was consensus within the child group
on getting more children as soon as
possible, getting more metas, and
building a child building.
One important issue that was still
unsettled was the degree of centralization, in parti cular, whether children
should sleep with primaries or in a
child building. After discussing the
projected consequences of both diI chose to leave this unresolved for now, as basic program
need s were the same for both (with
the exception of sleeping space).
My first step was to talk with as
many people as possible about what
they thought needed to happen with
the child program and what their
personal needs were. These are the
issues that East Wind members were
most concerned about:

- being able to have more kids as
soon as possi ble
- getting more met as as soon as
possible
- developing more leadership in the
program
- working out a pro gram for older
kids dealing with problems of:
trust of the metas and metahelpers,
morale (personality connicts.
overwork),
program nexibility .
At our first group meeting we
di sc ussed these issues. Because the
prior one-on-one conversations had
all been lively . I was unprepared for
the group's low morale. which came
through as a lack of interest and
constructive ideas . Still, after a long
and tedious meeting, we were able to
agree that : the meta role needed
redefinition to allow more folks to get
involved; meta training might be a
solution to the trust problem and the
struggle to recruit metas; it would be
best to have more plans for orienting

and assimilating families to increase
the child population; decision-making
processes needed clarification; and it
would be great to have a general
manager. We were also able to get
volunteers to write proposals on these
topics.
Our second meeting had an entirely
different feel. I believe the constructive action which resulted from the
first meeting (in the form of proposalwriting) helped break through the
feeling of hopelessness. Also. we
started the meeting with an affirmation exercise.
For three minutes the group focused on each person in turn, sharing
specific or general things it appreciates about that person-such as times
co has been helpful or creative things
co has done. This positive exercise
worked very well as a unifying and
spirit-lifting start for the meeting .
Then came the proposals. After
considerable discussion, the group
made substantial progress refining
what it wanted.
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Meta Role Definition
Here there was agreement to create
a new definition for "Child Area
Worker" . This included teachers,
primaries, folks who do activities
with the kids, metas, or anyone who:
- does a minimum of 4 shifts per
week or 16 hours in the program
- completes the meta training
(Child Area Worker Training?)
- attends weekly "child developmental meetings" which are discussions of program issues. (These
meetings are specifically not decision
making; rather they are an opportunity to share information, raise
concerns, and make recommendations for appropriate deci si on-making
bodies to consider.)
- is accepted into the area (by
whatever process is developed)
Right s of the Child Area Worker
includ e getting credit for all work one
is asked to do. and first priority in
shi ft assignments .
Questions about how to improve
area commi tment, communication
among everybody doing shifts, and
vacation planning were left for discussio n at future meetings.

Meta Training
There was co nsensus to make child
area work more professional. To do
this it was agreed to set up training
work shops on the following topics:
- Chi ld Development
- First Aid
- Met a Agreements (value of cleanliness & neatness, how things are
done. \vhat you do on a shift)
- Philosophy of the children's program
- Dyslexia and other individual
di ff erences
- Play & Activities (not just "how
to entertain ch ildren " but developmental goals in activities)
- Behavior (what to do when ...
happens
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BY THEA PAGE
- Feedback and Communication
(between adults involved III the
program).
Attendance at these workshops
would be open to any community
member, and be required for all area
workers.
Trainers will develop each specific
workshop (some money would be
provided for course development),
and workshops will be tested out on
the current child group, to fill in the
gaps and refine them . Further, trainers will create follow-up activities
when appropriate (for instance, the
Play & Activities workshop might end
with the assignment to do a math
concepts development game and report back .)
After attending all the workshops,
the trainee will be assigned one week
of each shift with another meta (that
is, morning, afternoons and evenings) . After this level of program
involvement, co starts a three-month
apprenticeship or provisional period,
which ends with an evaluation and
decision about acceptance into the
branch . During the provisional period, the trainee is expected to attend
all "child developmental meetings"
(or meta meetings, or whatever is set
up) . Throughout the workshops and
apprenticeship. records will be kept
on each worker. to assure completion
of each step.
What the child area workers and 1
were able to accomplish during my
brief time at East Wind is only a
beginning. But, the above proposals
could do a lot to clarify, unify, and
professionalize the branch. This,
in turn. should increase interest and
satisfaction in child area work. and
enhance the appeal of the community
to outside families, and promote trust
in area workers.
1 hope the boost in morale (from
my energy, the constructive directions
we came up with, and the group's
interactions) continues-there's a lot
to be excited and hopeful about.
0

One of the biggest challenges for me
is being part of raising a new
generation. It is tricky to help young
people develop to their highest potential, to let them be themselves and at
the same time teach them the norms
of our society. Looking at the
Federation children I feel we are
doing a fine job. Our children are
honest, self confident, independent,
loving and caring. They develop their
abilities to communicate very early
because they have lots of childcare
people around them .
Children at Twin Oaks have many
trusting, intimate relationships. There
are special adults in their lives besides
their parents. 'Primaries' are adults
who spend one-to-one time with them
in the evenings. During the day they
are taken care of by a group of people
called 'metas'. Metas are people who
are committed to sharing the responsibility of raising these children. Some
of them are parents and some of them
are just interested adults who love
kids.
To keep up with the energy of the
young people a meta shift lasts three
to four hours. The responsibilities of
a meta include everything from fixing
meals and playing with the children to
teaching them the basic values of the
community . For example , if a child is
violent with cos 'siblings' co gets
physically separated ("time out ").
After a while the meta discusses with
the child why co hit the other child.
The child is asked "How could you
have gotten what you wanted without
pinching (or biting, or whatever)? It
helps the young person to find
different ways of taking care of cos
needs and wants.
In her book, Living the Dream,
Ingrid Komar describes the ability of
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Thea and Shining Page
facilitation that our five year old
children have . It amazes people who
come to Twin Oaks to see young
children communicate in such an
open and clear way . I personally
believe it is because we treat them
with respect from birth on . They get
the message that they are capable
human beings. We spend the time to
explain to them why we ask them to
do things from very early on . They
can see adult s learning new skills all
o\ er the community . They see adults
make mi sta kes and co rrect themsel\"es. The y also see adults play
Joyfully and l.Tea ti vely . For them a
grownup is so meone who has had
more time to learn and they respect
that. The y mos t definitely question
those who try to be an authority
based so lely on age. I doubt I 've ever
gotten away with saying "Please do
this " with o ut a rea so n. The same
respect .... e give the children comes
back from them. Because they question so mu ch, I find m yself renecting
on the moti\"ation behind my requests

to them. And, like most children,
they test the limits of the adults
they're closest to as well as their own
limits.
At the age of five they start going
to a cooperative school close by and
learn about other lifestyles. They
meet children who haven't grown up
communally and don't seem to have
problems integrating into the larger
society. Some of them are now
teenagers, going to either public
sc hool or private school, depending
on their needs and abilities . Even
though they go through the same
hormonal changes, they do not seem
to need to be as outrageous as many
of us grownups were during that time .
They developed their personal
styles much younger than most of us
did . Their sense of self is more
defined because they are exposed to
so many different adult personalities-from confident to confused,
boi sterous to shy, serious to silly, etc.
They have seen adults struggle with
their own feelings. They see that there

are different ways of responding to
the issues in one's life . The variety of
possibilities for dealing with one's
own life here are great, even as we
share the basic values of cooperation
and nonviolence .
Our children see women and men
changing from stereotypical sex roles,
doing traditional and nontraditional
work, using their intellectual, emotional, intuitive, and physical abilities
in various ways . They see relationships changing; people falling in and
out of love, friendships developing,
members joining and leaving . All our
children ha ve seen birth and death,
the two most intense experiences for
most people.
Of course there are trade-offs in
raising your child in community.
Before I had a child I could not
understand why parents seemed so
attached to issues that seemed unimportant to me at the time. Having a
daughter taught me that it is hard at
times to have my child exposed to
somewhat different values than my

children
communally
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A Visit to KRUTSIO ,
BY MCCUNE PORTER
own . For example, I have a difficult
time seeing the children more babied
than I feel is healthy. I'm learning to
practice tolerance to other people's
childrearing ideas, and have to watch
them dealing with children as they see
fit. Not an easy thing for me to do.
Although parents here still exercise
the most influence on their children
they have to let go of 'control' and
'power' over them. I had to accept
that our girls sometimes prefer pink
frilly shirts over more practical
flannel ones. Or that the children
don't show signs of malnutrition if
some people feed them white bread
instead of healthy whole wheat.
Imagine how it feel s when 'my own'
child chooses to be close to somebody
that I royally dislike . At times it takes
a lot of effort for me to stand back
and appreciate our child raising. It can
be easy to get stuck on what I wanted
to happen that didn't. The process of
change at Twin Oaks can be quite
lengthy, tiring and boring, but so far
most parents who took on responsibilit y were able to change things when
necessary . Beside s children, Twin
Oak s also
pretty good parents
who learn during the process of
parenting .
By the tim e these yo ung people
reach adulthood they will have been
exposed through dail y li fe to such a
variet y of people. beliefs, and lifestyles that they probabl y will have a
more complete picture of the world
than most young adult s. It will be
interesting and exciting to see what
they will choose for their own futures.
For me rai sing my child communall y gi ves both o f us all of those
possibilities and still allows for the
special bo nding of mother and
da ughter.
As Kahlil Gibran wrote :
.. Your children are not your children . They are the sons and the
daughters o f Life's longing for
itself."
0
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(Editor's note: Molly, Halcyon, and
the author are aI/long-term members
o/Twin Oaks community)
Molly, Halcyon and I spent a week
visiting Krutsio last June. Molly and I
had been there twice previously, and,
as always, were warmly received.
Although Krutsio's membership
has shrunk back to the core family of
Adrian, Gabriela, and their two
children, morale seemed good. They
are expecting one or two others to
join the community this year, and
there is no shortage of hopes and
plans for the future.
The kids, as they always do, are
growing up. Both are becoming fully
bilingual in Spanish and Esperanto.
Living in the desert, close to the
Pacific Ocean, Krutsio has relied on
solar water distillers for all of its
drinking water. Since my last visit in
1984, the water distillers have been
improved, and work has started on a
large cistern, to make the most of the
four-inch annual rainfall.
Growing food is a particular
challenge in their locale (due to both
climate and soil conditions) and so
the community is experimenting with
salt-tolerant agriculture and
hydroponics .
One of Krutsio's sources of income
is nori, a sea vegetable harvested from
the Pacific tidal zone. They have
improved their production over the
years and were just beginning the
harvest season during our visit.

The community's main income
source is rural development work,
funded by the Mexican government.
As they need the income, Krutsio
continues to do this work. However,
they plan to phase this out in the
future.
Krutsio is located in an extremely
remote section of Baja California,
and they are happy to report some
progress on improving their
accessibility. They have developed a
regular radio contact on mainland
Mexico, and the government has
improved a section of the road
leading up to their "driveway", a
twisting, rocky, seven-mile stretch of
dirt road that completes the trip to
their buildings .
The economy of Mexico is very
uncertain right now . Petroleum
prices, upon which the government
depends greatly for foreign exchange,
are very low. Annual inflation is at
80070, and the value of the peso is
going into free fall. It is difficult to
predict how this economic crisis will
sort itself out, but I expect Krutsio,
with its emphasis on self-sufficiency,
to weather this storm better than
most.
Krutsio encourages visitors. Labor
is most needed during the summer
nori harvest, but is appreciated
an ytime . Each season has its appeal.
The summer and autumn months
promise moderate, sunny days and a
warmer ocean. Mid-winter is good for
whale watching. We were there in late
spring, which is the best time to
witness the desert greenery and
flowers, following the winter rains. 0
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GENDER

WOMEN
IN COMMUNITY
We're all quite different; we come
from cities, the country, working
class, owning class, suburbia, all over
the continent, the world ... We come
with a variety of relationship
histories, with grown children,
growing children, no children. We
like punk musi c, classical, women's
label s, folk music. Some of us
co nsider ourselves feminist, some
don' t. We ' re lesbian, straight,
bi sexual. We ' re in our early twenties
up through the ages of grandmothers.
Man y cul!ures and religious
bac kground s are among us. What we
share is the experience of being
women in community which to many
of us is a source of awareness,
personal growth , support and
nurturan ce .
What ' s it like? Following are some
aspects of lire in communit y for
women :
ROLES
Women who join Federation
communities are not presented with
expectations or certain roles
(domesti c wo rk , childcare, etc .). The
opportunities are rich and varied, for
some of us this is a new experience.
'''Women 's work " in Federation
communities includes con struction
and bu ilding design, auto repair ,
woodworking , business management,
as well as domestic work in quantities
that we choose, not that are imposed
upon us.
People with children are provided
with communal child raising so that
they can pursue other interests as
BY LESLIE GREENWOOD
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their children are cared for by
nurturing adults in an ongoing child
program.
There are many models of women
as strong, intelligent leaders of
society.
Behavior norms center around
treating one another with respect and
without assuming ignorance, inability
or disinterest because of age, sex,
body type, background, etc.
RELATIONSHIPS
Women in partner-relationships have
opportunities for support and
friendship with people outside of the
relationship.
Because we share income, couples
do not depend on each other for
economic security.
Federation communities tend to
have a gender ration which is 55-65%
male . Such an imbalance can make
prospects for relationships with
women difficult for men and cause a
sense of isolation for women. Men
who apply for membership are told
not to come expecting to find a
relationship in community. There are
many single people and many
couples, and individuals who want
companionship have a variety of
reso urces for meeting and forming
bonds . There is no social pressure to'
Hmate" .

RIGHTS

There is no question that as women
we have comp lete control over our
bodies and have the right to relate as
we choose to men and women.
Nudity is commonplace and there is
an absence of derision, or any kind of
verbal or physical abuse toward
people' s bodies .

REALITY
To most of us egalitarianism
represents a common purse, an
attitude that is non-violent,
non-sexist, non-racist, non-ageist,
etc. Yet each community deals
differently with the interpretation of
these goals. Prospective members do
not necessarily need to show that they
embrace these beliefs but are asked if
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they can accept them. At times, the
diversity and need for
consciousness-raising are
overwhelming to those who strive
actively to pursue the ideals of
egalitarianism.
FEDERA TION COMMUNITY
WOMEN
Over the past year, Federation
community women have been linking
up to meet, share, talk, setting up a
cross-country support network for
each other. This has been an
enriching experience in its affirmation
of the very unique culture that has
grown out of decades of women in
community. On a more basic level,
our connections have been fun and
meaningful, reminding us that we are
not alone in our experience.
In September of 1985, Twin Oaks
held its second annual women's
gathering. The Federation provided a
fund to help community women get
to the gathering. Representatives
from Dandelion, Sandhill, Appletree,
and Twin Oaks attended.
Representatives from North
Mountain, Heathcote, Gesundheit
and dozens of women who had once
lived in community were also in
attendance.
A workshop entitled "Women in
Community" was held, with
representatives of each community
answering questions in panel fashion to
the group of 25-30 women who were
exploring the idea for the first time.
The group drew questions that
ranged from the mundane ("could I
bring my dog?") to the challenging
("what's it like being a lesbian
there?"). In some form, it was like a
blend of "What'.s My Line?" and
Trivial Pursuit. But an unspoken
sense of unity and mutual
understanding made the workshop
fascinating as it became a dialogue
among community women. Many of
us realized and reveled in our bond
with camaraderie and excitement.
We celebrated the third annual
women's gathering in September
1986, and anticipate having a fourth
gathering in 1987.

Being a Woman at TWIN OAKS
by Leslie and Elke
Twin Oaks has developed a
particularly active women's culture.
Ongoing activities include:
- A weekly women's tea, which is a
time to relax and chat in a group.
New women are greeted and often a
topic comes up for discussion .
- A seven-member women's group
that meets weekly as a support group,
sharing confidences and friendship.
- A weekly women's co-counseling
class, which is a more active personal
growth situation.
- Occasional women's dances,
parties, and craft nights .
- Planning for the annual women's
gathering, which is coordinated by a
team of women from January to
September.
- A feminist studies group is now
forming .
A special event took place last
winter when a group of II women
collaborated on a fullclength dramatic
production, "Last Summer at
Bluefish Cove". Special resources
include a livingroom which is
exclusively for women in the
evenings, and houses a women's
library.
Although feminism and
egalitarianism are basic values in our
community, sexism does exist at Twin
Oaks. Overt displays are generally
looked upon in a light similar to any
rude or thoughtless behavior. Issues
often come up around what is
"feminism," "equal opportunity" or
"affirmative action". and how do
such concepts (and how they're
implemented) fit our basic
philosophy. When do these become
reverse sexism? Currently there is a
small group of men at Twin Oaks
who perceive themselves as being
sexually discriminated against. Is this
a legitimate complaint or a jealous
reaction to the strong and exciting
women's culture that is growing at
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Twin Oaks?
To what extent can we overcome
our years of conditioning from
growing up in the dominant society?
These are some of the issues that face
us as we forge ahead.

DANDELION
by Helen
Dandelion's small size provides many
advantages for women who want to
learn new skills, take on managerial
responsibilities and live in a close knit
group with other women, men and
children.
While there are seldom enough
women members to be able to speak
of ongoing "women's culture" within
the community, there is a women's
library, sometimes a women's tea,
and opportunities for active
involvement with feminist
organizations in the area. Moreover,
women at Dandelion have a great deal
of control over their home
environment in the sense that sexist
attitudes or behaviors are
immediately challenged and no
woman is expected to tolerate sexist
treatment in the name of diversity.
APPLETREE
by Wiggle
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Right now there are two women and
three men at Appletree . The gender
balance has nearly always been about
equal. We have not had the problems
with it that larger communities have.
While both men and women have
at times been frustrated at not finding
a partner at Appletree, it has been
more of a problem for men . Women
at Appletree have seemed a little freer
at finding relationships outside
Appletree , or being satisfied more or
less with not having one .
Not surprisingly, heterosexual
co uples have been the most common
relationship form at Appletree, but
homo sexual couples and bisexual
triad s have also occurred. These
variations meet with surprising
acceptance at Appletree, even among
new members unused to our lifestyle.

Of course, it is one of our values to
accept such relationships, but values
so different from what we grew up
with can be difficult to live out.
Because of our success here, there is a
sense of freedom of choice in
relationship styles for Appletree
women.
Appletree women seem
characteristically more assertive than
Appletree men. Women have been
more likely to be involved in
conflicts. At the same time women
have tended to be more conscious of
underlying problems and so have
done more to bring them to the
surface. Also, women here have
tended to be more in touch with their
emotions and learn better how to
handle strong feelings productively.
To a large extent Appletree
members have shown a taste for
gender role reversals. Perhaps
because we succeed in creating an
environment free of gender role
expectations. Thus we are free to be
the opposite of what we were always
encouraged to be before.
People who are attracted to
Appletree often prefer opposite
gender roles. But this can result in our
acting out the worst of the opposite
gender stereotype, so the challenge
still exists to liberate ourselves from
our own inner conflicts that cause us
to seek conflict with others. We do
often achieve a degree of peace and
harmony while exploring potentials
that would be stifled in the outside
world. And that is a major purpose of
community for us.
EAST WIND
by Sarah
Living in community is something we
have chosen to do for many different
reasons. Consequently, we all derive
different levels and kinds of
satisfaction from the life we make for
ourselves here. In terms of content
and flavor, that life varies
considerably, but there are many
things (beside the beautiful Ozark
land under our feet) that are benefits
to all of us.
- We are able to work and walk at

any time secure in the knowledge that
our home is a place where we can feel
physically safe and grounded.
- Regardless of occupational
background or interests, we live with
few if any dictates to "dress the
part". It's not necessary to put on a
face or style of dress to indicate a
desire or capacity for responsibility.
- If we are in a position where
aggressiveness is natural or required,
we can express it without feeling
unattractive or "unfeminine". Our
system offers us the opportunity to be
managers with men and not feel
strange about it.
- Our children's program offers
women two different
opportunities-to mothers, the
chance to concentrate energy on other
things along with ch.ild rearing; and to
non-mothers, the chance to gain
experience and develop close
relationships with community
children.
We meet as women occasionally, to
welcome a new woman visitor to
community, to dance and share
music, to celebrate special events, or
just to bake good things and eat
together. It's common for women
who used to live at East Wind and
now live nearby to come visiting.
They add to a group of new, old, and
growing friends.
SANDHILL
by Ann
Women (as well as men) are
immediately challenged physically at
Sandhill Farm. For me, the rural
commune has been just the place to
grow stronger, more aware of my
body, the food I eat, the resources I
use, and the home that I help create.
And over the years I'd say that the
women of Sandhill have learned a
great deal about self-reliance. It has
not been without tears of frustration,
aching backs, anger, and loneliness .
But it has been in a cooperative,
supportive, and learning
environment. A common phrase here
is "go for it", and it applies equally
to men as well as women. Our group
is small and our dreams are endless. 0
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Personal Thoughts on
Sexual DiscriminatIon
BY LAIRD SANDHILL

Among other things, Federation
communities hold in common an
agreement to not discriminate on the
basis of sex. To most of us this is a
very important agreement. Yet it
turns out we don't mean it literally. In
fact , our communities today
discriminate sexually in several ways,
with varying degrees of support from
our members.
On a personal level, we accept
without question that most of us have
a decided sexual preference .
Although there is interest in and
considerable support for the choice of
bisexuality, there is no movement to
establish it as a norm .
Beyond a choice of lo vers, there is
broad agreement that it is desirable to
maintain a certain balance of women
and men in our communities. To that
end we sometimes focus our
recruitment efforts to attract more of
whatever we have less of. [f the
sit uation is bad enough we'will
temporaril y limit new membership to
only those we are short on . It is a
delicate matter decidin g where the
quality-of-life problems associated
with imbalance take precedence over
the uneasiness of limiting new
membership . We struggle with it, but
we do it.
Throughout our communities'
existence there has been stro ng
interest in examining issues of
masculinit y and femininity. (In fact, [
feel our attention to these issues is one
of the main ways we distinguish
ourselves from o ther intentional
com munities, both historic and
contem porary.)
Among us there is considerable
support for the notion that important
aspects of questions involving
identity, sexuality, personal growth,
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and human potential are uniquely
explored through groups whose
members are all the same sex . We
acknowledge the desire for women's
groups and men's groups, and
support them by providing special
space and other resources. We host
men's and women's gatherings and
advertise these activities in our
literature.
To be sure, all of thi s has not
happened without resi stan ce. Some of
us are disturbed by issues, groups,
and event s being labeled "wo men 's"
and " men 's. " Some feel excluded,
and worry that their right to
opportunity is being unfairly limited.
Some believe we should interpet our
value of non-discrimination more
strictly.
After all, there is strong agreement
that we are trying to create a culture
where little attention would be paid to
sex when considering so meone for
co mmunit y membership , work
assignment s. friendship, and perhaps
even
levels of intimacy . How
then can one reconcile thi s long-term
goal of gender-blindness with
di scriminatory support groups and
activities? "Separate but equal" is
out of favor as a poli cy in public
education. Why should it be
supported in pursuit of perso nal
growth?
[ have wrestled with thi s issue most
of my adult life, and [ have not
reached an y final conclusions.
Perhaps [ never will. But [ have made
so me progress . While we are largely
agreed to abandon the sexist,
paternalistic pattern of ma in stream
society, there is uncertainty about
how far sexual equality can or should
be extended . We were all raised in a
culture where sexism was thoroughly

imbedded, and it is not a simple
matter to decide what is inherent and
what is cultural.
I view sexism as a different thing
than "sexual discrimination." For me
there is an arbitrary and harmful
quality about "sexism," which is the
essence of what I oppose. Others
make this distinction, too. For
example, no one in our communities
supports discrimination that limits
access to work or information, but
many, including myself, can accept
discrimintation that is shown to be a
steppingstone for growth leading to
greater awareness and opportunities
for all. One is sexism and the other is
not.
This approach has worked for me,
and I know it has for others. In an
environment of caring, sensitive men
I have made si ngular progress on
issues of homophobia and sexuality. I
understand better the frustrations I
feel over the strained relations
between myself and my loving, yet
emotionally blocked father. I am
learning to respect and express my
feeling s while continuing to love
m yself as a man. I needed the
empathy of other men to grow in
these ways.
In considering support for some
form of sexual discrimination I try to
look ahead to the consequences.
People who pour themselves
exclu sively into relationships with
only one sex (whether their own or
not) make me uncomfortable . This
isn't building the kind of community
I want. My impression though, is that
men's and women's groups in our
communities do not promote
separation, and do build support that
extends to all.
Our communities are willing to
support some very specific kinds of
sexual discrimination in the interest
of promoting personal growth and
healthier interpersonal relations . We
are committed to growth and good
relation ships as well as to
non-discriminatory behavior. But
so metimes our goals get in each
other's way and we have to choose
among them. It's a consequence of
being human; sometimes you have to
swallow hard and make a choice. 0

TWIN OAKS
as a "Men's Space"

BY FOXFIRE ZOHAV

Twin Oaks is a
non-violent society,
and as such will
never require me to
sacrifice my life
before my best
thinking.

Recently a visitor to our community
suggested that maybe Twin Oaks
should have a men's space. After all,
womyn's culture has flourished in
the context of a womyn's space, so
why not the men, too? Not
particularly taken by the idea, I began
to examine the issue. It seems to me,
my perceptions aided by that same
visitor, that the benefits to womyn of
a womyn's space were that they could
learn to relate to one another in new
ways, free from the oppression
experienced outside . I f that were the
case, was it possible that Twin Oaks
was already functioning as a men's
space, and that men may not need a
space in the same way womyn do?
It has occurred to me that one of
the reasons men have been attracted
to Twin Oaks more than women is the
possibility that Twin Oaks has been a
better place for men so far. I suggest
that Twin Oaks is already a men's
space, with everything a man needs to
be a happy, full functioning human
being. All the elements that have
scarred men, that have socialized
them into being less than humans can
be, are either absent or greatly
ameliorated .
First of all, Twin Oaks is a
non-violent society, and as such will
never require me to sacrifice my life
before my best thinking. There are no
soldiers here, though I and a few
others have been soldiers in the past.
No man here will ever have to kill
another, or agree to set himself up to
be killed in the name of his
"manhood". Once be realizes this, a
man can let down the defenses he has
had to develop, and become the free,
loving person he was born as.
This is not as odd a point as it may
seem at first. One of the major

influences on a young man is
physical, emotional, or verbal
violence. Every man has witnessed
what happens to a boy that cried too
much, who wouldn't compete, who
hung out with his mother too much,
who wanted to play with girls, or
dolls, or who was born looking "too
pretty". By the time most boys have
grown to manhood, we have learned
to be casually violent, to be numb, or
to be indifferent to violence
committed in front of us. And, as
men, we have learned all too well how
to compete for the social goodies of
prestige, status, and income-success
in the war of life.

At Twin Oaks there are no rewards
for violent behavior, or competition.
There is no job that is better paid, has
higher status than another. In
"normal" society a man would lose
status and income, be considered less
successful, if he were to work at what
is popularly considered "women's
work". Here at Twin Oaks an hour's
labor at the children's building is
worth as much as an hour spent
repairing cars or programming
computers. Here men no longer have
to trade off our nurturing abilities to
the imperative of income, prestige, or
st atus.
It has often been the case
historically that men have had to risk
their lives, their well-being, and
health, to earn whatever income was
available where they lived, or to earn
as high an income as possible, in
order to be the supporters of their
dependant s. Outside of community,
if a person becomes ill, income
suffers, but bills still need to be paid.
And we, as men, will often "bite the
bullet" and go to work anyway,
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rather than wait to recover our
health. This behavior, it has been
shown, costs us an average of seven
years of our lifetime, as well as years
of ill health.
At Twin Oaks we don't have to get
black lung, hypertension, or ulcers.
When you are sick, your work is to
get well and it appears on your labor
sheet just the same as your work does.
If you are very ill there is a health
team to organize your meals,
medicines , doctor appointments, and
see that your job responsibilities are
covered. Your income does not
suffer, nor do your bills go unpaid,
nor is your family neglected . All they
may feel is the temporary loss of your
loving company. Here you are a
successful man if you get well, not if
you work yourself into a heart attack .
Twin Oaks is a place for us to be
the fathers we always wished our
fathers had been. Because we can
nurture here without social penalty,
we can, for perhaps the first time, be
fathers without guilt. We no longer
have to teach soc iet y's lessons of
stoicism and violence as our sons
travel the road to manhood. We no
longer have to watch our daughters
experience the terrors of fear, rape,
and disempowerment that are the
portion of womyn everywhere. There
is no longer cause or need for
indifference. the numbnes s we have
had to adopt in order to get by .
At Twin Oaks it is safe for our
children to experience us as a part of
their lives. not just as powerful
strangers who appear at dinnertime,
and may beat them if they aren't
good . Here we can be
of
strength , gentleness, loving, caring,
and giving . Our male child ren will
learn that it is good to be a man,
something we can be proud of. Our
female children can see that men need
not be exploitative. violent, or
threatening. Our children will never
be hit to enforce irrational authority,
and so, we hope, will not be tempted
to pas s that bit of in sanity on to their
children in turn.
Another difference here is that we
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can touch each other, care for each
other without fear. Outside Twin
Oaks it is considered unmanly to
physically touch each other aside
from scrimmage on the football field.
If men hug too closely, homophobia
rears its ugly head. A man who is
close to other men will likely be
labeled a social deviant, or at least
weird. He may be shunned and
persecuted, for giving a hug. Real
men don't want hugs?
Here at Twin Oaks a man can let
down his guard against other men.
There need be no fear of being
"queer". He may hug, cuddle, or
caress and no one will look at him
cross-eyed, make a face, or otherwise
single him out. In fact, usually the
opposite is true. Most womyn are
greatly relieved to see men nurturing
each other, touching each other, a
role that has been exclusively
womyn's in this society, and of which
many are royally sick . Here men can
experience fearless, satisfying, and
love for each other without
having their manhood called into
question. What a relief!
One of the nicest benefits of living
at Twin Oaks is the profound relief of
no longer participating in a sexist
society. Men and womyn are not
job-segregated. Men no longer have
to reserve their ioving behavior
towards womyn until after work.
when they're tired . We can interact
with womyn, work or play, all day
long. And we no longer participate in
a system that treats womyn as
second-class citizens. paying them
fifty-nine cents for every dollar we
make .
At Twin Oak s we live in a society
where all womyn are our equals. no
longer our "objects" . It is a lot easier
to make friends with someone who is
on an equal footing with you . There
need not be any more vague guilt. no
need to compensate. somehow . It
does take some getting used to for a
new man, sometimes, but oh! What a
relief when we realize the possibilities.
One last bastion of male oppression
is still in the process of being stormed,
one that will make all the other gains

complete. It is the systematic
separation of men from their
emotions. We are reclaiming our
abilities to feel deeply, love
profoundly as never before. After
what has to be done to make them
soldiers, men are mostly left with
numbness, some anger, little joy. We
have not yet completely reclaimed our
zest for life. That we haven't is a
reminder of what would have
happened to us if we had felt, really
felt, in the outside society. There,
such men are still considered
"sissies", cowards, crazy, insane,
and out of control. It is impossible to
forget that completely, even if we
wanted to . We still read newspapers,
see movies. The signs of our times are
ever with us. The scars are all too
evident.
Of course, the men who move here
still carry a lot of the scars of past
socialization. We aren't transformed
the minute we walk in the door. Most
men are still struggling to get beyond
what they went through growing up
as American males, this year's model.
Change for us takes time . It requires
constant, overt support by everyone,
but especially by other men. The
important thing is that here we can do
it.
We have a new evolving men's
culture here. We have a successful
men's group . You should see the look
on our faces as we stream out of our
meetings. Our expressiveness, life,
energy, and joy. We also have the
reso urces of co-counseling available
to us, which provides a way to create
a small, safe place to feel our feelings
deeply before taking them to the
whole world. We are evolving new
norms for male behavior. In a sense,
it is really frontier days here .
Perhaps the feelings we go through
now, when looked at from this
perspective, are the cost of rebuilding
society. Cheap, brother, isn't it? To
reach the fully human, zestful being
within. To create a just, truly
egalitarian society, free from fear. I
always wondered just what a
non-violent society would look like.
Twin Oaks provides me that view. 0
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POLITICAL

T he Federation of Egalitarian Com-

"Practicing
Nonviolence"

There are so few
models of
nonviolent,
egalitarian living to
look at, it is hard to
know where to
start. . .

-.

BY HELEN FORSEY

munities is committed to practicing
nonviolence . This commitment is part
of what drew me to join community. I
believe that nonviolence is fundamental to the changes that must be made
in the world if this injured planet is to
survive. Learning to put into practice
the principles of nonviolence on a
daily basis in our home communities
can be an important, perhaps even a
necessary, part 0 f these broader
changes.
To "practice nonviolence" does
not mean simply avoiding overtly
violent behavior (although that is one
essential part). Nonviolence is active,
a way of living that is a daily
affirmation of each being's worth, a
constant challenge to the old, cynical,
destructive patterns that modern patriarchal society has taught us so well.
It is far from easy; it does not come
naturally, even to committed communitarians. And because it is so
difficult , and so important, we all
need all the help we can get in making
nonviolence truly a practice and not
just a platitude.
Much of this help can come from
feminist theorists and activists who
see women 's particular experience of

violence and nonviolence as key to a
true understanding of these issues.
Women everywhere constantly have
to deal with these questions, as we
confront the threats of rape and
battery, as we try to raise our children
to be strong and gentle people, as we
struggle against the pornographic,
racist, sexist mentality that dominates
the mass culture all round us. From
these shared experiences, and the
insights that come out of them,
feminists have woven a deep understanding of the interconnections between feminism and nonviolence, and
of their inportance in the struggle for
change .
Many women, like myself, come to
community seeking an environment
where these connections are understood and practiced. What we find is
some recognition, some support, and
a sense that in most ways we no
longer have to swim upstream-that
the current of stated values and
aspirations is moving in the same
general direction as our own . Yet it is
undeniable that we still experience in
community many of the same problems and challenges that dominate
outside culture. Relationships still go
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sour, children still fight, jealousies
and misunderstandings still arise.
Books, jokes, popular music and
movies rarely reflect our adopted
values, and the media still hammer
away at us with violent images and
accounts of atrocities at home and
abroad. There are so few models of
nonviolent, egalitarian living to look
at, it is hard to know where to start,
and all too easy to slip into the habits,
alienation and apathy we knew
before.
But to accept such an answer is to
do violence to ourselves and our
vision of community. As we assess the
reality of the situation, we must
accept the obvious fact that all of
us-women, men, and childrencome to community from the "outside"-from a violent, oppressive,
partiarchal society which has formed
the framework of our ideas, our
behavior, indeed our very perceptions . It is unrealistic and self-defeating to assume, or to pretend, that
once we choose community and
affirm our belief in equalit y, nonviolence and cooperation, the cultural
baggage of years of conditioning is
magically going to dissappear. Nor is
it useful to make the opposite
mistake, and cynically conclude that
community makes no (1ifference in
our interactions with each other and
the world .
For indeed, it is this fact-that we
hold a common vision and have
chosen to explore it in practice-that
makes the essential difference. We see
community as a place where no
person dominates, exploits, or abuses
another, where all work and play
together for the common good . This
ideal is very close to what many of us
have dreamed of as a nonviolent
future for our planet. Yet it is
important to realize that neither the
dreams nor the reality implies an
absence of conflict, of anger, of
confrontation . What is different is
the way we choose to deal with these
issues . Our choice is nonviolence.
Barbara Deming, a feminist and
nonviolent activist, has described
nonviolence as a form of struggle in
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I am no purist. I
have an open mind.
I work with men, I
even love some men.
which "we address ourselves always
both to that which we refuse to accept
from others, and that which we can
respect in them, have in common with
them."
Living in community we have that
(,':;j.JUl Luuily-anJ the responsibility-to constantly and persistently
challenge what we see as destructive
patterns. The trick is to learn how to
challenge nonviolently, recognizing
and respecting the commonalities we
share with the other person or people,
while at the same time refusing to
accept any vestigial habits of thought
or behavior that tend to make us less
than what we can be.
This, of course, can be extremely
difficult. It is often hard even to
really see the destructiveness in things
we have taken for granted for so
long-accounts or depictions of gratuitous violence in movies, cartoons,
books or magazines, vindictive attitudes or remarks about people who
have wronged us, the "soft" pronography that teaches us to see human
beings, usually women or children, as
objects for others' pleasure. It is hard
to see that so much of what is inside
and around us actually represents a
direct contradiction to the principles
of nonviolence and equality that we
espouse. The layers of our conditioning are thick and pliable, and provide
us wtih many levels of resistence to
what is really a very radical shift in
our awareness . Even once a contradiction is made visible, we still have to
struggle through a seemingly endless
series of sophisticated rationalizations of the old behavior or attitude ,
and that struggle is apt to be
confusing, threatening, and exhausting.
The pornography issue is an example that touches both men and women
very deeply . I do not intend here to
embark on yet another explanation of
why more and more people are
coming to see the use or tolerance of

porn as standing in absolute contradiction to our values of nonviolence
and equality. Any library, bookstore,
or women's center can provide reams
of documentation on the harm that
pornography does to human beings.
What concerns me here is not to argue
the issue itself, but to examine how
we may go about developing our
awareness of such contradictions, and
allowing that awareness and our
commitment to nonviolence to shape
our actions and our relations with
each other.
I find it quite overwhelming even to
write about this issue. It is so much
easier to stick to generalizations and
theory to avoid reopening a subject
that has been heartbreakingly divisive
during various periods of my time in
community. Yet I believe that there
are essential lessons to be learned
from these painful struggles . If we do
not have the courage and love to
engage in them with each other, those
lessons will remain unlearned. If we
stay detached, then violence will
retain it s hold on us all. So I offer
these pieces of my pain and of my
learnings, notes from confrontations
and connections with the people who
form my communal family, wonderful people with whom I also share a
vision of a better future for our
world.
"Thank you to whoever put the
- - - - book in the kindling
box ... What was that kind of book
doing here in the first place? How
much more of that stuff is lying
around? I feel betrayed. And I
wonder if any of the men here will be
able to understand. I mean really
understand. Not just make allowances for an angry woman who is
hypersensitive about such things.
After all, some women do these
things of their own free will, don't
they? So let's respect the differences-different strokes for different
folks ...
No. That's not good enough. It's
times like this that I wonder why I still
ever sleep with men . What has that
crap done to your brains, to your
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insides, over the years? I know what it
has done to us. I know that I was
thirty-two years old before I even
realized that I might have such a thing
as 'free will' where sex was concerned.
I am no purist. I have an open
mind. I talk to men, I work with men,
I even love some men. But now I'm
afraid to go into my man's room for
fear of what I might see there.
Playboy? National Lampoon? The
Happy Hooker? And that's just the
tip of the iceberg. What about all
those stag films that you can rerun in
your brains? How can we trust you?
DAMN."
"Each time something crops up
about porn, I am forcibly reminded
of the mind-boggling immensity of
the gap that separates me (and some
other members) from others here.
And I find mysel f once again becoming a Pain in the Ass. When I see that
stuff, I can feel the fight-or-flight
adrenalin pumping through me. Anger mixed with fear-fear of the
mentality that is capable of reading
that garbage for entertainment, or of
excusing those who do. Why it is so
difficult for some of you to recognize
that this is exactly the same mentality
that is responsible for rape, for
wife-beating, for 'queerbashing', for
Soweto, and for building bigger and
better bomb s?
But when I react this way, I come
up against all sorts of objections. [
am told that I am implicitly threatening the "right" of individuals to read
whatever they like in the privacy of
their rooms. What you don't seem to
realize is that my safety and wellbeing-and that of anyone who
happens to be female, or black, or
gay, or in any way seen as 'different ' -is threatened co nstantly and
explicitly by the pornographic mentality. But because this threat is
invisible, it can be disregarded, and
then a distorted concept of freedom
of expression comes to be seen as
more important than our basic right
to safety and respect. Something is
ass-backwards when that happen s.
And it happens here .

If you are not taking
an active stand
against porn, then
you are for it,
I just don't believe it is possible for
men to fence-sit on this one. If you
are not taking an active stand against
porn, then you are for it, whatever
that accusation may do to your image
of yourself as a gentle, progressive
man. Women have a hard enough
time without always having to be the
ones to raise the difficult questions
about a problem we didn't create. It is
men's problem, and every time you
let pass a chance to do something
about it, you are betraying us again.
'Is it worth a paper?' I'm asked.
You bet it's worth a paper. This same
is sue has been coming up in different
forms since long before I lived here.
And although women have continued
to try to use the male-approved forms
for putting our points across-logical
argument, gentle persuasion, peer
press ure (or are we women really
men's 'peers', after all?)-we still
have no assurance whatsoever that
the pornographic mentality doesn't
still find a refuge in the privacy of our
fellow members' rooms, or of their
minds. And that represents a threat
and an outrage .
Is it worth it? The only reason it
wouldn't be is if there were absolutely
no hope for I:hangt:, even here ."
"Some questions have been raised
about why some of us have objected
to ha ving this sewage in book form
lying around in public space. So I
took some time to force myself to
read more of that I had initially .. .
The rest of the book, the parts that
are not spec ifically and overtly woman-hating, are in any case supremely ugly, violent and macho-a
glorification of the death culture that
militarism and imperialism thrive on,
cynically disguised as somehow defiantly 'progressive' because the author doesn't like the 'Establishment'
either. How long do we have to go on
explaining this stuff to our friends
and lovers? Are we plowing the sea?"

"Perhaps this is why I fight so
hard-because I w.ant so much to be
able to trust you, to love you, free of
anger. Some women don't believe
that you can change what your
conditioning has done to you. I
believe you can, and to see you not
bother, or refuse to acknowledge
those violent lies for what they are,
devastates and enrages me."
"Could not all the tears, the pain
of this struggle, amount to something, do some good? Why all this
anguish of caring and anger if it does
no good?"
This , then, is the struggle that
Barbara Deming refers to when she
speaks of the need to "confront our
own most seemingly personal angers,
in their raw state, and take upon
ourselves the task of translating this
raw anger into the disciplined anger
of the search for change."
She urges us to wage our necessary
battles in the nonviolent tradition,
keeping in mind both contradiction
and commonality, so that our struggle can remain consistent with both
our love and our anger. This is
nonviolent confrontation on an everyday basis, a kind of home-grown
nonviolence that has a potential for
healing that reaches far beyond our
own communities.
Our communities are not isolated
refuges from the " real world"-they
are pragmatic attempts to shape a
different reality on a scale that is
managable and replicable, within the
inescapable context of a wounded
planet that we share with our fellow
creatures. What we do in our own
communities is part of that whole,
and can either continue the violent
cycle that prevails in the world
around us, or break it and replace it
with more creative, truthful, and
loving ways of living together. The
Federation communities' commitment to nonviolence means that we
have made the choice of accepting the
challenge.
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W HEN

I WAS ASKED to write an article about
political activism and community, my first reaction was
that I have not lived in community long enough to have
anything worthwhile to say. But then I realized that, as a
new member of Twin Oaks, I have some useful insights in
the way of "first impressions." As a person who recently
made the decision to join this community, who is still
"learning how to live at Twin Oaks," and for whom
political action is an important aspect of life, I frequently
ask myself how my life here accords with my beliefs and
what changes I would like to see so that my life can be
more consistent with those beliefs. As a new members, I
can address my observations of the current level of
political activity at Twin Oaks, possibilities for the future,
and conflicts among values and priorities.
I was given a choice of topics to write about:
"community as a political choice" or "political activism
from a community base." That these two topics were
suggested as a choice is a reflection of a common attitude
at Twin Oak s-that there is a dichotomy between these two
forums for political action , a conflict between what we are
tr ying to accomplish here at Twin Oaks and how we relate
to the outs ide world. I don't believe that there is a conflict
between these two areas-they are both aspects of the same
thing . How we relate to our community and how we and
our community relate to the outside world are both
reflections of our public and social ethics. Each is an
extension of the other.
Man y people here are active in what is traditionally
considered political activity-writing letters to Congress,
circ ulating petitions, participating in demonstrations,
engaging in nonviolent civil disobedience, etc. There are
other people, however, who disdain such forms of political
action and some who ma y even feel that the community is
threatent:d when resources (time and money) are devoted
to acti\'ities th at do not directly contribute to building the
co mmunity , One frequently hears statements like, "Just by
living at Twin Oaks I am making a political statement. This
is my form of political activism." Some "politicos," in
turn, tend to di smiss such state ment s as mere excuses for
apathy,
I agree that living in community is in itself a significant
an d powerful political action, but I also believe that it is
not enough , I also think that a tota'l preoccupation with
this comm unit y and disregard of politics in the larger
world can be detrimental to the community itself by
ca using us to lose sight of some of the values upon which
the comm unit y is based .
LIVING IN COMMUNITY AS A
POLITICAL STATEMENT
It is a cl iche to criticize co mmunes as an "escape from the
real world ." But, as Kat Kinkade has answered, "far from
running away fro m life and our social responsibilities, we
are tr yi ng to make a new and better society ... " Kinkade,
A Walden Two Experiment, p . 1. Our lifestyle is a political
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No Community
is an Island
By Vicki Metcalf
statement. The founders of Twin Oaks saw what they
thought was wrong with society, decided what they
thought would be better and set out to create it. This
process continues today. It is a very direct and effective
method of political change.
The creation of alternative institutions is recognized by
political theorists as a form of political action, along with
protest, noncooperation and resistance. Gene Sharp, the
leading theorist of nonviolent strategies, classifies this
method as a form of "intervention" and explains that :

,

I

methods of intervention operate both negatively and
positi ve ly: the y may disrupt, and even destro y,
established behavior patterns, policies, relationships,
or institutions which are seen as objectionable; or
they may establish new behavior patterns, policies,
relationships, or institutions which are preferred .
Sharp, The Politics of Nonviolent Action, v. 2, p.
357.
The Solidarity movement in Poland is an example of this
method:
They appear to have discovered nothing less than a
new principle of action. It is simply to be what you
want (0 become. Thus, if you want to have free
elections , begin by freely electing someone; if you
want to have free speech, speak freel y; if you want to
have a trade union, found a trade union. The Poles
have discovered that if enough people act in this way,
the very foundations of the unwanted government
begin to dissolve, even while it retains a monopoly on
the means of violence. Anonymous, New Yorker,
editorial, quoted in Weschler, The Passion of Poland,
p, 37.
We are doing the same type of thing at Twin Oaks. We
believe in worker ownership and management , so we, as
workers, own and manage our enterprises. We believe in
sharing our income and property , and we do. We are
opposed to materialism and consumerism, so we don't own
TV sets or personal vehicles. We believe in equality, so we
value all work equally and make non-traditional jobs
available to women . Because we care about the
environment, we use wood heat and solar energy, farm
organically, and try to minimize vehicle usage. We believe
that if more people lived this way, the world would be a
better place.
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The following summary of Twin Oaks' values appears in
each issue of The Leaves of Twin Oaks:
Together our aim is to create and expand a
community which values cooperation, sharing, and
equality; which is not violent, racist, sexist, or
competitive; which strives to treat people in a kind,
caring, honest, and fair manner; and which provides
for the basic physical and social needs of its members.
We do try to live up to these values. We try to treat one
another in a kind, caring, honest and fair manner, to
encourage cooperation and discourage competitiveness,
and to act nonviolently toward one another, psychologically as well as physically. Perhaps most important of all,
try to raise our children with these values. Individual
freedom is respected. People are appreciated for who they
are-there is a refreshing degree of freedom from pressures
to conform in beliefs, appearance, sexual preferences and
personal styles. People take care of one another.
These achievements should not be minimized. Political
activists often tend to discount interpersonal relationships
and per sonal growth as elements of political change. I
t>eli ne that political change occurs on all levels: personal
lnd interpersonal. as well as national and international.
\\ or\.. place democrac y. sharing of resources. environmen:al rt:s po nsibilit y. respect for individual liberty, and
nOOloiolen ce and equality in interpersonal relationships are
all po litical values to stri ve for both in this community and
In the larger societ y. To really change the world. we must
the way we think about ourselves and the ways in
hi.: h we relate to other people.
11 ha, become a cliche to ask how we can expect the
,u rer power s to di sarm if we can't even resolve conflicts
one another in nonviolent ways . I have seen lots of
[Xlliucal activists who do not relate the kinds of changes
:he\ seek at the governmental and societal levels to their
n per so nal lives . People who say they are concerned
aboUI the environment but drive to work each day . Men
'" ho say they are opposed to sexism but continue to follow
:he same pattern s of control and dominance in political
organization s. People who want economic justice in the
"' orld and an end to militarism, but are unwilling to lower
their Own standard of living. People who believe in
and caring but do violence to themselves through
lelf-hatred .

Needless to say, we don't always live up to our ideals.
We say that we are concerned about the environment, but
we drive more than we need to and we don't use solar
energy as much as we could. Our main source of income,
hammock making, relies on polypropylene rope, which is
made from oil and is not biodegradable. We say that we
are trying to avoid the materialism of American society,
but we are considering building a swimming pool. We call
ourselves an egalitarian community, yet we have our share
of sexist, racist and ageist attitudes and behaviors . But I
think that, compared to life on the "outside," we
approximate our ideals reasonably well.
When we don't live up to our stated values, it is
sometimes because we don't try hard enough and
sometimes because of conflicts among values and goals
and limitations of resources. For instance, one of the goals
expressed in Twin Oaks' bylaws is, Quite simply,
"survival." This goal can be invoked to justify many
compromises of other ideals. There is a long-standing
conflict between a goal of simple living espoused by some
and a desire to improve our standard of living, which is
seen by others as a way to decrease turnover and attract
new members . Some members consider a higher standard
of living essential to our long-term survival. Others see
simple living as a way to counter materialism, economic
injustice and militarism, and therefore part of the reason
for the community's existence in the first place .
Twin Oaks also values diversity and tolerance. There is
no dogma to which one must subscribe in order to join.
Even though the community as a whole espouses certain
values (e .g. , the values quoted above, and those expressed
in the bylaws), there is no requirement that each member
of the community endorses even those principles (See
Kinkade. "A Commune that Works, So Far," Whole
Earth Review. Summer 1986: 80-85 .) Although most
members do support the community's values, there are
always some members who disagree with some or all of
them. And. of course, there are always disputes about
what those values mean.
Another area of conflict among values relates to the
Question of censorship. We value individual freedom and
diversity of belief, but we also oppose violence and sexism.
Thi s leads to conflict when some members of the
community object to the showing of violent and / or sexist
videos which other members want to see. There is conflict
o ver the whole question of censorship as well as disputes
about what should be censored. (Who is to define the
difference between pornography and art? The most recent
controversy concerned the movie A Clockwork Orange .)
Under current policy, 10070 of the members may veto the
showing of a video or film. Television is not permitted at
all because of the values it promotes.
Living in community is not an escape; we are trying to
create a better society, and in so doing we are working for
political change. But I don't believe it is enough to say
"I'm living on a commune. That's my political
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statement." It is also important to examine how well the
community lives up to its ideals. In what ways is it a better
alternative to the outside society? I think it is also
important to look at how we and our community relate to
the outside world.

POLITICAL ACTION FROM A COMMUNITY BASE
There are several reasons why I believe that it is important
for members of community to remain involved in political
action outside the community. For one thing, we do
continue to be involved with the outside world. At Twin
Oaks, we have not chosen to be self-sufficient. As a
community, we continue to have economic and social
interactions with the rcst of the world, and these
interactions have political consequences. When we buy
Ford vehicles, we are buying from one of the major
manufacturers of nuclear weapons. When we pay our
telephone taxes, we are giving money to a government that
is paying for the slaughter of thousands of people in
Central America.
Second, we can't avoid the consequences of political
decis ions made by our government even if we tried. At
Twin Oaks, we live 15 miles from a nuclear power plant,
with its attendant hazards. None of us is safe from the
threat of nuclear war. There is also the danger that some of
our members will be drafted to fight a war in Central
America.
Third, I believe that consistency with our ideals requires
us to be involved in outside politics. Nonviolence does not
exist in a vacuum . We can sit back and congratulate
ourselves for not hitting one another, but that does not
make us a nonviolent community. No doubt many of the
worst warmongers in the world would not consider striking
member s of their own families. Even Hitler was kind to
dogs . The real test of rjonviolence is not how we treat our
,. in group," but how we relate to the world at large and the
individuals in it. I don't think that we can truthfully call
oursel ves a nonviolent community if we permit our
government to engage in violence in our names without
protest and resistance.
The final reason lO be involved in outside politics is
simple compassion . We have the power through political
action to help alleviate suffering.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF
COMMUNITY AS A POLITICAL BASE
There are some obvious strengths of political action in
community. One is economic. As a community we have
greater economic power than we have as individuals. The
members of Twin Oaks are currently considering declaring
the co mmunity a nuclear free zone and boycotting
products made by the 50 largest nuclear weapons
A decision by the community to do this would
presumably have a greater impact than such a decision by a
few individuals . We buy a lot of lightbulbs. By sharing our
income and resources we are able to live comfortably on
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less money, and have a large enough surplus to give away
large amounts of money if we choose.
We also have numbers. Groups of people here can be
organized relatively easily to participate in political
activities. It is not uncommon for a vanload of TWin
Oakers to travel to Washington for demonstrations. Our
monthly "letter brigades" frequently generate 60 or more
letters to Congress and other government officials. We can
be a pivotal voting bloc in local elections.
There is also the power of our example. Twin Oaks is
well known. The community has many former members,
friends, friends of friends, and admirers. A community
decision to take a political position (for instance, on the
nuclear free zone question) can be influential.
The community can also provide the moral support and
encouragement needed by its individual members who are
engaged in political activity.
There are also limitations on political activity in
co mmunity . Some of these stem from conflicts among
values and goals. Diversity and tolerance are important
values to the community. But this, of course, can prevent
the community from coming together to act as a
community on political issues. It is hard to get people to
agree on political action, and I think, undesirable for the
community to take an action that is strongly opposed by
some of its members.
Different priorities as well as different fundamental
beliefs may prevent community action from taking place.
For instance, some of the discussion of the nuclear fret
zone issue has focused on the possibility that substitute
products may cost the community significantly more .
While most people have seemed sympathetic to the idea 01
boycotting nuclear weapons contractors, it is clear that
tht:re is a limit on how much people are willing to pay. The
question of charitable giving is also a point of confliCl.
This year the community is giving away
$3,200, about ) 1/ 21170 of its total budget. (FundamentaliS!
Christians are expected to tithe JOl17o of their income to
their church!) Some members are opposed to giving
even this much, arguing that all of our income should tx
de voted to community growth.
In addition to concerns about additional economic COSU
of political activity, there are members of the communirl
who are quite concerned about risks to the commUni"
from particular forms of political action. Here the goal cf
community survival limits political activity . For instan ct.
there is concern that illegal forms of political action (lor
instance, declaring illegal sanctuary for Central AmerieJ"
refugees) would threaten the community'S tax exeroP<
status. This concern has been raised even in discussions of
legal political activities, with people expressing concern
about possible IRS retaliation for engaging in politica!l'
unpopular activities. (Even if it were legally permiSS'blc
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..for the IRS to do this, one might wonder at that point
whether the advantages of tax exempt status warrant the
trade-offs.)
There is also much concern about "local relations."
People opposed 'to political involvement by the community
cite an incident that occurred in 1979 when Twin Oaks
permitted anti-nuclear demonstrators to camp-out on its
property prior to a demonstration at the North Anna
Nuclear Power Plant. Although no Twin Oakers were
arrested at the demonstration, the community's local
image suffered as a result of civil disobedience that took
place at the demonstration. (The consequences of this
incident mayor may not have included an adverse zoning
ruling-we'll probably never know.) This incident is raised
whenever a potentially controversial political issue comes
up.
Being a member of a community also places some limits
on one's autonomy to take political action as an
individual. This can be a major problem for people,
particularly when questions of conscience are concerned.
As an individual I can choose the risks I am willing to take
and the costs I am willing to pay as a result of my political
and moral beliefs. But as a member of a community, there
are some actions I cannot take alone. For instance,
although it is against my conscience to pay taxes to the
government, I am not in a position to refuse telephone
taxes, because our telephone belongs to the community
and the community pays the bill. (I can resist my individual
income taxes, however.) I also do not have the power alone
to prevent the community from buying particular
products, even though it may violate my beliefs to have my
income paid to certain corporations . There are also some
risks that one might be willing to assume on one's own, but
not when they could affect the community as a whole. For
instance, one might be willing to use one's own vehicle and
home to illegally transport and shelter refugees, but not
when that vehicle and that home are owned by a
community . We sacrifice some of our moral autonomy to
live in community.
We are also limited by the amount of support the
community chooses to give a political action. The
community as a whole decides how much money it will give
to charity and to political causes. Community decisions
also limit the amount of time people have available for
political activity by setting labor quotas and determining
how much political work will be labor creditable (virtually
none at present).
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MY HOPES FOR THE FUTURE
Members of Twin Oaks are quite busy trying to build a
good and decent community. Many members are also
actively involved in outside politics . Without discounting
these activities, I would like to see more political
involvement here in the future. Specifically, I would like to

see the community move in the following directions:
I. I would like to see the community as a whole take
political actions that are appropriate and feasible to take as
a community. These would be actions that involve
activities that occur at the community rather than
individual level, such as economic decision-making. Since
our economics are communal, economic strategies for
political change must largely be adopted at the community
level. I think one appropriate action to take as a
community would be adoption of the nuclear free zone
proposal. This step would further the community'S
commitment to nonviolence. I would also like to see the
community commit more of its income to charitable giving
and political action.
2. I would like to see the community give more support
to political activity by individuals and groups within the
community. Lack of time seems to be the greatest obstacle
to political involvement by members of Twin Oaks.
Lowering labor quota or providing more labor credit for
political work would enable people to be more active
politically. Creating conditions conducive to individual
political action would also allow for more political
involvement without sacrificing the ideological diversity
and tolerance that are so important to us.

3. I hope that the community will decide to exercise
restraint in raising our standard of living and will treat
simple living as a desireable goal. I want the community to
be able to recognize the difference between what is needed
for its financial security and what is surplus . I hope that
people here have not been so affected by the years of
poverty and insecurity that they feel the need to continually
accumulate and that we will never have enough. And I
hope that the community will be able to discriminate
between the kinds of investments in the community that
help to make it a better alternative and the kinds of
spending that would make us no different from
mainstream American society . I would like to see us make
conscious choices to keep our living standard relatively
low, as a way to reduce our participation in economic
systems that promote militarism and exploitation, as a way
of limiting the amount of taxes paid by our members to an
immoral government, and as a way of affirming that the
way we live with each other is more important than the
things we have .
CONCLUSION
Overall, I'm happy with my decision to live at Twin Oaks
and hope to stay here for a long time . I can't think of
anyplace else I'd rather be. I'm living with a group of
people who care about one another, are committed to
creating a better society, and who strive to live up to high
ideals. Although I would like to see more of it, there is a
good deal of political involvement here. I have opportunities here to work for political change both through
community building and through outside political work 0
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POLITICAL ACTION
My Version
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I've been a member of Twin Oaks
had gained in terms of county
who pass through either as visitors or
for 10 years. I have been involved in
support. This is hard to quantify, but
on Saturday tours is approximately
I believe that it did injure us in some
instituting and managing the area
400 a year. Twin Oaks is a role model
which" supports" political activity.
respects. There is a story that the
and a stronghold of idealism in a time
We call it "Movement Support" for
Sheriff's wife had fixed bologna
where many of our ideals are no
lack of a more interesting name. A
sandwiches for those activists in jail
longer as fashionable as they once
few Movement Support meetings ago
(they had trespassed on the power
were.
we thought perhaps we would change
plant's property). The sandwiches
The mere economic survival of
our name to "arm chair liberals" or
were refused. I don't think political
Twin Oaks was our most important
"middle class white guilt" or some
activists should have to eat bologna
focus in our early years. We had little
such thing, but we are a serioius
sandwiches in the line of duty, but my
time to look further than our noses. I
group after all, so we let these
hope is that they were at least polite
will not bore you with the stories of
fantasie s pass.
about refusing them. I'm not sure
our poverty and early hardships but
The movement support budget is
be assured they were there .
that they were.
primarily money . Money we allocate
Over the year Twin Oaks'
The early forms of outside political
to other groups who are working on
businesses have thrived. We are no
work were things like working with
various iss ues that are of interest to
church groups giving out clothes to
longer insecure about our longterm
us-groups such as Green Peace,
survival. The amount of money we
the poor. In a .rural county in
International Defense Fund, Amnesty
spend locally has helped assure us
Virginia, church groups are an
International, Klan Watch and many
reasonab'le local relations. We have
important social force. Working with
more . In writing this article about the
the time to look beyond our noses.
these groups was, not coincidentally,
hi stor y of politi cal activity at Twin
Twin Oaks has always attracted
good for our long term survival. We
Oaks I draw primarily from my own
liberals, people who are willing to act
tried to establish a good rapport with
ex per ie nce . Be aware that this is a
on their beliefs, to try to help this
the folks in the county. Our early
hi ghl y personal perspective.
become a better world. Many of us
members were very wise to take baby
Starting Twin Oak s was a
are involved in political work in one
steps in local political involvement in
way or another. Twin Oak s over the
co mmitm ent to po litical action . The
a county where it takes years and
years has slowly increased its
creati o n o f a society that would
years to gain acceptance . I don't ever
effectively deal with the problems of
movement support budget to
expect total acceptance given that we
the modern world by offering positive
accomodate the needs of those who
are 'n ot your normal family on
sys tem a tic soluti o ns was/ is no small
want to give. The rate of change of
"Leave it to Beaver" lane, but we are
matter . The problem of sexism is
Twin Oaks as an institution to raise
thought well enough of at this
ap proac hed by T win Oak s in many
the movement support budget has
juncture in our history . Recently we
ays b ut o ur mos t basic solution to
frustrated some politicos. There is so
helped the local sheriff with his
tim inequality is to give every type of
much to do! But there are people at
re-election campaign. The cultivation
wor k, incl uding do mesti c work, equal
Twin Oaks who could care less about
of good relations with our neighbors
valu e. Traditionally labeled
outside political action . Their need
takes years and years of effort. It is
" wo man 's work" is valued and
no small matter to endanger this.
for meaningful work is satisfied in
what ' s more men do it. We also
building community. They probably
Several yeas ago we let a group of
practice affirmative action. Twin
think we political types are tilting at
outside political activists camp on our
Oak s can offer a role model of a value
windmills.
land . They had come to the county
system that is acted out in many ways
As frustrating as it is, it is
to protest outside the local nuclear
on many issues . We can be justifiably
important to move slowly within the
power plant. It was said that because
proud of this. The number of people
institution of Twin Oaks to gain
of this action we lost much that we
L-____________________________________________________________________________________
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BY MOLLY OSMER

I

___

general support that will enable us to
have greater involvement in the
outside world. Twin Oaks is a
democratic institution with many
individuals who have different ideas
about how to live out the collective
vision . I believe this aspect of our
experiment, thi s balancing act of
trying to satisfy as many individuals
as poss ible is cr iti cal to the model
society we a re trying to create . Some
people will push for mate rial goods
ins tead of spend in g o ur mon ies on
po li tical ca uses. P erso na ll y I think
that is fi ne. If we have a swimming
pool fo r 70 peo ple who each ea rn
roughl y $6, 000 per capit a a year I
think it demo nstrates po werfull y the
advantages o f a collective econom y.
Just as with trying to in stitute change
on the out side, cha nge within Twin
Oak s ta kes pati ence and persisten ce
on the part of tho se desi rou s o f
cha nge .
As lo ng a, we ca n co unt a mo ng our
mem bers those wh o want Twin Oak s
and it s peo ple to be invo lved in the
outside wor ld a nd it s o ut si de cau ses
"C
have suppo rt fo r poli tical
activity a t T win Oa ks. It is ironic that
It is an uph il l batt le bo th int ernall y
and externally.
It is a lso ironic that I feel
50methi ng ak in to how my pa rents
must ha ve fe lt a bo ut t heir
acc um ulat ion of ma teria l wea lth,
II hic h as a kid I di d n' t appreciate. I
wish th e new mem bers apprec ia ted
how mu ch it took to have wha t we
have built at Twin Oa ks- a pl ace that
amo ng ot her things is a place which
politi ca ll y acti ve individual s ca n call
0
home.
______________________-J

An
Alternate
Future
BY ROSURTHIAN

A

definition of self-sufficient communities might be those that supply
nearly 1000/0 of their own needs. In
that sense it is unlikely that any exist.
Today 's communes are better defined
by degrees of self-reliance-balancing
the need to earn money and the
freedom to choose directions . But
human societ y is not static and the
tro ubles of the Europeanized nations
are st eadil y accumulating toward a
largel y unpredi ctable but no netheless
appa ren t undoing . Standards of li ving are decl in ing everywhere , even in
the rich o ld USA, as mo ney and
technology are concentrated in fewer
hand s via mergers and defacto monopol y. Every year factories are automated or exported , small farms and
businesses go deeper in debt , there are
fewer small farms, fewer small
businesses and fewer blue collar jobs.
"Third World " nation s are in the
deepest trouble, continuing to payout
millions in interest on multibillions of
debt that can never be paid off while
the y export their raw material s at
virtually no gain . Th e influx of

foreign loans is actually ruining Third
World economies, enriching the bureaucrats, but driving the people into
worsening poverty and destroying
their natural resources. As population
and industries grow, life support
systems are killecJ off and replaced by
toxic wastes. The "modern world" is
burning itself out in just about every
way imaginable.
The timing and form of the great
undoing cannot be foretold accurately, but its effect on self-reliant
communities seems fairly clear. Twin
Oaks, for example, has built much of
its prosperity from the ongoing
popularity of hammocks with the
great American middle class. Were
that class to suffer a decline in
revenues, hammock sales, along with
those of all other luxury products,
would shrink significantly. Literal
self-sufficiency could become a real
necessity for the entire communal
movement. We would either provide
95% of our own needs or disbandbut in a devastated world economy
where would members go and what
would they do? Community might be
their only viable option and, quite
possibly, the only option for millions . Perhaps, then, each presentday intentional community might be
wise to devote some thought toward
contingency planning, at least on
paper, to provide against a future of
very doubtful proportions.
It is actuall y possible for a communit y to live off its own land , wtth the
help of cold frames, hot beds and
large greenhouses , creating a 52-week
garden ; and a farm can really
function quite well without machinery (witness the Amish of Pennsylvania) . Solar and wind generators are
a fact and bio-gas is developing .
Alternate technologies already exist
for whoever decides to use them .
Right now it may not be vitally
important to retool for such a
subsistence economy, but it could be,
sooner or later.
0

As population and industries grow, life support
systems are killed off and replaced by toxic
wastes.
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International CommLlnes Festival
BY THEA PAGE

T he

1985 International Communes
Festival was sponsored by a federation of French Communes . We met in
a beautiful old youth hostel on top of
a mountain in central France. The
natural surroundings were beautiful,
and the French communards had
organized delicious food, drummers
for dancing, and the set-up for a live
band that was put tpgether by
of different communes
from a ll over Europe spo ntaneou sly .
If one
community people,
nature, good food, and fun, it was the
perfect place to spend a week and
enjoy life in all of its possibilities .
Anarchistic as most of the French
communes are, the workshops and
domestic work was well taken care of.
With about one hundred people
there, it was amazing to see dishes
washed and the place kept clean
without formal organization. I assume thi s was because there was a
large group of respon sible people who
knew how to pull their share of work
without making a big deal out of it.
Some
came to the festival to
find out about community; others
had lived in community for a few
months to many years. Communities
of five to eight people were represented along with communities like
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Damahur (70 adults, Italy), Twin
Oaks (70 adults, U.S.A.), Lauriston
Hall (20 people, Scotland), and Israeli
kibbutzim with hundreds of members. You could find people who
joined community out of political
reasons or spiritual reasons or both,
beliefs to change society in practicing
something different and trying a
pragmatic way or anarchistic way
depending on the need people feeL
A major difference between North
American and European communard s is that most Europeans are
a\\are of the political difference their
Yo a)' of li\ ing
in their countries.
They are also generally more politically acti\e. Thi s might be connected
to the fact most people in Europe
have had either fir st-h and or secondhand experience of war (WWII) . The
European s are also quite aware that
most of their countries have U. S.
missi les in them, which heightens the
possi bility of a new war. So, there is
so me pressure to change society to
avoid that threat. These issues are on
a more abstract level of North
America.
We started out with a general
meeting in which the four workgroup
topics were presented: Power In and
Around Community, Interpersonal

Relationships in Community, Econ- .
omics in Community, and Creativity
in Community. We were asked to stay
in the same workgroups throughout
the conference so that our productive
potential would be greater. At about
five in the evening, we would all meet
to share what we had come up with in
our groups. After that the different
communities presented themselves.
Later, if any energy was left, we could
party and play.
Since each group included people
who could speak only English or only
French, every conversation was translated. In the beginning this made the
flow of communication slow, but
with time it proved to be an excellent
communication tooL People could
not interrupt each other and had to
wait until the translator was finished
before they could share their opinions . It gave people time to think
about what they had to say, instead of
just running their mouths, making the
discussions ve ry fruitfuL
Some of the womyn wanted a
workgroup with each other, so we got
together to discuss what living communally means to us, being parents in
community, how the womyn's movement has changed over the years, our
expectations and hopes, and what
changes need to happen to make it
more attractive for womyn to live
communa ll y. Most of us spent time in
other workshops as well as the
womyn's workshop. The womyn's
group was also a place for us to air
feeling s we had about other workshops, and to support each other.
Since most members of our Federation of Egalitarian Communities are
functioning relatively well economically and have a clear internal power
structure, and since creativity is more
or less a personal option, I chose to
spend four days in the workshop
about interpersonal relationships. For
my report on that and the Womyn's
workshop see the accompanying
boxes.
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Curiosity made me go to this
workshop. Do other communities
know better than Twin Oaks how to
deal with the conflicts that arise in
community? Are the methods used at
Twin Oaks to ease conflicts different
or the same as in other communities?
How can people in community keep
up the positive headset that they had
when they joined?
Living in community, we seem to
have trouble facing the fact that
different people feel and act
differently in similar situations. Our
desires to be cooperative, loving,
caring, and tolerant often seem to be
forgotten when con flict s arise . How
do o thers deal with this?
I found the same issues that make
life d iffi cult in community were
difficult in the workshop. We all
came from different backgrounds.
Some people were interested in
communit y but had never lived in
one, others lived in small, young
com mun ities. other s in "old "
co mmuniti es. some in "organized"
com mun ities. and others in
"anarchi sti c" communities. It was
never dear to me what the group
expected from the workshop . So me
individual s talked about what they
.... anted. but the group as a whole did
not di scuss .... hat we want ed from the
work shop until the last day . It was
too bad the last sc heduled meeting did
not happen became that morning we
had finally started to talk about
anger. fru st ratIOn. a nd othe emotions
that make it difficu lt to live
co mmunally. Most of us agreed that
it is difficult to find crea ti ve ways to
deal with th ese feelings. Severa l
people menti o ned th e val ue of having
friend s one can "blow up" at when
needed. People who o ne can trus t to
say anythin g to. rationa l o r not, seem
to be needed in communities . Trust in
each other makes a great difference in

how a community works. I felt the
trust was growing slowly in the
workgroup .
In the first few days we spent a lot
of time discussing the structures of
some of the communities. It seemed
to be easier to talk about something
abstract and to even attack a
structure. For example, the very first
morning we spent a lot of time trying
to understand the living situation in
Damahur (Italy). People asked a lot
of questions about the structure of
Damahur . I felt sometimes that they
attacked the place just because it is a
religiou s group. I missed the tolerance
of people accepting that different
co mmunities serve different people.
The aggressiveness seemed to make
the members of Damahur defensive .
The feeling in the group was quite
different when Chris from Lifespan
(Scotland) talked about conflict
between old and new members in his
community . Older members feel that
th ey have put a lot of energy into the
pla ces and want to go with their
ideals. Newer members want
influ ence and someti mes changes in
the community . So the community
has to discuss the same things over
and over; older members get tired of
that a nd often leave. Sometimes the
you nger mem bers feel unheard and
leave. There was amazingly litt le
interruption of the group while Chris
talked . Is it because other communit y
people know this problem themselves
a nd st ruggle with it? Or because the
di scu ssion dealt with feelings rather
than structure?
Very quickly tension de veloped at
the conference around the issue of
theft. Someone had stolen so me
mo ne y and bracel ets. In the evening
mee ting it felt like we talked much
more constructively about the issue:
"W hat does it mean to get stuff
stolen from you?" a nd "Why do

people steal?" than the way we
discussed the same issue in the
workshop. Differences of opinion
clashed. Is there a need for private
belongings? How should theft be
handled? Should it be ignored? We
spent a lot of time accusing each other
of intolerance and very little time on
constructive ways of dealing with the
issue. The transfer of underlying
tension to a community issue is an old
experience for anybody who has lived
in community. That was exactly what
I felt happening that morning. Some
people argued as if they knew all the
answers, and the rest of the group
talked about how such events feel to
the kids and what we could do to get
the bracelets returned and the money
replaced.
The wo rkgroup loosened up on the
last day as we worked on how we deal
with our own feelings living in a
community. We have not been
brought up to be trusting, caring, a.nd
so on with as many people as we o'ften
live with . Our group didn't dome up
with one way of dealing with livi.ng
communally, but we did start to get
into how one can deal constructively
with frustration or anger.
What did I learn from this
workshop? First, the problems in my
co mmunit y occur in other
communities too . Turnover, old
member/ new member issues, how to
establish trust between members, and
how to be a powerful person without
powertripping other people haven't
been solved in other communities.
There is no recipe found yet, and it
doesn 't look like that is what we need .
What we need is to work on those
is sues and on tolerance towards
others' opinions, structures, and
beliefs. Second. even though it was
not smooth all the time , I enjoyed
meeting other people from different
communities who share a basic world
view and go on struggling to find a
way to make it work.
And, I' m still touched by the
enthusiasm that the workshop leader
put into practicing interpersonal
relations with the members of the
workshop.
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About the Womyn's Workshop
The womyn's workshop was very
interesting, first of all I met a womyn
who had come to Twin Oaks the year
before to the Womyn 's Gathering and
it felt good to connect with somebody
on a familiar level. It was interesting
that mainly British , Danish and
Canadian womyn came to the
workshop . Very few French or Italian
womyn attended. At the workshop we
questioned why that was. One of the
French womyn explained that one of
the changes she has seen is that
womyn of the movement go through
a period of not wanting to work with
men at all anymore, and then find out
that they do not like the resulting
isolation . "Now we work with them,
iJ we are able, and ignore them if they
bother us", she said. "We have given
up trying to make them grow . They
have to do it at their own speed and
with their own energy". The support
that the British and Dani sh womyn
get is to take time to find out what
they want. This support does not
seem to exi st in the more southern
countries. But even in the north,
things ha ve changed ... A few years
ago I needed to prove that I can do
things as well as a man , like usi ng the
chainsaw .. . now I don't have to
prove those things to myself. The
underlying competition with a man
seems to be gone." It is more
important to me to find myself, m y
emotional balance, my needs, my
own spirituality, than to argue with
men. " Thi s seems to be the new
theme of the movement. Men who let
wom yn do as they need can share the
experience and those who want to
stay where they were may stay there.
Separatism is not an issue for most of
the womyn anymore, mainl y because
the y get enough support in their
communities to have womynspace
when they want it. The fact that there
is discrimination toward single
womyn with children seems to be
international, even though there are
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mostly single womyn with kids in
community. Still lots of communities
are not open to single womyn with
kids because it is not
efficient-whatever that means. The
social governments in most European
countries support single womyn more
than the U.S. and there were lots of
comparisons of what is available in
which country. We all are aware that
raising kids is costly in labor and
money with or without government
help, but how come communities
consider it inefficient to raise a new
generation with hopefully new
values??? A question people have to
find their own answers to. All the
womyn who had chosen to reproduce
have enjoyed that new challenge in
their lives and we also spent a fair
amount of time on sharing how
confusing it can be at times to find the
balance between being a mother and
being a person . It was fun for me to
see the changes that I personally
experienced have happened to other
people too.
0

----------------......... ....
T he recent history of the world is a

history of deepening exploitation and
depletion of natural resources . This
has been accomplished with the use of
massive amounts of energy in the
form of fossil fuel. Industrialism has
been a process of replacing easily
produced and accessible commodities
with ones that require more energy
and complicated technology to produce. The reason for this is, of
course, the depletion of easily produced commodities. It now requires,
for example, several hundred calories
of fossil fuel to produce one calorie of
food in industrial society .
These resources industrialism is
dependent on will not be exhausted in
one dramatic moment. The pressure
from growing scarcities has long been
felt and will continue to grow . This
still leaves time for the creation of
new means of social organization that
are more in tune with earth's ecosys·
tern. Community could playa signifi·
cant role in this . It is possible in
community to have a high physical
standard of living with far less actual
consumption. Industrial society is
presently consuming resources at a
rate that cannot be sustained for long.
For people who have been encul·
turated and have lived in such a
society for all of their lives, one
cannot expect a radical change in
physical standards to go over very
well. In community, materials are
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used more intensively as opposed to
the waste many societies accept, and
even promote (you know ... flick a
bie?). The difference is quite noticeable. Seven thousand dollars per
perso n is considered poverty in the
U.S., while it affords a middle-class
lifestyle in community.
The social strength of community is
3 non -eco nomi c form of wealth . It is
3 croSS cultural human need to have
[he socia l support of others. In
,'entra li zed societies thi s need is met
,,'1I1ell hat by creating within people a
reeli ng of close connection with
,\m bols of power a nd society at
,Jrge. In commu nit y. soc ial needs are
:nel
closer personal relation ships
jnd
by sy mbolic associations.
Tnl' . I think. is more attuned to what
xI'rie need. and a better way to live.
b,
co nnectedness of
.
is its str ongest asset.
The re are people .... ho have wanted
st ill do .... ant com mun ity to be a
. ,.31 mOlement that can answer the
of industria l soc iety . One of
.. [,rime:
of a socia l
.. '\c ment is a cultural disaffection
,'::,1 ng it , members. There 's a lread y a
. III that. And it
is. for better or
" 'e, likely to gro .... with ecological
":" . The n ip side of this is that
,ocietal st re ss makes some
-'. ;>Ic
for alternatives, it makes
mo re sub mi ss ive a nd inclined
find allegiance with sy mb o ls of
A
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power-i.e. the symbols of industrial
society.
Community in itself has the ability
to do things that aren't fashionable,
because communards aren't so dependent on fashion for social support. They have each other for that.
Many people see centralization
(monopolies, big government) as
strong factors working against " grass
roots" social change. While I agree, I
think there is a factor that is fa r more
powerful as a deterrent to the growth
of these .mo vement s. That is the
monopoly on knowledge. I don't
refer to the centralization of information, but the creation and continuation of the belief that only some
people have the right to sa y what is . I
hear talk of not allocating so much
authority over knowledge to the
established SlUct ure , but such is
se ldom the case . The monopoly over
kn ow ledge is the root of all fo rm s of
soc ial control. Th e sy mpt o m I see is a
lack of interest in researching . Perhaps the mon o poly o ver knowledge
creates thi s lackadai sical attitude
towards research .
Where social movement s have
failed in the past is by either bu ying
into the explanat io ns the so cie ty gives
for it s problem s or by den ying the
need to explain at all. Here again,
community has the social support
system needed to develop means of
informati o n exc hange th at are alter-

native to industrial culture.
Compared to other places and
times, we now have a lot of freedoms
that are useful in perpetuating a social
movement. Such freedoms are useful
in a society t hat has a lot of resources
to exploit and that needs people to do
this exploitin,g at their own initiative.
I believe such freedoms are far less
useful to a society whose resources
have been ex.hausted . The implications are obvious enough.
As for the future of community,
there will always be pressure to
become more like the rest of society.
partially because of insecurities people feel about bei ng different, and
also because it' s sim ply easier to copy
what's already been done than to find
new ways that are m ore ecologically
sound .
There is a need in the world at large
and in communities them sel ves to
pur sue a soc ioeco nomic and ecologically sustainable method ,of organization . Community has unique assets
that make it a good place for cultural
innovation . It is the pattern of history
that people have waited until they are
threatened by ecological stress to
devel o p new modes of social organization, and then do so with little
understandi .ng of the changes at
hand . Until adaptation preceeds depletion , humankind is destined to live
in societies controlled by shortsighted
material interests .
0
By Alexis Ziegler
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ORGANIZATION

A

COMMUNE THAT WORKS,

FAR
Kat Kinkade is one ofthefounding members (1967) of
Twin Oaks Commune, il1l Louisa, Virginia. She spent
nine years there, and another five at East Wind, Twin
Oaks 'sister commune in Missouri.

I

SUPPOSE THAT ONE REALLY NEVER KNOWS
if it's safe to go public with a statement that a commune
"works." There will <,dways be a cautious voice to say
that it's too early to tid\. After all, Oneida community
lasted nearly 40
before its demise. Twin Oaks,
where I live, is mere),y 19 years old, so I may be
premature in boasti.ng that it works. But I'm going to
take the risk. At worst, I will someday look back on this
article with a wry face. At best, I can share some of
what we've learn ed and provide some signposts at the
crossroads of de.d sion-making . We are probably not
going to be the 'Iast people ever to try communal living.
I am inspired to this writing by the article that
appeared in Ul hole Earth Review (#49, p. 56) about The
Farm in Tennessee, written by a group of disillusioned
ex-members of that organization . I read the account
with acute and sympathetic interest. What shouts from
those pages is a very simple lesson: "Poverty as a way of
life will ki II the commune." The article also had things
to say ab·out the unwisdom of following a guru and the
ex-mem'oers' acqu ired realism about membership
selectic,n, financial management , ratio of dependents to
worke.rs, and the like. There wasn't much in that article
that my own years of experience didn't back. I found
myself nodding and saying, "Yes, that's right. That's
the way it is."
But the failure of Th e Farm doesn't prove that
success is impossible. S.uppose there were a community
that didn't depend on a guru, that was careful about
whom it admitted, and that distributed work equally.
Would it succeed?
available data is disco uraging.
Among the abandoned wreckage of communal dreams
are more leaderless groups than guru-inspired ones, by a
wide margin. Nor dOles prosperity insure success.
Oneida was quite rich when it faded away. So was
Amana. As to membership selection, I have seen three
communal efforts collapse as a direct result of tight
selection practice's, because some core members left and
were not replaced.
As Twin Oaks approaches its 19th birthday, we can
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take a thoughtful look over the road we've come. Not
all the evidence is in, but by most standards we're a
modest success. Never in those 19 years has any
member lacked food or medical care. Our housing and
clothing standards don 't satisfy us yet, but they're
improving. We've grown from eight to 80 people; we
have built ten major buildings, including a central
kitchen and dining room. Our kids lack nothing and are
in most cases better educated than they would have been
in separate families . Our social security is total, cradle
to grave . We take care of each other in the profoundest
sense. Our lives are busy, active, and interesting. And
we have managed all along to keep our door open to
new mCimbers who meet minimal standards of
compatibility and willingness to work, all this with a
common treasury and no private capitalism to speak of.
No guru, either. Our leaders, when we have had any,
have been the ordinary political variet y you could
follow if you chose, and if not, you could oppose,
depose, or ignore .
So maybe it isn't out of place to assume we're making
it and to speculate on the reasons. I think there are
maybe 20 big decisions every commune has to make,
and if you get a right answer to about 12 of them, you
win . You can afford to be wrong on the other eight ,
because there isn't anyone right recipe, and even the
definitions of succes s are pleasantly flexible .
Take, for example, the matter of getting the work
done. Our watchword was "equality," and we went to
enormous length s to be sure that all our work was
distributed as evenly as possib le. We've had a lot of
theoretical discussions over the years on such matters as
whether the untrained have as much right as the skilled
to a given task, and whether we should assume a 50150
assignment of the sexes to various crews. I don't give
this stuff much credit for our survival; it's just one of
the fascinating aspects of our particular culture. What is
vital is that work got done and that those who
shouldered a lot of responsibility didn 't feel so ripped
off that they left with no one to take their places. I can
imagine a dozen different systems that would
accompli sh that. I know other successful groups that
have answered the work question in ways quite different
from ours. What we share with those groups is that we
make sure the work gets done and that we feel okay with
its distribution.
Okay, that was number one. Getting the work done
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without feeling ripped off,' There are a bunch of others.
For instance, we keep enough money coming in. This is
easier said than done if you're rural. We had, and still
have, no business geniuses among us, and we're still not
rich. What we have learned and practice is this: Find
something that looks like it might work, go at it with
diligence, take some risks, put about half your iotal
workforce on it, and you're likely to be able to make a
living. That's a grim picture for two reasons . One is that
the other half of the work force probably has babies to
take care of, and the other is that it is sales, not
production, that requires the initial efforts in most
businesses, and selling ability isn't common among us.
Twin Oaks' day-to-day labor demands aren't too bad
these days, because we have fewer than 20 children, so
the people who aren ' t bringing in money can be doing
the other necessary tasks. Besides, the sales efforts are
behind us now. At this point, we can afford to keep only
a third of our labor force in moneymaking activities. I
don't by any means think Twin Oak s is a model to
follow for income production . We did the best we
could , and we are economically secure enough, but
there are probably better ways for other groups. What
"e did right, though, was to resist the impulse to try to
h\ e off the land (penicillin doesn't grow on trees;
neither does gasoline) and faced the necess ity of making
money in the nation 's marketplace . Another feasible
"ay is to work at jobs in cities (we did that for a few
as a sto pgap, and we sure don't recommend it if
there is any alternative).
One way or another. the group has to have enough
cas h to provide the kinds o f things that its members
(onside r esse nt ia l.
We maintained a commu na l economy . The essence of
the benefit of poo led resources is that once you have
Ipent what you need to for the basic maintenance of the
group , w hat you have left over is a big enough lump of
mo ney to do something significa nt with. If you divide
up the mon ey and di stribute it to the workers, each
lAorker's amb iti o ns are li mited by the small amount of
the reso urces . In such an economy there are lots of tape
pla yers and bic ycles . But in a communal economy, the
"s urplus" money pile is big enough for something that
serves the whole communit y. Such a community has
sidewalks and sewage treatment. Eventu a lly it gets tape
players and bicycles, too, but not until the group feels
that it has luxury money . One might think it could work
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just as well the other way-first buying the individual
luxuries, then taxing for the big-ticket items. One reason
it doesn't is that when members leave, they can take
their small purchases with them, but the sidewalks stay
pu t.
We held the line on con sumption . Twin Oaks' early
leaders were very stingy with consumer goodies. Most of
the surplus cash, when we had any, went into buildings,
tools, and business investment. That same
conservatism, though loosening somewhat in recent
years, is still basic to our financial thinking. We produce
more than we co nsume, and we put large chunks of the
surplus production into permanent improvements. If we
didn't have a common purse, y,e wouldn't be able to do
that, because there wouldn't be )nough cash to do it
with . The lack of basic facilities, like utilities and public
buildings, would in turn discourage serious
communard s from choosing our way of life .
We keep the door open . The life-line of Twin Oaks
Communit y is its visitor program. One major way that
Twin Oaks has not succeeded is that we have not figured
out a way to keep the same people here for their whole
lives. Some stay only a few months; a third of us have
five to ten communal years behind us; and the average is
around four years. We console ourselves by saying that
this is somewhat longer than the national average for
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our age group. We feel saddened by this, nonetheless,
and we keep trying to find ways to "cut turnover," as
we put it. Until we do, it is vital to our survival to keep
replacing the 15 to 18 people who leave each year with
new members, all of whom must be tested for
compatibility by living with us for a while . Thus, the
visitor program is a given in our lives .
We don't accept badly screwed-up people. We have
learned that we cannot cure emotionally disturbed
people, and we send them away when they come
through . This was a tough decision to make, but it was
the right decisio n . Experience quickly showed us that
forcing ourselves to live with people who made us
uncomfortable cost us far, far more than any good we
might have done for them. We no longer have any
notion of ourselves as a therapeutic community . This
certainly doesn't mean that a therapeutic community
couldn't work - for people who choose to do just that.
But we can't do that and everything else we've elected (0
do.
We leave people's minds alone. In spite of the
standard liberal beliefs listed in our documents and
implicit in our policies and customs, we really do not
insist on intellectual or spiritual conformity . We are
based on ideals of equality but have members in good
standing who think eq uality is nonsense and say so.
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What we do instead is base our policy-making on some
reasonable but compromised version of the equality
idea and try to get people to go along with it. We are, as
a group, nonsexist, nonracist, nonageist,
noncompetitive, and so on. As individuals we vary a
whole lot on all of it. We also vary on the degree to
which we think we ought to be striving toward our
ideals. In fact, there is almost nothing we don't have a
variety of opinions on. When this becomes clear to
outsiders or new people, they ask with bewilderment,
"But then how can you come to agreement?" The
answer is that we don ' t. We manage pretty well without
it. What we have instead is widely delegated control of
some of the basics, a substantial body of useful
tradition, a general habit of most of us going by most of
the rules most of the time, and a lot of giving in to each
other on small matters in order to make our whole
community effort work.
What does this intellectual autonomy do for us? Its
major benefit is that it allows us to attract members who
could not tolerate living in a more dogmatic
environment. These independent spirits come with a
wealth of energy for the community that would not be
available in a more conformist atmosphere .
Nevertheless, we offer many of the solaces of
mutually held belief systems in small circles within the
larger group. A women's groups is very active among us
these days, as well as a great deal of co-counseling
a.1ivity. In other years, mutually supportive small
have revolved around various spiritual themes or
:nerapeutic ideas. Throughout our history a solid and
,.:\:al majority has faced us with issues related to
environmentalism, and other broad co ncepts.
:'. I' a rarity to have a member who votes Republican.
It ' S not an expellab le offense.
\\ecompromise on everything. I' m not sure why I
this is a survival technique, but I sense that it is .
\la lt-e it's because members who can't compromise
leave us for what the y call ideological reasons .
\\ c tend to attract, select for, and create tolerant
People with rigid standa rd s seldom apply for
7. cmt-mhip, and if they do apply are usually advised
-. ,: to Joi n.
Compro mi se hasn't always been a Twin Oaks
In the early years, we tried to stand true to
' ": IO U\ prin ciples. But if we had been rigid about it, we
• ' uid have lost too many members at once, and the
. 'c,muni ty would have died yo ung . In order to keep on
i .lg . v.e made hybrid policies based on whatever the
<rent members would accept (including what our
co uld stomach), and the pattern hasn't changed
: ":h . Somewhere along the line we stopped being
I
of it and started boasting about it.
1he probability that every major decision will be a

compromise provides a feeling of safety. If somebody
should propose that we double our population by
having new people live in old schoolbuses until we can
get housing built, community conservatives wouldn't
get very worried about it. They might be irritated at the
misplaced enthusiasm, but they would know that, once
we've had meetings and position papers and budget
teviews on the subject, the likelihood is that we might
get at most one house trailer. Probably they won't like
the house trailer, but it is along way from a fleet of
schoolbuses. Or if someone proposes a community-wide
bonus of $500 each at the end of the year, the financial
conservatives may be quite indignant, but the $100
bonus that eventually is squeezed out the tube of
community process will not severely threaten their
feelings about the community. Nor will it likely
disappoint the proponents of dispersed income, who
didn't seriously expect much more than that. We are
accustomed to compromise .
We have systems . Twin Oaks is unabashedly
organized. There is an irony in this, because we may be
some of the freest people on earth . There are enough
byways and loopholes in our systems to make almost
any activity possible within our structure.
(There are some exceptions, like making a personal
fortune or tooling around in a big car, and there are
things one has to wait for, but there is a lot to occupy us
while we wait.)
True, we have to fill out and turn in a labor credit
sheet that tells what work we did each week. But in
exchange for that five-minute-a-da y job, we have
flexibility in our work schedules unmatched by any
lifestyle I've every heard of. True, also, that we have to
deal with the nui sance of work ing out transportation
with other members going in the same direction, or
signing up for the big living room when we want to show
some slides, or moving our personal belongings three
times before we get the private room we've had our eye
on . But in exchange for these nuisances, we are able to
make multiple use of our vehicles and living spaces and
get a lot of amenities on an income which technically
registers at $6,800 a year each.
We didn't set out to create such a complex
organization. It was no part of our initial idealism to
have a massive underbru sh of committees, crews,
teams, councils, managers, and whatnot to keep our
communal lives in order. We just created them as we
saw the need, and there they are .
Twin Oaks traditionally sees organization as an
obvious problem-solving technique. If a member flips
out one day and starts driving everybody nuts with his
manic fantasies, it is the Health Team that meets and
schedules round-the-clock sitters to keep him under
control until he comes out of it. The impulse is
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compassion for the members and concern for the
community's normal functioning. The method is to
organize volunteers and pay them with labor credits,
like other work. If we didn't have a Health Team,
maybe this would be done by his friends, but they would
burn out in a few days and feel somewhat exploited by
the group . As it is, the community underwrites
thousands of compassionate impulses with its labor,
which we all do without thinking about it. What keeps
us from being inundated by such demands? That same
Health Team draws the line when needed . Multiply this
health care example by the thousands of cases of
individual needs met by community effort, and you
begin to understand the reason for all the organization .
Do I claim that this bureaucracy is a survival
characteristic? In a sense I do. I claim that it is a safe
alternative to strong leadership . What is wrong with
strong leadership? For one thing, able leaders are not
very common . But a bigger problem is the likelihood
that their inspirations may be wrong .
The Twin Oaks political environment is one in which
it is absolutely essential to listen to the opinions and
warnings of every concerned member. The most our
leaders can do with their inspirations and convictions is
to learn to promote them through the establi sh ed
channels.
We are much too big to allow individual initiative to
determine the placement of our buildings and roads, the
rate at which to accept new members, the desirable
expansion of a given business, and other long-range
decision s. This is fairly obvious, so I won't go into
det ail , except to say that our cheerful acceptance of the
necessity of organization allows us to be a big
community .
Which leads to another survival characteristic: size .
Small groups have to be very lucky to survive if the y
ha ve an y signi fi cant membership turnover. I have heard
of small groups without turnover , but it's not the norm .
Bigger is safer . Even The Farm in Tennessee, for all its
conspicuous failures, still provides a remnant of
community for those who survived its changes . Twin
Oaks went from it s original eight members up to our
present 70-plu s just as fast as conditions would allow.
During several years of treading water while the
national media lost interest in us, our sheer bulk kept us
from going under. It would be hard to kill Twin Oaks;
there's too much of it. We ' ve got those bylaws that
prevent an ybody making a profi t from dissolution, for
one thing; and all those diehards who refuse to give in
when things get discouraging; and then there are the
people who come in fresh with enthusiasm. If Twin
Oaks lost 30 people tomorrow morning, we would be
very very upset, but we would not go under. If we got
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hit with some kind of bill for half a million dollars, we
would be very discouraged, but we would not cease to
exist. We would adjust and keep on going. We have no
guru to tell us when itis allover, and a very low
probability of agreeing to dissolve. I suppose we might
compromise, but the compromise would leave us a
remnant, and that remnant would rebuild Twin Oaks.
We teach. There is so much to be done here, and no
way to attract and keep true professionals in every field,
even if that were desirable. Of necessity, we are
constantly training people in a variety of interesting
activities . We are always doing most of the following:
auto maintenance, child care, construction, utilities
maintenance, purchasing, cooking and baking,
darkroom work, administration, forestry work,
business management, gardening, publishing, home
births, computer work, furniture and cabinet-making,
driving, warehousing, health care, building
maintenance, dairy work, indexing, choral singing, folk
dancing, tai chi, dramatic productions-you name it,
we do it. It would be difficult for even an incorrigible
dilettante to go through everything Twin Oaks has to
offer in less than six years. For anyone willing to
become professional, there are several lifetime careers
to pursue .
We change. We never allow Twin Oaks to stagnate
for very long. If we have money, we frequently build a
needed building; if we don't, we work on something
else, like improvements in our culture or government or
business or recruitment or interpersonal relationships .
Usually we move ahead on both material and social
fronts at the same time. Is this necessary for survival ?
Certainly it keeps some of us from being bored. It
provides a feeling of being part of something vital,
something to which each member can have input.
At this point the line grows fuzzy. How much else of
what we are is necessary for our survival, and how much
is just a loving description of Twin Oaks? We don't
really know. There are probably people here who would
leave if we started wearing bathing suits in the river, and
there may well be people who would have joined if only
we were closer to a big city. Everything we do selects,
for or against us; we learned that long ago.
Will we make it? We don't know that either, but it
looks like it to me. True, 19 years isn't long and we
aren't very big or very important. Just the same. Twin
Oaks really is fully communal, and it really does work._
I'd give it another 50 years easy.

Reprinted from Whole Earth Review , subscriptions
$18/ yr to P.O. Box 15187, Santa Ana, CA 92705.
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MANY OF THE COMMUNITIES
in the Federation of Egalitarian
Communities are looking for new
members. This puts us in the position
of needing to "sell" our lifestyle to
others in order to interest them in
joining us.
. There are compelling reasons to
grow. Having more members offers
more economic stability, more social
continuity and more diversity of skills
and interests. Growth of individual
communities is also good for the
community movement as a whole.
Large communities may be seen as
more viable examples of social
organization and may ultimately spin
off new communities. Larger
communities may also have more
resources to support networking and
the Federation itself.
Growth is a tricky operation . We
need to oversell to get enough people
applying for membership that we can
select for ideological identification
and amiable personality . But we can't
have so many applicant s visiting that
we don't have opportunities to get to
know them, and we don't want to
keep potential members waiting so
long that they make other plans . It
doesn't help that when we need a
large number of "customers" that
some members dislike all the
connotations of marketing and
selling; seei ng it as part of the

"Selling" Community
by Kathy Bennett
consumer-oriented lifestyle they are
moving away from.
We do still need to consider our
recruitment efforts as marketing in
that we need to analyze community to
determine "selling points", the
competition, and the market. All of
these things are less definable with a
lifestyle than with a new car! There is
so much diversity in our current
members that a profile of the ideal
potential member leaves most of us
out!
The advantages of selling well,
though, are very personal. One has
the opportunity to select new
members by where ads are placed and
how inquiries are handled. It's
exciting to meet new people and see
my community grow. And
corresponding with interesting people
is usuall y enjoyable even if they don't
join us .
It' s easy to recommend community
Ii fe with a clear conscience. I believe
deeply that it' s a better lifestyle than
the alternatives of suburbia, nuclear
families, guru-type communes or
solitary homesteading. And having an
article published about one's own
lifestyle is quite flattering .. .

And how does one sell a
community? In the past, individual
communities and the Federation have
placed ads in a wide variety of
magazines, had books and articles
and TV programs done on them and
have given workshops and
conferences. Word-of-mouth from
former members and visitors and
friends has often been effective.
In 1986, however, East Wind
needed more members than those
sources provided and we went to an
advertising firm for professional
help. They reinforced the concept of
market and product analysis. In
addition, they compiled this
"Lifestyle Quiz" as an ad idea.
In conclusion, selling our lifestyle
to other people forces and helps us to
look at ourselves in different ways . It
requires us to analyze and improve
and to reach out to others instead of
insulating ourselves.
Marketing is fine, even "politically
correct", as long as it is honest and
respectful of the audience. We offer
information, then individuals may
choose to continue in their current
endeavors or to join us and try our
option . I don't regret my choice .
0

"Lifestyle Quiz"
YES

NO

.Id

______ I. I am responsible and hard working .

nd
1\

______ 2. I reject main stream values of competition and
materiali sm .
______ 3. I care about other people.
_ _ _ _ _ 4. I am non- violent.
_ _ _ _ _ 5. I am tolerant and flexible .
_ _ _ _ _ 6. I an not status or power oriented .
_ _ _ _ _ 7. I am cooperative and practical.
_ _ _ _ _ 8. I am interested in personal growth and development.
_ _ _ _ _ 9. I am healthy and concerned about the environment.
If you answered " YES" to these questions, you may be the kind oj person
we're looking jor at East Wind Community.
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Foundations of
Egalitarian Community
BY ALLEN BUTCHER
Over the years we spend living in
our federated communities, many of
us spend time thinking about just
what is the nature of this lifestyle .
Explaining ourselves to our visitors,
our new members, and to our families
is no simple task. Everyone of us has
a different story, and for many, that
story is changing all the time.
One means to describe our egalitarian communities is through contra sti ng ourselves with other groups
comprising the intentional communimovement. In thi s comparison
three primary aspect s of our theory
and organization are most important,
the\e are: secu larity-no officia l reli giou,> focu s, communal--':all major
propen held in common, part icipa1I0n- indl\'idual im\olvement in deci, ions and functions which affect
one's life .
aspects describe
egalitarian community as a very
di .,t inct t radit ion wit hin the larger
communities mo\ement.
Perhaps due in pan to the third
mentioned, that of participati on, our communities have tended to
place a high value upon diversity. Our
de\ elopmen t over the years has
il1\ oh ed o ur assimilation of many
a pee ts of other movements and
traditions which we found to be
rele\'ant to our needs and goals. We
are indeed an
society, both
within our communities, and among
th e various communities in the federation.
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Considering whence these influences have come to us, and how they
have affected our development, is a
good method by which to understand
some of our history and of our
organizational foundations. This list
of major influences upon the Federation of Egalitarian Communities includes: behavioral science, liberal
Christianity, feminism, radical politics and lifestyle, environmentalism,
the Kibbutz movement, and the
cooperative movement.
BEHA VIORAL SCIENCE
There is no question that behavioral
psyc hology was our initial founding
influence. Prior to our usage of the
term egalitarian we referred to ourselves as "Walden Two" communities . The original structure for at least
three Federation communities was
adapted from the utopian novel
Walden Two, by B.F. Skinner. The
term "behaviorist community" did
not appropriately refer to us very
long, as we lost that part of our
intention fairly early, but we still do
utilize some aspects of Walden Two
such as planner-manager government, a labor credit system, and a few
other concepts.
The fields of psychology and
sociology are very important focuses
among us. We often reason in detail
why we do the things we do, and how
other Federation communities have
done things differently. Such inquiry

makes for lively discussion, and is at
times amusing as we watch various
fads and traditions jump and transplant themselves from one community to another.
Many different group processes
have their day such as group sharing,
feedback and mutual criticism. There
are also those processes that are
introduced to us and which stay with
us over the long term. Re-evaluation
Counseling is a good example of a
personal communication process
which fit a very real need in our
comm unities.
Small living groups within the
community as a whole is perhaps the
longest running evolutionary trend in
our larger comm unities. The need for
encouraging or providing for small
groups as a median between the
individual and the community is a
major unresolved issue. We recognize
and design for small groups in "ork
and social functions, but
for small
stable living groups, we have not yet
found the best formats for us. At
Twin Oaks a separate women' s living
groups is established, but we
just
beginning to relate children and child
care to the issue of small living
groups . To this point child care has
been a centralized community respon'
sibility and function . Providing for
small groups with children is, among
other things, an architectural design
and building program issue, which
contributes to our slow movement on
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this front. What we do with this will
have major impact upon our future,
and is one of the most important
issues we have yet to work with.
A second important issue for us
will likely be permitting members to
pursue outside professions. In the
past, at least among our rural
communities, we have had outside
work as a necessity, but never
members who chose to pursue careers
outside of the community while
retaining their membership . The importance of this and other issues to us
will be shown in the amount of group
process which grows up around them.
The meetings , the papers written, the
members who join or leave as a result
of the decisions or agreements that
are made or not made , all of this is
material for the study of our social
psychology.
What the evidence of our experience suggest s is that, rather than
devotion to a spirituality or leader, it
IS the attention to the personal needs
and concern s of the individial within
the community which encourages the
return of individual commitment. For
many of us, the theory and ideal of
.:ooperation as a lifestyle we choose is
ufficie nt to maintain our commitment. but there are times when
Idealism is subordinated to other
.: neerns. At these times the choice
[>et \\een staying and leav ing is often
Je pendent upo n the level of shared
and mutual aid which we
nperience . The questi o n then is in
je,eloping a co mmun ity design which
., responsive to individual needs.

LIBERAL CHRISTIANITY
\ lt ho ugh our co mmunities do not
e\press thi s influence in an y outward
::-.anner, the affects of th e prior lives
c: many of our members does
.ontribute to the way our societ y is
,'rd ered . One of th e most important
"' pee t of liberal C hristianit y is its
:oleranee for other faiths and belief
\IStems, and thi s is an important
:tarm in our soc ial organization. The
.amm unit y does not legislate in any

-

way that restricts one's freedom, but
occasionally will make a special effort
to support a reasonable expression of
that freedom. Nonviolence and equality are two other aspects of liberal
Christianity which are very important
to our concept of intentional community .
The area in which we can point to a

substa ntial influence from contemporary liberal Christianity relates to
the doctrine of the "Inner Light ," a
co ncept which encouraged the Protestant Reformation, the growth of
democracy, and also in a sense the
human potential movement today .
This belief in the inherent value of the
individual, or in one' s potential for
experiencing moral excellence
through one's own intent , is a central
aspect of the Unitarian Universalist
and Quaker churches. It was from
thi s Quaker belief that an organiza-

tion called Movement for a New
Society (MNS) developed the theory
of inherent value into specific points
of process in groups , and this work
became a valuable tool for us.
Walden Two gave us the hierarchical
planner-manager system, and MNS
gave us the details which facilitated
our system of authority in developing
its concomitant aspect of responsibility.
In egalitarian communities the
planners and managers hold authorit y, and the membership through
group process assures governmental
responsibility. The MNS contribution
to this system was to show that for
shared government to take place, the
system must include processes which
facilitate personal empowerment.
Empowerment of the individual may
be effected by being aware of what
the component functions of leadership are , and sharing those functions.
Effective leadership involves both
task and morale functions. Task
facilitation involves modes of communication which are generally well
understood, such as through a managerial structure, but processes facilitating personal empowerment are not
as well understood or widely practiced . Morale functions include system s which aid clarity and accuracy
of communication, encouragement of
partI cipation, facilitation of constructive conflict resolution,
of tension, and the maintenance of
tru st and goal awareness.
Sharing these communication function s affecting morale, as task function s are shared, is a means of
keeping the members in control of
their community. Getting everyone ' s
needs, concerns and ideas into the
open and clar ifying each individual's
opportunttles for maintaining or
changing the group's direction, helps
to maintain commitment to communit y. Because everyone performs
some leadership (unctions at some
time, this personal experience of
power and responsibility builds appreciation and respect for the work of
leadership .
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It is generally true that a group is
wiser, stronger, and more resourceful
than the individual, but the keenest
lesson of intentional community is the
importance of individual involvement
in decision-making and leadership
functions, through processes which
nurture the integrity of the individual.

FEMINISM
Equality is the term we cite as best
representing our ideals, yet we may as
correctly term ourselves feminist
communities. There are many aspects
of the women's movement, and most
are represented within our communities . Verbal and physical nonviolence,
personal empowerment, respect for
life, nurturance of human potential;
all of these characterize our lifestyle .
We respect the right of women to
separatist choices in lifestyle (free
choice) while refusing any policy or
norm of segregation (external coercion). We support collective domestic functions and agreements which
free women as well as men to
minimize their activities in the domestic work areas, in favor of work,
recreation, education, social, political
or other activities .
Political equality is practically a
given in egalitarian community, but
domestic and social equality require
consistent, intentional affirmative action . Our femini st orientation shows
it self most clearly in two aspects of
our culture; our labor system and our
architectural design. We encourage
both men and women to be active in
work roles which are generally considered tu be speci fic to a single gender.
We do this by keeping an emphasis
UpUII training . Auto maintenance,
child care, construction, cooking,
health care, community government;
all have turnover of personnel. When
are open we emphasize
training those who have interest in
learning the work, often with the goal
uf maintaining a gender balance
within crews and committees .
Arch itect ural design in feminist
community supports facilities which
accommodate the sharing of domestic

labor. Collective domestic design
enables those who enjoy domestic
activities to freely develop and share
their nurturing propensities and their
joys on a community scale. A central
food preparation and service facility,
a laundry service, and a common
children's space provide for a community spirit in domestic work activities, and a more efficient use of
resources, providing luxuries that
individual responsibility for domestic
work could not afford. With the
option of small living groups within
the community, each participating in
designing their own space, the resulting mix of primary and secondary
social groupings
additional
nurturance structures to that of the
nuclear family model.

RADICAL POLITICS
and LIFESTYLE
Anyone having experienced the alternative or counter-culture in Western
society has a good background for
life in community . Many members
come to us with prior experience in
collective living, with awareness of
diet and wholistic health practices,
with tolerance for nudity and changing relationships, WIth all understanding of consensus or other group
processes, or with an analysis of the
problems of modern societ y , This is
much of the rea!>on for OUI survival.
We pel haps
pcupk with
kind of backgruunJ at least as much
as we introduce new people to these
radical concepts .
One
uf
radical influence
is the view of lJUI cumlllunities as a
suppurt
for pcl
who
to be active in social rhange organizing . An example is Twin Oaks' ten
year subsidization of Communities
magazine by giving it office
and
adding it into the cummunity's labor
plan. Our communities also support
members who attend conferences and
demonstrations for particular causes
through what may be called "radical
fl ex-time"; the ability to change one's
work schedule on short notice.
A fair indication of the level of

influence which American radicalism
has had upon us would be shown in a
survey of the material we produce for
publicity and outreach. We are not
isolationist ot separatist, "but seek to
be known for the values we live. This
integration of our politics in our
lifestyle is a means to realize some
level of truth in the contemporary
adage that the person is political.

ENVIRONMENTALISM
Environmental concern has been
important to us in a number of ways,
but the one most often cited is our
conservation of material resources.
By sharing vehicles, appliances, tools,
buildings, etc., we manage to live a
middle-class lifestyle on poverty level
incomes. Our income level is growing,
but we hopefully will maintain Our
frugality and concern about wastefulness .
We do a fair degree of land usc
planning in all our communities in
order to preserve the natural
ces we have, such as agricultural land,
large trees or wooded lots, and
wildlife habitats. We keep areas of
our land undisturbed as preserves,
and particularly watch for erosion.
We especially focus upon keeping our
environment litter free, something
which we become more aware of any
time we travel "outside" .
solar energy and wood for
water and space heating, to lessen our
dependency upon electricity (often
nuclear generated), is a prime focus
for us, as is energy efficiency through
higher than normal levels of building
insulation . We at times criticiu
ourselves for the industry shared by
three of our communities of making a
petroleum based product, but we
console ourselves with the idea that
least our hammocks encourage people
to appreciate their trees!
Our environmentalism often includes interest in Native American
spitituality and pagan or Earth religions. There is also a growinS
awareness of Green or Bioregiona!
movements, although these influences
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are likely to have impact upon us
more in the future than has been
experienced to date.
KIBBUTZ MOVEMENT

The Kibbutz movement of Israel has
been a true inspiration to us as an
impressive model for what we might
achieve. The secure place of Kibbutz
in Israeli society as one percent of the
nation's population would be marvelous for us in the U.S.!
We have studied Kibbutz. Many of
us have lived in Kibbutz or visited for
several months. The original impetus
for the founding of the Federation of
Egalitarian Communities was largely
as a result of our awareness of the
Kibbutz movement experience.
We have especially studied the
Kibbutz child care experience. We
have noted their transformation from
adults living in dormitories and
children living in children's houses, to
families living in apartments. We
hope to avoid following this example
by developing a more feminist approach to family and child care. At
Twin Oaks the current direction is to
take our small-living-group (SLG)
design of residential buildings with
private bedrooms and shared kitchens, baths and living rooms; and
move children in. In this design
collective domestic services may be
maintained, such as cooking, cleaning
and child care, while also fostering a
close relationship between child and
parent and other primary adults.

CO-OPERA TIVE MOVEMENT

Many of our members have come
with experience in housing, food,
industrial and other cooperatives.
Often we have come seeking to
integrate cooperation into more of
our lives than is possible anywhere
else. Even co-operative communities
in which people share land and
perhaps some labor, but keep ownership of property separate, is really a
different lifestyle.
Ever since Robert Owen's concept
of "villages of cooperation" communal community has been seen as an
extension of the cooperative movement. A means to express this
extension is to contrast how the
cooperative community or land trust
movements, as opposed to communal
community, relate to ownership of
property. In the former, "trusterty"
refers to those resources that exist
separate from human energy; land,
air, water, and other natural forms.
These are entrusted to the individual
by the society, both of which hold a
responsibility to care for them as
stewards. All human creations are
free to be "owned" by the individual,
including complexes of objects which
arise as a result of an accumulation of
much labor from many different
individuals over time.

Communal community, in contrast
to the cooperative-trust theory of
right to ownership, uses the concept
of "trustery" to refer to both
nature, which exists independent of
human energy, and t? all human
creations. Distinction is not made
between. natural and human made
material forms. Communal community negates virtually entirely the
concept of "ownership" and replaces
it with the responsibility of stewardship. In egalitarian communities, the
individual has exclusive control only
over the items in one's private room,
most of which are provided by the
community on the basis of an
egalitarian sharing of wealth. Logically, this stewardship pattern could
be extended to houses and cars, and
to various work incentives, but never
more wealth than the individual can
use, and never without the overall
good of society being the primary
consideration.
The communal and cooperative
movements being closely related, it is
reasonable to expect that our communities would interact with local
aspects of the cooperative movement,
and such is the case. We especially
maintain contact and friendships with
people living in cooperative communities in our areas, and have worked

Our study of Kibbutz has encouraged other changes, the most notable
being when East Wind Community
patterned much of their governmental
system after Kibbutz democratic process, and their division between
resource and social committees. We
particularly look at industrialization
of the Kibbutzim at their architecture,
and at different aspects of the
functioning of Kibbutz federations.
We are very fortunate to have such a
model, and we hope to have more
interaction through the future.

-
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to support local networks of communities in our regions.
We have an extensive range of
interactions with the consumer and
service cooperatives in our areas. In
addition to the usual patronage of
rural electrical, telephone and agricultural supply cooperatives, some of
our communities have sold agricultural or craft products to local
cooperative stores, and most of our
communities seek to maximize our
patronage of our local consumer
cooperatives .
Members from at least two of our
communities have done "outside
work" in cooperative food stores,
others have held positions on the
boards-of-directors of our regional
food cooperative federations, and
some members have participated in
various co-op conferences. In other
cases, former members are driving
trucks and working on warehouse
staffs . Certainly our most extensive
interactions with cooperatives is
through East Wind which sells close
to a million dollars a year of
nut butters to co-op warehouses in
many parts of the U .S., through a
business built with substantial credit
supplied by the Southern Cooperative
Development Fund and the National
Cooperative Bank .
So much outreach and industry
focus in cooperatives has served to
provide an outside reference point to
better understand the signi ficance of
what sometimes appears to be our
very feeble efforts in social change.
Seeing other people working for some
of the same goals which we struggle to
promote is a real encouragement.
Social accounting, which includes
looking at how our purchasing relates
to the values we hold through the
businesses we patronize , is an ideal we
share with man y cooperatives. The
role of participatory planning processes in maintaining workplace democracy is as important to the
communal movement as it is to the
cooperative. These concepts will likely remain important focuses for us,
and we may expect that our inter-
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actions will be- maintained and expanded through the future as both of
our movements grow and develop.

BUILDING EGALITARIAN
COMMUNITY
There can certainly be no denying
that creating community requires
much work. Most new communities
have a very definite pioneering period. During this time idealism and

commitment are usuall y high, even
though the living conditions may be
adverse. With solid intention a community can devise a labor and
property system that equitably share
both the work load and the benefits
derived . Over succeeding years of
commitment and the experience of
communal self-sacrifice, a group of
people will establish a tradition of
sharing. An organized labor system
thus based can gradually raise a
community's standard of living, and
also provide much flexibility in

meeting individual needs. Stressful
responsibilities and exhausting toil
may be avoided through the use of a
well designed and responsive labor
system. And in the future, as individuals become enfeebled, the systems
of sharing may be relied upon to
provide relief from the mass of cares
and dread of misfortune in old age. In
a community built upon the values of
caring and responsibility· for one
another, advancing age may be as
secure and enjoyable as childhood.
Happiness in our lives is to a fair
extent dependent upon the level of
security we experience in our particu.
lar living situation. The more tightly
woven the fabric of community, Or
the more intentional its design, the
more likely the members of a com.
munity will be able to concentrate
that particular essence that nurtures
happiness. For most people, being
centered emotionally requires an a·
wareness of having found one's
private, social and work space within
one's community. In this is much of
the challenge of community; main·
taining a sense of collectivity and
group spirit while at the same time
providing for individual initiative and
the pursuit of personal goals which
are so important to individual happi·
ness.
The effort devoted to social design.
economic organization, and shared
government in egalitarian community
is a means to assure individual
support and nurturance. Individual
rights to resources and opportunities
are best assured if the rights and
responsibilities inherent in the terml
"equality" and "democracy" art
practiced at the primary level at which
wealth is created in industry and
utilized in domestics . The integra·
tion of these two activities in a
nurturing social setting represents the
state-of-the-art of communal design .
If we place a specific intent upon the
ideal of actively creating the best-of·
all- feasi ble societies, we should !)(
able to construct and proclaim a
viable tradition of mutual caring and
supportive community.
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I N NOVEMBER, the Federation of
Egalitari an C o mmunities was 10
years old. It
a good time to pause
and look at what has been accomplished, how th a t compa res with the
expectation s of a decade ago, and
what the prospects are for the future.
Ten years can be a long time and it
is easy to lose perspective on how the
sense of the com munit y movement
has changed considerabl y in that
time. In th e middle 1970's the number
of North American
had
Oeen steadi ly expa nding for at least 10
years. There was no pa rti cular reasOn to suspect th at such growth would
not co ntinue .
The idea of federating for the
:ommon good u f all was a natural
of ideals: a community of

communities; cooperation among the
cooperators; strength in
united we stand. It was appealing as a
way to harness the considerable
energy for change that was coalesc 'lI1g
in the man y communities that had
sprouted up across the North American landscape, like so many mushrooms after a s pring rain . (U nfortunately, also like mushroom s, many
faded away nearly as quickly
they
came.)
Cooperation among the egal!. tarian
communities already existed. East
Wind got a crucial economic leg up by
taking on.Twin Oak s' extra hammock
sales, and sharing that bllsiness.
Dandelion' s early economy wa s based
on the tinnery business, learne:d from
Aloe. Occasionally labor was shared

among the communities .
Enthusiasm. however, was tem pered by uncertainty about how to
structure an effective organization
that would offer substance beyond
the ideology . The communities were
relatively new and recognized the
important , vital strength inherent in
idealism, but they had been around
long enough to know that good values
didn't put food on the table or pay
the light bill. The communities were
still pioneering and could ill-afford
putting precious reso urces into an
organization that didn ' t promise solid
returns .
Influence of Kibbutz Artzi
Whenever in our history we' ve cast
about for models to guide us we've
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natu.rally looked to the . Israeli kibbutzim, as the only substantial,
contemporary mod,el for egalitarian,
secular communities'. (Over the years
we've learned that s,ome experiences
tram, late better than .others, but still
we look.)
In early 1976 Kat Kinkade went to
Israel and did some
She was
a member of East Wind then, and
returned home with exdtement for
how a federation could work and
what it could do for the movement.
There were three or foUl ' kibbutz
federations active in 1976, b ,ut Kat's
exposure was focused on the experiences of the Kibbutz Artzi Federation. They had started in 1927' with
only four kibbutzim, with a combined
p.opulation of 270. Nearly 50 years
larer there were 77 member \'cibbUI\zim, with a total population of
36,000. More, turnover was down to
2070 annually.
This model of strength, growth,
and stability was (and is) ver)"
appealing. People with kibbutz federation experience were invited, and
sat in on that first constitutional
assembly. However, 1927 was not
1976, and Israel is not North America.
There is no North American analog
of the Zionist-Socialist youth movement to channel young adults into our
communities. No deep cultural and
religious roots to unify and focus the
pioneering energy. Our bonds are
weaker, more diverse, and entirely
secular. They are ideology and a
shared history of disaffection with a
consumptive, violent, and hierarchical society.
Israeli kibbutzim are all located
within 300 miles of each other. In
North Ameria our Federation labors
under the handicap of diffusion:
one-tenth the number of communities
and one-two hundredth the population, separated over 10 times the
distance .
From an original five member
communities in 1976, there are now
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seven, with two additional communities affiliated as groups-in-dialogue.
From an initial population of 160, the
total now is 200, counting the
groups-in-dialogue. These are very
modest gains and nowhere near the
totals projected for now 10 years ago.
But it's not fair to compare this
history with that of Kibbutz Artzi and
dismiss the Federation as a failure. In
1976 the bloom was off the rose of
community growth . The surge of
interest in alternative communities
that was witnessed in the previous
decade slowed to a trickle in the
ensuing ten years.
In thi s context the Federation
communities have fared as well as
other North American communities,
and better than most. To start with,
most of the communities around in
1976 are now defunct. Only Aloe of
the original Federation communities
has failed to survive the decade.
In 1976 East Wind had 55 members, just two years after moving to
its Missouri property . Today it has 50
members . Twin Oaks supported 72 in
1976, and about 82 today . By
contrast. The Farm in Tennessee had
about 1.000 member s in 1976. but is
only arou nd 300 today. and with a
much decentralized structure.
Let's go back and take a look at
who has been involved with the
Federation, what the y hoped to do,
a .od how much has actually been
accomplished .

Hi!;tory of Federation Membership
Durin g the sum mer a nd fall of 1976
then: was a lot of co rrespondence
aboll t convening a cons titutional
assembly, to sit down and try to draft
a Federation working agree ment.
East 'Wi nd headed up thi s effort, and
was t he site of that first assembly.
Aloe (North Caro lina), Dandelion
(Ontal'io), East Wind (Mi ssouri),
North Mountain (Virginia), Society
for HUlman Development (Michigan),
and Twin Oaks (Virginia) sent representati ves.

These communities were the 'original members, excepting the Society
for Human Development, which was
excluded because they did not practice total income sharing. This was a
frustration to them and they argued
for eliminating that requirement. But
for the remaining five it was felt to be
a strong bond and was upheld. It was
a question of trust and what agreements would best promote its development. (To be considered for membership a community must adhere to
seven basic principles, which are
listed in the article introducing this
Communities issue, "To Our
readers" on page 2. Other than the
seventh principle, which was added in
1985, these basic values have remained unchanged since they were
first formulated.)
Membership has fluctuated over
the 10 years. Los Horcones (Mexico)
was the first new community to join,
in 1978. Bu t after a disagreement
about philosophy, they separated
from the Federation in early 1981.
They wanted more emphasis on
behaviorism. Where B.F. Skinner and
Walden Two were an inspiration and
point of departure for many of our
communities, mostly we have chosen
not to adhere to behaviorist doctrine.
For Los Horcones, however, behav·
iorism is more central to its identity.
For them, the rest of us didn't take it
seriously enough, and they felt
estranged.
In 1980 North Mountain
its membership. The person who had
been active left the community and no
one else had the energy to continue
Federation involvement. At the same
asse mbly where this resignation was
accepted, Sandhill Farm (Missouri)
joined. It was in the spring of that
year that Aloe ceased functioning as a
community.
In 1982 Appletree (Oregon) was
admitted, followed by Chrysalis (Indiana) in 1983. Also in 1983, Krutsio
(Baja California) was accepted as a
group-in-dialogue. In 1986 Metta·
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nokit (New Hampshire) became our
newest member, and the Foundation
for Feedback Learning (New York)
was recognized as a group-in-dialogue.
One frustration in trying to promote Federation is that many groups
don't see the immediate advantages
of joining, especially if they aren't
looking to expand. The advantages
would be clearer and stronger if the
Federation represented more communities and people. But because we
are relatively small we are in the
Catch-22 position of not being able to
attract the people who might attract
others.
Many communities do not have a
vision that extends beyond their
immediate situation, or lack the
individuals with the time or inclination to regularly work or associate
with other communities .
Over the years about two dozen
other groups have been in correspondence with the Federation regarding membership. and some have sent
representatives to assemblies .
Despite this show of interest over
the years. the Federation has not
fulfilled the dream of expansion
modeled after the Kibbut z Art zi
experience . What ha!> beell accom plished? Let' s examine the record
against the 1976 agenda . Aspirat ion s
at the outset fell into five major
:ategories .
Original federation Aims
I. Recruitment. Here we have ac-

It.'
t t'

a
a-

:omplished a lot. All of our commullties are generally looking for more
ltembers and it is in this area where
;ederation work is most visible and
'eadily appreciated . The cornerstones
jf this are a $2.000 annual print ad
Judget. and the publication and
:Istribution of an introductory bro:hure. describing the Federation and
',le member communities. (For curinformation about each of the
communities. see page 3.)

The Federation's
decision-making body is the
Assembly. It is comprised of up
to two delegates from each
member community. The
Assembly meets twice a year,
with the role of host rotated
among the membership.
In addition to matters of
philosophy and policy, the
Assembly has a budget to work
with, Each member community
contributes dues in the form of
money and labor. The money is
lIT!o of net revenues, plus a $200
base each year, The labor has
been eight hours per working
member per year, plu s the time
needed for delegates to attend the
assemblies. (At the most recent
assembly the delegates approved
an increase in the labor tax to ten
hours per working member per
year. and this decision is pending
ratification by member
communities to take effect.)
Along with donations and other
income. there is presently about
$18.000 and 2.000 hours in the
annual budget.
The Assembly prefers to make
decisions by
In recent
ytal s o ur commitment to this

Excepting East Wind. where Federation work is supplemented substantially by its own ad budget. the
Federation does the principal recruitment advertising for all the communities. Today. whenever a letter of
inquiry is received by one community.
information about all our communities goes out.
Also. we have created two Federation slide shows, both an introductory
version and one specifically dealing
with gender roles in our communities.
These are used to accompany lectures, and where appropriate at
conferences and gatherings. In the

process has been strong enough
that we have not needed to resort
to voting for the past five
assemblies. However, in the event
that consensus is blocked and a
decision is deemed necessary, we
rely on a weighted voting formula
to make decisions. This formula
is a compromise between
one-community-one-vote and
one-member-one-vote. It gives
the larger communities more
clout while preserving a voice for
the smaller communities.
For overseeing its work, the
Assembly has created the
positions of Secretary, Treasurer,
Public Relations Coordinator,
General Ads Manager. Friend'S of
Community Coordinator.
Financial Liaison, Outside
Children Liaison. and
Networking Coordinator.
Currently only the Secretary is a
paid staff position. with a budget
sufficient to fund 250 hours
annually.
For making Federation
decisions between meetings the
Assembly relies on a three-person
Executive Board. whose two-year
terms arc staggered.

past year we have begun work on
producing an introductory Federation
video.
We distribute literature for each
other, and record data about correspondence and visitors in a central file
for all, proviging record-keeping and
evaluation services.
We subsidize travel and participation costs to represent the Federation
at conferences. gatherings. and other
outside events .
With the information and knowledge readily available. we regularly
refer visitors and prospective members to each other . And it is not
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uncommon for members to leave one
Federation community and join another.
Federation has been accomplishing
its mission here so well that member
I::ommunities essentially get full value
black for their member dues in recruitment benefits alone. That is, it would
cOoSt at least as much as the dues to
duplicate, on their own, what the
Federation now does for them.

2. F,;nancial assistance. It's difficult
to tell how much impact Federation
involvement has had here, since a lot
was already happening prior to 1976.
But there has been definite benefit
and it continues today .
Since j,:>ining tht' Federation, Dandelion has switched its economic base
away from tinnery to hammocks,
which it learned from Twin Oaks and
East Wind. Back in 1978, when Alpha
Farm (Oregon) was seriously interested in Federation involvement, East
Wind started it up in the sandal
industry.
In the late 1970's Dandelion continued a community mail-order bookselling business started by Twin Oaks .
Now Sandhill does it.
Today, East Wind and Sandhill are
exploring the possibility of a joint
marketing venture, selling honey,
sorghum, and nut bUllers in a gift
pack. Another spinoff of East Wind's
considerable marketing contacts is
Federation assi s tance in helping
Krutsio sell the nori it harvests from
the Pacific Ocean .
There is some joint purchasing
(particularly in the shared hammock s
industry), but mostly the logistics of
time and space have worked against
this; our communities are too spread
out and our need s too diverse. The
potential for unified buying is further
undercut by the green tint of our
politics. That is, we tend to favor
regional systems and buying locally,
aItd our communities are typically not
local to each other .
There have been several intercom-
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munity loans over the years, as one
community helps another with cash
flow problems, or even long-term
debit. Bypassing the banks, it is
usually possible for both the lending
community to get a better return, and
the borrowing community lower interest rates.
An exciting project just under way
is an effort to pool funds against the
possibility of future emergencies. In
particular there is concern about our
communities' ability to handle the
financial burden of major medical
disasters. We're hoping to take
advantage of our combined numbers
to spread out the risk and create a
safety net big enough for everyone.
Meanwhile, the money set aside will
not be idle; we'll loan it to ourselves
at favorable rates, or invest it in
socially responsible ways.
We have largely passed beyond the
era of hand-to-mouth economics, and
are beginning to develop some sophisticated financial skills. The Federation is playing a role in helping to
learn these skills and access them .
3. Promoting intercommunity contact. The Federation has certainly
facilitated contact among member
communities . Many for example have
taken advantage of Federation travel
subsidies to allend events at other
communities .
In particular, Dandelion hosted,
with Federation support, a general
communities conference every summer up until 1983 . Over the years
Twin Oaks has sponsored a variety of
conferences and gatherings, including
both a women's and men's gathering
in 1986.
Over the years there has been a
great deal of labor exchange among
the communities. Undoubtedly the
greatest flow has been between Twin
Oak s and East Wind, but all the
communities have benefited .
Dandelion has made considerable
use of labor assistance in both
construction and income work . In

recent years Sandhill has attracted
members of both East Wind and
Twin Oaks to come out for the busy
sorghum harvest in October.
Sometimes the help is more specialized. Twin Oaks has helped East
Wind with building design several
times, including work now being done
for a new children's complex. Also,
Twin Oaks, with help from a Federation budget, was able to send a
facilitator to East Wind this past
spring to help conduct communitywide visioning process. More of this
skill-specific help is expected in the
future.
Throughout its history the Federation has struggled with ways to assist
more with transportation between
member communities, to overcome
the single greatest obstacle to more
r
contact: the considerable distance
r
between communities. We have yet to
figure out a way to finance and
maintain a vehicle that would make
sense in light of our budget. So far it
has always seemed that we'd be
gelling too little contact for too much
money.
We benefit substantially from the
delegates attending the semi-annual
assemblies, the hosting of which is
rotated among the member communities. In addition to the value of the
meetings themselves, it is both a
chance for the visiting delegates to get
a personal feel for another community, and an opportunity for nondelegates to meet folks from these
other places they've heard so much
about.
yea
Beyond physical contact, the Fedfur
eration has fostered information exMa
change. In addition to distribution of
Po,
minutes of the assemblies, it fund s
rei r
both a quarterly newsletter and a
of
,
quarterly literary magazine .

bus

4. Keeper of the flame. When the
Federation was created it was hoped
that it would be a vehicle for
community movement support. That
it would increase visibility for our
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Where Does the Money Go?
efforts, and represent our combined
interests to others. It was also being
looked to for delineation of philosophy and articulation of the vision.
In 10 years the Federation has
made only modest progress in this
area, but has at least kept the
movement flag aloft among our
communities.
At first, the Assembly relied on the
enthu siasm and good will of the
delegates to create and maintain
movement consciousness. However,
it gradually became apparent that this
was not enough . A pattern emerged
where there would be considerable
enthusiasm for Federation and movement work generated during the
assemblies, but which did not typispread to non-delegates and
lended to diss ipate quickly after the
meetings ended and delegates became
:eabsorbed with more immediate
\l ork at hom e.
In the late 1970's and early 1980's
:he bulk o f Federation business was
ceing handled by two or three people.
:nan effort to move away from this
:ende nc y and develop a broader base
'! suppo rt . t he A sse mbl y created in
982 the ad minis trat ive pos itio n of
re neral r-..l a nager . Th e job was to
p rog ress on tas ks and protro ubleshootin g as needed . It
-3, ho ped t his would result in better
. 'nli nuit y a nd more wo rk being do ne
1 ti me . Simulta neously, the Assem. \ encouraged projec t managers to
-.. oile no n- delega tes in Federation
';lrk to the extent possible .
Encouraged by the results, two
:ars la ter the Assembl y went a step
-nher and expanded the General
!a nager role int o the regular staff
"ii lion of Secre tary . This person is
mb ursed for spen ding the a verage
one day per week on Federation
.si ness . The idea was to have
:neone whose responsibility it was
reg ularly think in terms of being a
:de ration person; to see opportuni-. and needs from a Federation
"spective .

Here is the 1987 Federation budget, as approved at the November,
1986 assembly:
General advertising (U .S.)

r
f

$1,900

300

General advertising (Canada)

3,600

Brochure
Products catalog

100

Flyer (one-page introductory handout)

110

Living the Dream (subsidy to publish in paperback this

1,383

book about Twin Oaks)
Video (purchasing cassettes and renting equipment to make
an introductory video about the Federation)
Friends of Community

550
1,100

Newsletter

160

Community Soundings (quarterly literary magazine)

440

Outside event travel subsidy

600

Women's gathering travel subsidy

400

Men ' s gathering travel subsidy

400

Labor exchange travel subsidy

600

Assembly travel

3,400

Postage and office

2,500

Secretary labor

1,125

Secretary travel

250

Total

At the time there was concern
about too much responsibility being
vested in one individual, and whether
thi s would undermine efforts to
broaden Federation involvement. But
it was also recognized that there were
project s languishing for lack of focus,
and that having a staff person offered
hope of finally moving forward on
some of the more difficult and
formidable tasks.
In the two years since we've had a
Secretary, this person has introduced
an effort to unify recruitment data
collection for outreach evaluation,
done some intercommunity matching
of skills and needs, and organized the
effort to create an intercommunity
securit y fund.
The Secretary also has responsibility for correspondence other than

$18,918

recruitment letters, and a modest
travel budget to attend one or two
outside events per year and visit
member communities other than during assemblies. Through this position
the Federation is now doing a better
job of representing itself in the
alternative movement.
Inspired in part by the considerable
success of the kibbutz federations to
raise money for their work through
outside donations, the Assembly created the Friends of Community in the
late 1970's. Seen both as a fund-raising effort and an opportunity for
general outreach, Friends of Community offers a way to involve more
people in our lives, especially those
who are sympathetic with our efforts
to create an alternative lifestyle but
who are not able or willing to move to
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community themselves. After a show
of initial enthusiasm this effort
became relatively inactive iT' the early
1980's. Now, however, it is being
revitalized, and we are excited about
this program's large potential. (For
more information write: Marcos
Canyon, Friends of Community,
Tecumseh, MO 65760.)
5. Stability and growth. The Federation has decidedly helped stabilize
some of the smaller communities,
such as Dandelion, Sandhill, and
Appletree. It has done this by
providing crucial help with recruitment, by publicizing the need for
labor assistance at times of shortage,
and by supplying a feeling of connectedness when population and
morale were low.
Beyond that, we have recently put
together a package of written materials on structure and systems in
anticipation of helping communities
just in the process of forming. There
has been only modest use of this so
far. and it has produced no new
member communities . At least so far.
Unlike the kibbutz federations, we
have not sent people or money to help
form new communities. Though
many of us hope to offer this kind of
support in the future, our help to date
has been limited to written materials
and some assistance with ad vertising
and recruitment.
Our communities have largely failed to grow, despite a clear interest in
doing so. Through its considerable
recruitment work, the Federation has
helped attract many new members.
But those coming in are just equalling
those leaving. Turnover remains high.
at 20070 annuall y or greater.
Although the number of members
has remained about the same over the
past decade, the quality of life has
been steadily improving. One way we
are trying to do a better job of
retention is by continually enhancing
the variety and quality of choices in
our communities; by making it more
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attractive to stay than to leave. It will
be interesting to see how well this
works.
Our communities have .mostly advanced beyond the pioneering stage
and into a phase of consolidation.
Our industries and businesses are
maturing and our economies are more
secure. This prosperity is well-reflected in the Federation's annual
budget, which is derived mostly from
a percentage contribution of member
communities' net revenues . Without
significant change in the formula, the
Federation budget has grown from
$2,000 in 1977 to over $18.000 today.
The Federation's Place in the
Community Movement
Taken as a whole, in its first 10 years
the Federation has definitely achieved
some of its original mission, though
not all. Perhaps the biggest disappointment has been the small number
of communities involved and the
modest growth in total population
represented.
Over the years some of our
membership have looked at our
relativel y static size and argued for
opening the organization up to more
groups through a loosening of memo
bership standards.
Yet it is important to realize that
this is a two-edged sword. We are
picky about who can join and this has
kept the membership low. but this
same pickiness has provided us with a
broad base of common values upon
which we've built the trust and
organization necessary to achieve the
results we have .
There are other community networks in North America which have
been less exclusive in their membership, such as the Earth Communities
Network (in the Pal:ific Northwest)
and the New England Network of
Light. Within the context of intentional communities they have based
their membership policy more on
geography than values . As a conse-

quence these networks enjoy a larger
membership than the Federation and
within each network all the communities are located within easy traveling
distance of each other (a la the Israeli
kibbutzim). Yet they lack the cohesion and level of trust we have been
able to develop. Uniquely, Federation
communities agree to tax themselves
and are able to run coordinated
programs for recruitment, outreach,
and financial securi ty.
Still, the regional model is very
appealing and this analysis leads
easily to: where do we go from here?
What role can and should the
Federation and other networks play
in the future of the community
movement?
One way the Federation is demonstrating its concern with this issue is
by involvement with efforts to energize the Fellowship for Intentional
Community (FIC), a network of
networks and other organizations
supportive of the alternative movement. The first major test of interest
in this idea will be participation at the
national FIC membership meeting,
scheduled for May 23-25, 1987, at
Stelle. Illinois .
What are the Federation directions
today?
I see five categories:
I . Strengthen the organization. We
are still tinkering with the best
structure for doing Federation business . We have made a lot of progress
improving meeting process and job
descriptions, but areas of responsibility remain ambiguous. I expect us to
move toward more staff positions, as
we feel we can afford them and use
them well.
2. Clarify political values. The Federation has largely igrnored its original mandate to do this, but the need
is still there . Our communities have
strong ties with political forces which
are potent in the mainstream culture,
and we need to do a better job making
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clear our links with feminism, ecology, pacifism, and the like . I expect
us to develop position papers delineating our philosophy.
3. Expand our outreach role. We
need to encourage more writing and
more public speaking, to tell our
story. Far too few know we are an
existing, viable alternative. In particular, I believe we need to concentrate
on developing better ties with the
academic community. I expect us to
greatly improve on the quality and
variety of visual and written materials
we make available.
4. Better coordination of efforts
within the community movement.
The main initiative now is involvement with the FIC and seeing where
that leads . If it doesn't do all we
want, we may need to develop other
forms of itltercommunity involvement.
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5. Enhance services to members . For
commu nities already members, we
cou!d do much more to facilitate
labor exchange, cult ural exchange,
and information exchange. In partic ular . I expect the Federation to be
acti ve in the development and appli.:ation of more sophisticated financial
skills. For communities who might
become member s. I expect us to put
:ogether a team of people and
:esou rces to help t hem better understand and access the benefits of
membership .
There is no shortage of work .
Come back for another look in 1996
lnd see how we've done after another
:0 years.
LJ

TO OUR READERS

LEITERS

continued from page 2

continued from page 2

Befitting egalitarianism, we choose
not to use the words "he", "him" or
"his" when we adua;;y wc:an to use a
neuter gender pronoun. Instead you'll
see "co" and "cos" rather than the
assumed masculine. Some people also
use unusual spellings of the word
"women", such as "wimmin" and
"womyn" to break the association of
women being a subset of men.
We are a diverse group. The ideas
here represent some of us, but one
could easily find dissenting opinions
within our communities for most
issues. I think agreement is a little
easier in the smaller communities
where one might have as few as four
others to contend with, while at the
larger comm unities so me could be
dealing with as many as eighty
people. To paraphrase an old saying,
"seventy communards, a hundred
opinions". Actually, our level of
agreement and cooperation is rather
high . Process is quite valued. Sometimes process itself becomes tedious
or trying, but we are striving to
achieve satisfaction for all involved;
not an eas y task, but a fulfilling one.
There arc a few people who helped
me considerabl y. and I'd like to take
thi s chance to thank them . Sandy
Suggit. for her heautiful arty,ork, and
Twig for his. Higgin s. Esme, Shelley,
Virgil. and Sarah E . W . for their
editing, pr oofreading. and typing
efforts . And especially to Laird, for
getting me into this "whole mes s" in
the first place .
If you'd like more information, our
address is:

Congratulations on the latest issue. It
is super and a fine promo piece.
Loved the three color cover! It was
also inspiration in terms of my issue.
Somehow the model communities
theme and the visionary nature of the
whole presentation seemed to ring
true with whal I would want to do
with the "Planetization" isslle.
Gareth Bratlwyn
Arlington, VA.

F.E.C.
Box CMIO
Tecumseh, MO 65760
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Editor's note: the author has been a
""ember of Sandh ill Farm for more
:!tan 10 years, a Federation delegate
'or seven years, and Federation
since 1985.)

With thaI. J proudly introd uce the
Federation of Egalitarian Communities.
-

Elke Lerman

o

Editor's Note? Gareth Branwyn is
Communities' regular Resources
columnist and will soon be guest
editing an issue of the magazine.
The magazine has
a more
professional tone to it. I know how
much work is involved in getting it
out and want you to know that it's
new broader approach has expanded
by knowledge of the whole communal
movement.
I look forward to the new, updated
directory.
Arnold Weinstein
Greenwich, CT
I was happy to receive this issue of
Communities (71 & 72) magazine and
read such quality articles- I thought
intentional communit)' enthusiasm
was dead, now I read th.at it is at least
alive intellectually. I like .the purpose
of the F.I.C., and the idea of a new
city along the lines of the Re.'laissance
Cities.
The founding of a new intent,:onal
community composed of many
diverse communities and individual's
has been on my mind since founding
the Clairemont Project in October of
1985. I believe I have a plan that
would make it not only economically
feasible but also idealistically
compatible incorporating all diverse
element.s .
Bob Brown
San Diego, CA
I was pleased to see that you
"included an article on space
colonization" in the Nos. 71 & 72
issue of Communities. The space
movement ,and the communities
movement could be easily united .
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Skinne'['s Walden Two and O'Neill's
The High Frontier could be joined
together. I have attempted to describe
such a fusion in the following draft
prospectus,
Scott G, Beach
Fair Oaks, CA
DRAFT
Eutopia: A Prospectus
Eutopia, a community of approximately
1,000 peC',;pie, will be e's tablished so mewhere
on Ear';h,
F;utopia' s cosmolo gy will rest on the
'dssumption that its nonmaterial culture can
be improved and ought to be improved, and
that improvements can be made by applying
the experimental method to the design of
cultural practi ces, An "improvement" is a
new, noncoercivf: cultural practice that
increases the probability that members will
behave the way r hey ought to behave, Such
improvements d'!crease the extent to which
members must be coerced to behave the way
the y ought tc, behave.
Who will clecide how the member s "ought
to behave"? The members will decide , The
members of the community will take part in
the design a nd testing of new, non coercive
cultural practices . If, after experimental
testing, a pr opo sed practice ?,ppears to be an
"improvement," the merr,be rs ma y o rder
that the imtJrovement shall. become a pan of
the commu nity's culture .
Experimenta l, egalitar ',a n, democrati c, co·
operative , conservative, self-sufficient. These
adjecti\es can be used to describe Eutopia's

initial socio-c ultural system, In this context,
these terms have the following meanings,

Experimental: Eutopia will be an "experimental community" in that the experimental
method will be applied to the improvement of
the community's culture.

Children in
Community

Egalitarian; The members of Eutopia will
have approximately equal access to wealth,
power and prestige, (Eutopia will not be a
class society-a society composed of groups
that have differing access to wealth, power
and prestige,)
Democratic: All adult members of the
community will have the right to participate
in the formulation of the community's
policies,
Cooperative: In Eutopia, cooperation will be
encouraged and adversarial relationships will
be discouraged ,
Conservative: The members of Eutopia will
not' be encouraged to have "unlimited
wants" -to consume ever increasing a·
mounts of resources, Consumerism, the ethic
of consuming ever increasing amounts of
resources, has generated global, environmental degradation, To counte r this degradation,
Eut op ia's members will be encouraged to live
li ghtl y upon the Earth.

Self-sufficient: Eutopia will endeavor to
fashion its sociocultural system into a model
that can be easily replicated at extraterrestrial
loca tion s. Initially, commerce between Earth
and extraterrestrial communities will be
difficult and expensive . To min imize the need
fo r such commerce, extraterrestrial communities will have to be nearl y self-sufficient. If
Eutopia is able to become nearly self-suffi cient, this will increase the probability that it
will be used as a model for extraterrestrial
communities ,

A REQUEST FOR ARTICLES

I am compiling material on child care
and education in community for a
future Communities theme issue, I
would like to encourage anyone who
has available material on this subject,
or who may be willing to write an
article, to contact: Allen Butcher,
Twin Oaks Community, Louisa, VA
23093,
Thus far material has been collected or is being sought from
Hutterites/Bruderhoff, Kibbutz, Federation of Egalitarian Communities,
and Stelle, Any other submissions of
material would be appreciated, including experiences of urban collective
households and of cooperative
schools. Article submission deadline
is not set, but please contact above
address soon.
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Reach is a reader service intended to help
people looking for communities and
communities looking for people to find
one another. Listings should be 50 to 150
words, preferably typewritten. We request payment of $1 0 for listings for up to
/00 words and $15 for longer listings.
These amounts are 601170 lower than our
special classified ad rates for communities
Jnd cooperative organizations. Please
10te that dated material requires a lead
':me of at least 6 weeks before the
.'ublication date for an issue.

Conferences
A Li ving / Learning Experience in
' .:ernative Communities-Spring Semes1987 . April 4-June 19. 1987.
Sponsored by the Department of
J lural Foundations of Education of the
.
of Wisco nsin-Milwaukee. and
-: Center for Urban C ommunit y DevelDivision of Outreach and Con- _;ng. Educa tio n with Th e H igh W ind
\ ,.x·lation in Wisconsin , The Findh o rn
,'mmunil), in Scotland. and The Eour res
'mmunilY in Fran ce.
fhls co urse is o ffered for academic
and no n-credi t. Fo r in formati o n.
-:a,'t:

Irol fratrick. CUCD
-.\ erslly o f Wisco nsin -Milwaukee
:. . \ orth Sixth St ree t
'. "a ukee. WI 53203

CESCI Ilnd flC Annual Conference
ine Co mmunit y Education a l Service
Jncil, Inc. (CESC I) will ho ld its a nnu a l
::n bershi p meetin g durin g th e wee kend
\t a) 24-26 . 1987 in Stell e. IL. In
·::t ion to the reg ul ar CESCI meetings.
. . . eekend activities will include th e fir st
•
of the Fell o wship fo r Inten ,al Co mmunit y (FI C). The program
. incl ud e a film fe stival on several
:rent communities incl uding th e Fed"'Ion of Egalitarian Communities. the
:Jety of Emissaries. and the Builders of

the Dawn slide show by Corinne
McLaughlin and Gordon Davidson. For
more information write to :
CESCI c/ o Charles Betterton
105 Sun Street
Stelle. IL 60919

*

The University of the Future:
Alternative Communities Today
and Tomorrow

-Credit co urse offered through the
Universit y of Massachusetts.
Held at the Sirius Community near
Amherst. Massachusetts. this course will
explore the benefits and challenges of
communit y li ving. and the innovative
ideas being pioneered by these "research
and development centers" for both social
and personal change . New community
approaches to societal problems will be
studi ed . including bio-dynamic agriculture. Mondragon cooperatives. land
tru sts. bio-shelters. solar energy. arcologies. soc ia l in ves tment. group attunemenl o and "creative connict" techniques .
30 new age communities around the U.S .
and the wo rld will be surveyed. including
Findhorn. Twin Oaks . Stelle. Chinook
and H igh Wind . Includes slideshows and
field trip, (with text Builders of the Dawn
by instructors). Three credits; one additional credit for li ving-in experience may
be obtained as independent study .
Dates: Tuesda y. June 2 through Friday.
June 12 . 1:30-6:00 PM .
Instructors: Corinne McLaughlin and
Go rdon Dav idson. authors of Builders of
th e Dawn and co-founders of Sirius
Com munit y.
Cos t: $ 178. 00 (classes o nl y); $395 .00
(class es. room and board); $335.00 (noncredit cl asses. roo m and board) .
to apply: W rite ($50.00 deposit required)

Sirius University Program
Baker Rd.
Shutesbur y. MA 01072
(413) 259-1505.

People Looking
*

This is directed to those communities
which want new members but haven't
listed themselves in the Communities
Directory.
We are an Israeli-American couple with
two children, born 3/83 and 6/85. We are
looking for: mild winters, organic gardening or farming, simple lifestyle, sharing of
resources. quiet rural setting. and ecologic
responsibility, We want a peer group and
social environment for our children which
emphasizes discovery and self-esteem
rather than TV and violence. We are
serious about community and want to
make a move in the near future . If your
community sounds like what we have
described aoove. please contact us.
Tirtza and Jack Leiss
Rt. 2, Box 456-8
Chapel Hill. NC 27514
(919) 933 -9323
¢ "Making Contact" is a national network of homeschooling families interested in exploring possibilities for living
near other such families. Each family
writes one page describing what they are
looking for : urban/ rural. degree of
co-operation preferred (anywhere from
simpl y neighbors to intentional community). etc .. Beginning to get to know each
other in this way. each family decides
what they will do from there . Families run
the network co-operatively. For more
info. send SASE to :

Milking Contact
804 Wellner
Naperville, IL 60540
{l i am a 19-year-old college student who
can no longer try to live purely and simply
among waste. consumption. competition
and cruelty. I am vegetarian, gentle,
healthy, stable, no drugs . lonely, natureworshipper, long-time believer in close to
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1earth, communal living (rural and without
electricity). I'm seeking commitment with
true work (washing clothes, farming,
etc.). Ready to give my total energy to the
group. Open to all back to land lifestyles.
Hoping,
Blake Richard
121 17th St.
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
*New Age Community-N/ W Ark.
We are looking for others to help us
establish a metaphysical community in
this area . We are looking for responsible,
sincere, optimistic people to join us.
Brownie Zachry
Rt. 8, Box 148
Rogers, AR 72756
A / C (501) 631-7077

Groups Looking
{t Healing and survival community needs
serious vegetarian individuals or families
to caretake this land (fruit orchards,
maintenance, future greenhouse, etc .) in
exchange for residence , utilities and a
special place to be. May be self-sufficient
there, or use developed skills to generate
additional support income. Children
warml y welcome! Future goals: children's
learning center, underground radio communications and storage facilities, complete self-sufficient and healing environment (some of which already exists).
Location is central Arizona mountain
country. Write to:

Christmas Star Valley
cl o Wind Spirit

2300 Dripping Springs Rd.
Windelmon, AZ 85292
(213) 474-0689

Land
(t Land
for Sale . Rural macrobiotic
community, central Missouri. Open bottom land, hardwoods, pond, 1200 sq. ft.
trailer with addition, barn, all utilities .
Community of 35 involved with nature,
self-reliance, family life and fun. 12 acres,
near Columbia MO. Call or write

Tom or Jean Hurrle
Stelle , IL 60919
(815) 256-2222

Late Arriving Entries
* Healing and survival oriented community, small and growing, wants to connect
with serious future builders working for
the Great Plan to provide ways to help
others to treat the Earth as sacred, the
animals as friends and helpers and other
beings as precious.
The forty acres of Arizona mountain
wilderness in a fertile valley has offered
the ability to grow many varieties of fruit
trees and has shown the many untapped
cottage industry potentials. There are at
present small domes, an old ranch house,
outside spa and bathing area, tool and
equipment facilities, and many other
projects in the making. Residents help
with new projects as they occur, caretake
the land and share utilities. Children are
warmly welcome as well as horses and
other non-neurotic animals .
Future projects : various types of greenhouses, children's learning center, wind
and solar power, underground life support systems, emergency storage and
radio communications facilities, and continued healing environment landscaping.
There are occasional workshop and
celebration gatherings which sometimes
bring close friends like Viktoras Kulvinskas and Atlantis Circle of Light members
who are directly connected to Christmas
Stars function .
Write, or call anytime .
Christmas Star Valley
cl o Wind Spirit
2300 Dripping Springs, Rd.
Winkelman, AZ 85292
(213) 280-9992

*

Peaceful, healthy, cooperative brother
and sister seeking! opening to group
marriagelland cooperative. Working
knowledge of cooperative liging and
decision making. Values deep friendships,
shared parenting, enhanced economics,
evolutionary personal growth. Assets
include 24 secluded mountainous acres,
lake frontage, self-sufficient skills, cottage industry potentials, resources toward
shared construction of alternatively enlightened three master suites communal
home. Children welcomed.
Tumtum Heart Consociation
P.O. Box 57
Tumtum, W A 99034

*

In Phoenix we're creating incredible
intimacy, deep love and joy, and rapid
and intense psychological and spiritual
growth. We also have successful professional careers and a great urban upscale
lifestyle . We'll welcome three more
people to our totally intimate and very
heart-level three-adult group marriage.
You may also be interested in our
visionary project : creating radically improved biofeedback systems for reaching
high states of consciousness. If you might
fit well with Phoenix, call us in Beverly
Hills, California at (213) 275-3730.
Phoenix
257 No . Wetherly Dr.
Beverly Hills, CA 90211

1987/1988 Directory of
Intentional Communities
We are presently compiling articles and
li sting data for an expanded directory and
guide to intentional communities which
will be published in June of 1987 . The
directory will provide general information
about the many accomplishments of these
communities toward personal, social, and
global transformation, as well as listings
of individual communities. If you are a
community or community-oriented group
of 5 or more people and yo u would like to
be listed in the directory, please send us a
50 to 150 word description (subject to
editing) before April 15, 1985. Please
include the following information; the
name of your group or community, your

goals, purpose, hopes, dreams, number of
members, years together, physical loca·
tion and environment, governmental
structure, visiting pollicy, interest in
members, etc. We would also like black
and white photographs and color slides of
each community for several multi media
presentations we are developing . We art
particularly interested in photos that
demonstrate the services communities and
other light centers provide. We invite
every intentional community and cooper·
ative group to take advantage of this
opportunity to help spread the spirit of
community. Please send us your listing as
soon as possible before April 15.
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FOUNDA nON FOR FEEDBACK LEARNING,
Continued from page 12.
For these reasons, we spend more
time on the development of individual
capability, and effective interaction
than on legislating group or
individual behavior, or on creating
better rule and enforcement
structures. Our interest is in learning
how to talk to each other caringly and
clearly enough to decide wisely; and
to become strong enough to handle
whatever goes wrong. It seems
pointless to invest a lot of hope in
systems for good decision-making,
rotating leadership, and equality of
opportunity if most people choose to
refuse the gift most of the time .
Well-designed participatory
management isn't worth much to
people who opt not to participate
knowledgeably, or even at all. The
best information distribution
procedures don't do much for people
who don't want the information,
don't think about it, and rarely use it.
Opportunities for intimacy are not
helpful to people afraid to love, and
made anxious by contact. It doesn't
I matter what one wants to do if it

seems to them impossible even to try.
When effective interaction is out of
the question, and communication
doesn't work, cooperation is
unlikely. Self-image formed by
approval doesn't permit autonomy,
no matter what the group values.
Experience indicates that until some
significant changes happen within
and between individuals, carefully
designed support systems are simply
not likely to make much difference . It
seems clear that changing the
environment has not been enough to
promote the necessary growth in
people. We're betting that changes in
people will enable them to create
whatever environment they want.
Hopefull y, sa ne people will create a
sane world .
We are firm in (lur resolve that
developing th e proce" Ilf behavioral
learning is the
impurtant
contribution we can make to the
pressi ng socio-economic. political
issues or our era . It al so seems the
be st route available to a good life for
each of

Attention Writers

live, of men;
per,(lnal
accounh; humul ;tmllartoum; book
re\ie .... \; an and entcllalnmel1t ;
articles perlllleni to men in an) and
all faceb of their

1

The Men's Magazine i\ a new
quarterly magazine which explores
the male experience and addres\es
issues common to men of all ages. It
adheres to positive attitudes toward
psychology, health, and the arts . Its
goal is to encourage all men and
women to lead socially responsible.
physically healthy. and emot ionally
vibrant lives.

TM Men's Magazine encourages
experts and lay people to contribute
feature essays that lend insight s into
i the ongoing male struggk; short
\ stories illustrating contemporary male
! ISsues; mtervlews emphaSIZIng
I specific personal details;
Psychological anal yses of man'
present day behavior; discussion s on
, diseases, exercise and health;
i editorials that offer insights into the

i

I,

The Men's Magazine 1\ dedicated to
printing the
of people
of all
of all ethnil. social. and
economic backgrounds . Its
are eager to help umea,oned authors
edit and revise material where
necessary . Contributiom should
reflect humani stic attitudes and
generally be supportive of men. All
contributions mu st be signed and
include a phone number and address .
Maleriab without SASEs (Self
Addressed Stamped Emdopes) will
not be re turned .
Send cUlllributiom to :
The Men's Magazine
C & C Publications
127 Highland Avenue
Branford, CT 06405

CLASSIFIEDS
PUBLICA TIONS

r

GROUP MARRIAGE NEWSLETTER
Networking, sharing experiences, philosophy. Subscription $9/ year (Quarterly).
Plus free Lifestyle Primer.
PEP
Box 3912-C
Eugene. OR 94703
DIRECTORIES OF
INTENTIONAL COMMUNITIES
Britain. Europe. Australia. New Zealand.
Japan. S2.00 each. ·Add SI.OO for
postage.
·U .S. $4.00.
Mr. Information
Box 955-631
Ganges. B.C.
Canada VOS I EO

REAL ESTATE
Say Yes to Beauty and Comfort;
No to Animal Suffering
Top Quality personal care and household
products. NO! tested on animals! No
animal ingredients! Reasonabty priced .
Fully guaranteed. Send for free brochure .
Sunrise Lane
Dept. CMW
780 Greenwich S.
NeIA York. NY 10014

COMMUNITIES
MANITEAU FARM
Maniteau Farm is a macrobioti c community in the Missouri countryside 35 miles
S. w. of Columbia. Missouri . Slress on
cooperation. self reliance. Offering for
sale 12 acres with pond. all utilities.
expanded trailer. barn. woods garden site .
Tom & Jean Hurrle
Stelle. IL 60919
(815) 256-2222
CIRCLE OF THE EARTH
A poeti c. spiritual fellowship dedicated to
the Earth and Her rituals and directed
toward planetwide transformation. Rural
community anticipated. Send 52.00 for
introductory talk by Victor Greentree.
Box 3t087
MI. Healthy, OH 45231
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Response Card and

Response Card and

Order Form

Order Form

NOTE: Prices in parenthesis are for foreign orders and
must be paid in U.S. currency.

NOTE: Prices in parenthesis are for foreign orders and
must be paid in U.S. currency.

COMMUNITIES MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS

COMMUNITIES MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS

_ _ One year $16 ($18)
_ _ Two years $30 ($33)
___ Lifetime $200
Institutional Rate
_ _ One year $22 ($24)
_ _ Two years $35 ($38)
_ _ Sample issue $4 ($5)
___. Back issues $2 .00 each ($2.40) _ _ _ _ _ __
___ Complete set of 33 available back issues $35 ($40)

_ _ One year $16 ($18)
_ _ Two years $30 ($33)
___ Lifetime $200
Institutional Rate
_ _ One year $22 ($24)
_ _ Two years $35 ($38)
_ _ Sample issue $4 ($5)
_ __ Back issues $2.00 each ($2.40) _ _ _ _ _ __
___ Complete set of 33 available back issues $35 ($40)

OTHER PUBLICATIONS FROM CPC

OTHER PUBLICATIONS FROM CPC

___ 1985 Directory issue $5 ($6)
___ Builders oj the Dawn $14 postpaid
___ Community Dreams $10 postpaid
___ Seeds of Tomorrow $12 postpaid
___ The Best Investment, Land $10 postpaid
- __ The Small Community $10 postpaid
Community Land Trust Handbook $9 postpaid
The Ultimate Frontier $8 postpaid

(IL. residents please add 6% sales tax on books.)
EDiTORIAL/DlSTRlBUTION I ADVERTISING

_ _ 1985 Directory issue $5 ($6)
Builders of the Dawn $14 postpaid
Community Dreams $10 postpaid
Seeds oj Tomorrow $12 postpaid
The Best Investment, Land $10 postpaid
The Small Community $10 postpaid
Community Land Trust Handbook $9 postpaid
The Ultimate Frontier $8 postpaid

___
___
___
___
___

(IL. residents please add 6% sales tax on books.)
EDITORIAL/DISTRIBUTION I ADVERTISING

I/We would like to ___ submit ___ suggest
an article on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

___ I/We would like to ___ submit ___ suggest
an article on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I/ We would like to edit an issue . Please send more
information .
Please send information on how I/we may help
with distribution of COMMUNITIES.
_ __ Please send your Ad Rate Card .

___ I/We would like to edit an issue. Please send more
information.
___ Please send information on how I/we may help
with distribution of COMMUNITIES.
Please send your Ad Rate Card.

Name
Add ress
City _ _ _ __ __ ___ State _ _ _ Zip _ _
Phone _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name
Address
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ _
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

Would you like to charge your order?
($10 Minimum Charge)

Would you like to charge your order?
($10 Minimum Charge)
Check one: ___ Visa ___ Master Card
Your Card Number: (All Digits Please)

Check one : ___ Visa ___ Master Card
Your Card Number: (All Digits Please)

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
IMPO RT ANT :
We mu st have
ex pir a tio n da te
o n you r card!

Mo . Yr.

Master Ca rd Only!
Bank Number (4
digits over name) .

IIIII

Signature

IMPORTANT:
We mu st have
expiration date
on your card!

Mo. Yr.

I I I I]

Master Card On Iy! ,--,...-,...-r-1
Bank Number (4
dlgH s over name) . . .

Signature
(Required if using a credit card)

Please return with your payment to :
COMMUNITIES MAGAZINE
105 Sun Street, Stelle, IL 60919
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(Required if using a credit card)

Please return with your payment to:
COMMUNITIES MAGAZINE
105 Sun Street, Stelle, IL 60919

-

-

OTHER
PUBLICATIONS
available from
COMMUNITIES PUBLICA T10NS COOP ERA T1VE

SEEDS OF TOMORROW, NEW AGE COMMUNITIES THAT WORK, Oliver and Chris Popenoe:
Surveys a wide range of intentional communiti':!s,
analyzing each carefully, examining its origins,
principles and beliefs that motivate it, administratIve
structures, business and financial resources, obstacles
faced and methods for overcoming them-distilling the
general principles that apply to those communities that
have proven most successful. 512.00.

THE BEST INVESTMENT, LAND IN A LOVING
COMMUNITY, David W. Felder: Information on
---.."..-----...:., paying for land, getting construction help, self-sufficiency in food production, and moving into your new
home. Also a section on the dynamics of building a
peaceful and co-operative community. 510.00.
THE COMMUNITY LAND-TRUST HANDBOOK,
Institute for Community Economics: Community land
trusts make it possible for people to own their own
homes, and enable communities to protect forests and
farmlands or redevelop urban areas. Included are
comprehensive guides to the organizational, financial,
and legal steps with nine case studies . $9.00 .

1985 / 1986 DIRECTORY OF INTENTIONAL COM-

NITIES: (Still available and current until the new
directory is published in the summer of 1987.) 55.00.
1987 / 1988 DIRECTORY OF INTENTIONAL COMMUNITIES: Available Summer 1987. New and expanded
Directory issue fea turing li stings of communities with
information on size, purpose, government, relationships,
religious/ spi ritual practices, diet, visiting policy, etc.
Special Resource section with book reviews and listings of
publi cations, networks, and organizations whose services
are related to community and/ or cooperation. 58.00.

BUILDERS OF THE DAWN, Corinne McLaughlin &
Gordon Davidson: The co-founders of the Sirius
Community in Massachusetts describe over a hundred
intentional communities as map-makers for humanity's
journey into the future, creating companionship and
support systems, reducing living expenses, while offering
opportunities for spiritual and psychological growth,
personal and group empowerment, research and development for society, and education for the future. 514.00.
(Note: All book prices are postpaid.)

COMMUNITY DREAMS, IDEAS FOR ENRICHING
NEIGHBORHOOD AND COMMUNITY LIFE, Bill
Berkowitz: A ground-breaking book of "practical
utopia." Ideas here are fresh and offbeat, small in scale
and low in cost. Powerful and wide-ranging, it is sure to
stimulate and moti vate anyone who cares about making
communities better. 510.00.
THE SMALL COMMUNITY. Arthur Morgan: "Of all
major factors which enter into the determination of our
national life, few if any are receiving so inadequate
attention as is the welfare of the community or primary
group . . . The preservation and perfecting of the' small
community is one of the greatest issues facing our
times ... This book is ;;I su rvey of the field , and a guide
to work within the small community." 511.00.
THE ULTIMATE FRONTIER, Eklal Kueshana: Presents the inspiri ng philosophy and world view of
Scientist-Philosophers dedicated to improving and preserving the best of civilization, offering fresh insights into
today's complex problems, and providing a moving and
practical message of hope . This book inspired the
founding of two intentional communities: Stelle, Illinois
and Adelphi, Texas. 58.00.

(
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PERSONALS

COMMUNITIES
JOURNAL OF COOPERATION
105 SUN STREET
STELLE, ILLINOIS 60919

o

$12.00 ONE YEAR ($14.00 Foreign)

o
o

$22.00 TWO YEARS ($25 .00 Foreign)

Human beings concerned
about planet
How to be human
together
in small enough groupings
to mean anything
to each other,
large enough to survive
Women and men
respecting personhood
sharing insights
urban, rural touching
of the universe
Prepared to build
political, social, economic,
ethical models
toward spiritual growth ·
Please,
make contact

i
t

$15.00 ($18 .00 Foreign) A year's subscription plus the
Guide to Cooperative Alternatives
Name ____________________________
Address __________________________

COMMUNITIES
105 Sun Street
Stelle, Illinois 60919

,.

